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ABSTRACT
Improving systems of public education through the development and implementation of
innovative reforms is a socially and politically complex process, particularly when systems of
public education merge with external agencies that enter the process with unique resources and
with perspectives and intents derived from experiences unlike those found in traditional public
school cultures. Pursuing a better understanding of this process, this qualitative case study
examines the interorganizational partnership that developed Metro High School, an innovative,
STEM high school program in Columbus, Ohio.
With this single, public/private partnership as a case, this study examined the school
reform context within which the partners worked and from which they derived influential
perspectives and resources. The objective was to better understand the interaction and
manifestation of perspectives, resources, and intentions, as the now influential school was being
developed and implemented. Data gathered through interviews, documents, and observations
have been analyzed and synthesized into conclusions about the interactive effects of the partners
on the development of the school and its subsequent policy influence.
Factors found to have affected the effort include favorable reform policy conditions and
experienced school designers, commitment to well-defined STEM and Coalition of Essential
Schools principles, ample resources from skilled, high capacity partners with political and
intellectual influence, conceptual alignment across the partnership, a commitment to equity, and
effective community-based negotiations. Negotiations were facilitated by strong leadership
working from the base of a multi-district foundation that provided the administrative space for
the school’s largely autonomous development. This study, utilizing sociopolitical theories of
educational change and implementation that recognize the influence and value of multiple
vi

perspectives and constructive variability, suggests implications for interorganizational
partnership work that is undertaken for developing and negotiating the terms of new systems of
public school organization and new learning environment designs. In regard to the research
literature on implementation, school change, and reform, this study—though not generalizable
and limited in scope to a single site—sheds light on the complexity of implementing
collaborative educational change in urban environments.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
Chapter Introduction
Improving systems of public education with innovations that assertively deviate from
traditional patterns is difficult work, as structures and behaviors in these systems are deeply
institutionalized and highly resistant to change (Meyer & Rowan, 2006; Sarason, 1990; Tharp,
2008; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Whether initiated from within schools, systems, or even states,
originating from non-public sources, or in various combinations, countless reform efforts have
failed to gain enough dependable traction to significantly reconfigure conventional teaching and
learning environments and the administrative policies and structures that govern them (Berman
& McLaughlin, 1976; Elmore, 1996; Fullan, 1995; Sarason, 1990, 1999; Supovitz & Weinbaum,
2008; Tharp; Tyack & Cuban).
Persisting in the effort, partnerships between various external agencies (e.g., non-profit
organizations, business groups, for-profit firms, municipal governments, philanthropists,
universities, and/or community groups) and public school systems are frequently established to
support reforms such as the implementation of pre-designed reform models, changing
governance structures, or training for specific programs (e.g., professional development) or
innovative initiatives (Coburn, Bae, & Turner, 2008; Glennan, Bodilly, Galegher, & Kerr, 2004;
Glennan & Resnick, 2004; Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008). To descriptively label such ventures,
phrases such as “insider—outsider collaboration” or “partnership” (Coburn et al., 2008) have
been used. Supovitz (2008), researching the work of external support organizations, employed
the term “district/provider partnership” (p. 459). Honig (2004) selected the term “intermediary
organizations” (p. 66), working to develop the classification of a wide range of varied
1

insider−outsider relationships among school districts and external organizations. Honig draws an
important line through this confusing terrain by distinguishing partnerships that exist to facilitate
service provisions to one or more school districts (e.g., professional development or curriculum)
from those that exist to affect change within the partnering organizations. Focusing on the latter
construct, and investigating the experiences of those involved in insider−outsider relationships,
as this study will do, I have selected to use the phrase interorganizational partnership.
Interorganizational partnerships vary widely in terms of membership, formation patterns,
purposes, resources, and scale, and may involve potentially influential individuals or
organizations from outside of the traditional domain of public education, bringing in to the
arrangement political or financial resources that may improve such groups’ chances of success or
in some way affect a partnership’s directions (Malen, 2006; Rochford, 2009, personal
communication). Many partnerships have been formed for the purpose of taking specific
instructional and/or organizational models to scale. Across the country, notable examples
include Success For All, Coalition of Essential Schools, or the Comer School Development
Program (Datnow, Hubbard, & Mehan, 2002b). In other notable cases, networks of supportive
external organizations join with public school officials in regional or local settings, through
interorganizational partnerships such as state-based P-16 councils (Krueger, 2006) or the Public
Education Network (Brown, Christman, Hartmann, & Simon, 2003; Public Education Network,
2009). Such networks provide various levels of financial, intellectual, political, and/or
implementation support to schools for myriad projects that may range from significant,
widespread reform model implementation, to single school restructuring programs, to smallscale, classroom-based projects.

2

Statement of the Problem
When convened to do so—even in the presence of adequate funding, good intentions, and
research-backed models—interorganizational partnerships often struggle to bring about
effectively implemented and sustained innovative practices in schools that substantially change
core teaching, learning, organizational, and/or governance practices (Bodilly, Chun, Ikemoto, &
Stockly, 2004; Firestone & Fisler, 2002; Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988). The difficulties include not
only resistant institutional forces (Elmore, 1996; Tyack & Cuban, 1995), but also the challenges
of coordinating the communication, cohesion, influence, and support of and for the partnerships
themselves (Barnes, Massell, & Vanover, 2007; Berends, Kirby, Naftel, & McKelvey, 2001;
Bodilly et al., 2004; Coburn et al., 2008; Cohen & Spillane, 1993; Datnow, 2006; Firestone &
Fisler, 2002; Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988; Glazer, 2009; Rowan, Camburn & Barnes, 2004).
When organizational complexity within a partnership combines with multiple internal and
contextual implementation challenges as reforms or innovations are negotiated and applied (to,
for example, teachers’ practice, resource allocations, curriculum, or governing policies), the
multi-faceted complexity of reform becomes more easily appreciated. Rigid designs may poorly
fit local circumstances; design changes initiated at the site during implementation may
undermine essential program components; leaders or supporters may depart, replaced by others
with differing intentions; political struggles may ensue, or forms of passive or overt resistance
from various levels, constituent groups, or individuals may undermine or supplant a partnership’s
work (Bodilly et al., 2004; Datnow et al., 2002b; Supovitz, 2008; Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008).
Even within the bureaucratic levels of public schooling, internal inconsistencies, perhaps “intraagency politics” (McLaughlin, 2006, p. 217), and implementation challenges may occur,
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undermining anyone’s assumption that individuals representing the public schools will act in a
unified manner or follow specific directions (Elmore, 2005; Weick, 1976).
Partnerships that bridge the public schools with external organizations (Honig, 2004) are
often called upon to improve public education through innovative programming and are the
subject of a tremendous amount of recent attention (Christensen, Horn, & Johnson, 2008;
National Governors Association, 2007; U. S. Department of Education, 2009a, 2009b). What
occurs within such partnerships, however, in the relationships among the experiences, the
perspectives, the resources and the intents of the individuals and organizations involved is not
well known (Coburn et al., 2008; Glazer, 2009; McLaughlin, 2006). “Only in a few current
cases are we starting to see research that explores the partnerships and relationships between
districts and external support providers” (Supovitz, 2008, p. 464). Regarding external agencies
or groups charged with affecting change in public schools, Glazer (2009) writes, “we know very
little about interveners’ capacity to forge productive relationships with these institutions and the
challenges of this work” (p. 271). Few studies have systemically written about the compounded
effects of (a) contextual conditions influencing the partnership itself and individual members
within it, and (b) the relationship of partners’ characteristics to the development of change.
Datnow, Hubbard, and Mehan (2002b) chronicle numerous efforts that were complicated
by the effects of multiple levels of politics and power as individuals and groups worked together
to implement reforms. Even within the separate organizations that form partnerships, cohering
relationships cannot be assumed and certainly must not be taken for granted. Intending to
challenge partnership goals, adversarial alliances may even be formed across organizational
boundaries (Firestone & Fisler, 2002), aligning influence and authority forces in ways that may
complicate design and implementation processes (Supovitz, 2008).
4

Considering such complex partnership work, and the policy and practice contexts in
which it occurs, requires the recognition of variances when members of a highly
institutionalized, routine-driven, yet potentially internally inconsistent organization—the public
schools—form linkages with members of external organizations, represented by individuals who
operate with histories, assumptions, resources, and routines that may be fundamentally different
(Radin, 2006; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Though partners’ experiences, perspectives, and influence
may differ in ways that can jeopardize a partnership’s effectiveness, these features, and the
degree to which they capitalize on favorable conditions, may empower a partnership as well.
Many studies have described the hardships and shortfalls of attempts to establish effective and
lasting innovation. Continuing to study the field to shed light on examples of success is an
important task.
This study assumes there is room to improve even the best schools and systems, and that
these efforts can be effectively driven by public/private partnerships. It works with the
proposition that high capacity collaboration for improvement may prompt more innovative,
meaningful change than purely internal efforts or top-down, mandated, change (Anderson, 2009;
Berliner, 1995; Datnow et al., 2002b; Honig, 2006b). The relationships among perspectives,
resources, and intentions of influential collaborating members from diverse organizational
arenas—and the effects of the policy environment within which they work—should be more
deeply examined and better understood.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore and better understand the
complex arena of interactions and effects between (a) state and regional education policy and
reform environments, and (b) the experiences, perspectives, resources, and intentions of
5

interorganizational partners that worked in such an environment to create an innovative public
high school. Located in Columbus, Ohio, the school at the center of the partnership, Metro Early
College High School, has become an influential model in the years since it opened in the fall of
2006, hosting numerous high profile visitors, serving as a model for other new school ventures,
and becoming the base site for the launch of a statewide science, technology, engineering, and
math (STEM) education reform network.
This study identifies some of the partnership’s influential enabling, constraining, and
policy-affecting characteristics through examination of the policy and reform environment (e.g.,
government and/or business initiatives, legislation and local policy, local community needs,
funding opportunities, and reform organization activity) in which the partners worked to develop
the school. Focusing on the initial school creators, I examined the sources of their perspectives
and intentions. I studied the interaction of these individuals with reform conditions, with other
partners, and with tangible and intangible resources, as they negotiated the features of the
innovative school’s design, implementation, operation, and strategy dissemination. The study
searched for a better understanding of implementation practice in and among elements of “the
messy real world” (Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008, p. 5) of school reform, as individuals from
public education systems are purposefully joined with external organizations in order to cultivate
and implement innovation.
Design of the Study
This qualitative case study (Merriam, 1998; Yin, 1994) has been guided by an
overarching research question, divided into three subquestions:
When a public/private partnership is formed to create a new, academically and
organizationally innovative public high school, in what ways do contextual conditions
6

and partners’ experiences, perspectives, resources, and intents combine to affect the
development and implementation of the school?
The three subquestions are as follows:
1. In what ways did contextual conditions affect the partnership as it formed and
functioned to develop the innovative school?
2. In what ways have partners’ experiences, perspectives, and resources affected the
development of the school?
3. To what extent does the implemented school reflect the combined effects of
contextual conditions and partners’ intents?
Beginning with a knowledge base built by the literature review, this qualitative study is
exploratory (Creswell, 2005) in nature. It focuses on the single case of an interorganizational
partnership in Columbus, Ohio that formed in 2005 to develop and implement a new, innovative
public high school serving multiple school districts in a large urban area. As a case study, data
collected from multiple sources (interviews, observations, and reviews of documents) have been
used to triangulate the findings during analysis (Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 1994) and build
a credible study (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) of the forms of interactive learning and influence that
occurred as this innovative school was being conceived and developed.
Theoretical Frameworks
From a theoretical standpoint, a set of conceptual frames grounds the study. Malen’s
(2006) politics of implementation framework that features attending to micropolitical roles,
contexts, authority, and intentions has informed data collection and analyses. The process of
building interview and observation protocols and analyzing collected data has been theoretically
based in Malen’s work along with the emerging literature on the work of intermediary
7

organizations and implementation (Honig, 2004, 2006a, 2006b) and on the co-construction of
reform constructs developed by Datnow et al. (2002a, 2002b). Expanding across the background
of the study, providing a contextual landscape for understanding both constancy and change in
public education is new institutionalism (Meyer, J. D. & Rowan, 1991; Meyer, H. D. & Rowan,
2006).
Honig (2006b) implores implementation researchers to look beyond prima facie policy
merits and profiles of successful outcomes to explore the conditions in which implementation
takes place. The success of implementations is not due to “inherent properties of particular
policies” (p. 2). Honig continues:
Rather implementability and success are the product of interactions between policies,
people, and places—the demands specific policies place on implementers; the
participants in implementation and their starting beliefs, knowledge, and other
orientations toward policy demands; and the places or contexts that help shape what
people can and will do. (p. 2)
The theoretical work of Malen (2006) and Datnow et al. (2002a, 2002b) provides just this
kind of framework for research that examines the interactions of contexts and individuals during
policy development and implementation processes. These constructs not only acknowledge
complex, multiple interactions of assumptions, resources, and actions that affect individuals,
across multiple levels of organizations as this kind of work occurs, but also value these
interactions by insisting that understanding and working with these conditions is essential for
crafting the implementation of new programs in education.
Theoretically, such positions are socially constructivist and opposed, according to
Datnow et al. (2002b) to “unidirectional, technical, and rational” (p. 10) forms of implementation
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theory described by researchers such as Smith and Keith (1971, cited by Datnow et al., 2002b)
and Pressman and Wildavsky (1973, cited by Datnow et al., 2002b). Such co-constructive
frameworks accept the fact that various levels of organizations will tend to change and adapt a
design to fit their own contexts, but it does so in a way that invests value in collaboration
between the separate parties so that key design features, functions, and objectives may be
preserved, albeit in somewhat altered forms.
New institutionalism is a theoretical framework originally developed, in part, to help
explain the spread and subsequent homogenization of practices throughout public school
institutions. It may now serve as a basis for understanding the resilience of public institutions,
like public schools, to changes in purposes, routines, and expectations (Meyer, 2006). As such it
becomes a theory that forms an illustrative backdrop for the play of designing and implementing
new forms of public school structure.
Significance of the Study
Meyer (2006), citing his own earlier work (Meyer, 2001) while concluding a theoretical
collection of essays entitled New Institutionalism in Education (Meyer & Rowan, 2006), states,
“…we are observing a ‘softening’ of the traditional configuration in which government is the
taken-for-granted supplier of education. At the same time we find a growing acceptance for
education whose legitimacy does not derive from the state.” He continues, “…a small but
dynamic alternative institutional sector can under certain circumstances become the take-off
point for more massive metamorphoses” (p. 218). This claim would indicate that weakened
state-based arrangements of school instruction and organization further open the door for the
increased influences on schooling designs and authority by business, non-profit, university, and
community-based agencies. The claim is continually corroborated by recent policy and practice
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developments, including, obviously, the millions of dollars invested in reform by the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation (Dillon, 2009), the growing role of external reform support
organizations (Honig, 2004), and the increasingly active role of governors, legislators, and
mayors (Henig, 2009) who open doors for entrepreneurial activities such as the expansion of
charter school opportunities—recently boosted by the federal government’s infusion of
competitive funding opportunities via Race To The Top grants and various innovation and
entrepreneurial oriented funding programs (U. S. Department of Education, 2009b, White House
Office of Management and Budget, 2010).
Against this backdrop of what some may see as a crumbling wall of public education, the
current study is significant because the literature has yet to deeply explore the nature of
relationships between systems of public education and external partners in contexts where they
come together to promote innovative school reforms and new governance and design authorities.
Analyses, findings, and recommendations—often based on evaluations and case study
research—are now appearing more frequently in the literature. These examples most often relate
to scaling up reform models (e.g., Datnow et al., 2002b; Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008),
implementing programs or curriculums (Honig, 2004, Honig, 2009a, 2009b; Scherer, 2008), or
establishing university-district partnerships for teacher or administrator training (e.g., Goldring
& Sims, 2005). But the interactions of the interorganizational forces remain underexamined
(Honig, 2006b; McLaughlin, 2006).
The Annenberg Institute’s Task Force for School Communities that Work (2003)
initiated research (Kronley & Handley, 2003) to look at “an important but understudied slice of
the local education support pie” (p. iii), referring to the examination of reform minded
collaborations between school districts and reform support organizations. McLaughlin (2006)
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looks to this area of study as fertile ground for the future of implementation and policy studies,
describing it as an area that “is not well understood but offer[s] promising opportunities for the
next generation of implementation research to take up” (p. 220).
Many significant studies have indeed examined the implementation of reforms (e.g.,
Berends, Bodilly, & Kirby, 2002; Datnow et al., 2002b; Rowan, Correnti, Miller, & Camburn,
2009; Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008) and, when considered along with smaller scale studies,
many symptoms of implementation trouble and signs of success have been revealed. While the
research has addressed methods, challenges, benefits, and recommendations regarding
interorganizational efforts to design, support, and/or implement various improvement models,
thorough examinations of the internal work of partnership formation and maintenance—
including the processes of forming effective relationships, dealing with conflicting political
agendas, or explicating the affects of resource capacity and varying perspectives—has received
less attention (Coburn et al., 2008; Glazer, 2009; McLaughlin, 2006). Honig (2009a) calls the
research on external organizations “limited” (p. 396) and suggests that “political dimensions” are
not often addressed. McLaughlin (2006) acknowledges the attention given to “macrolevel
political struggles,” while noting the dearth of research focused on “micropolitics in educational
policy implementation” (p. 217).
Less common and less visible in the literature is educational research that specifically
looks into the micro-level, relational influences that the perspectives and resources of various
collaborating individuals and organizations have upon one another (Coburn et al., 2008; Glazer,
2009; Honig, 2006b; McLaughlin, 2006). There is little research looking at the various
conceptual lenses through which partners view their work and how they relate to one another
across organizational boundaries—particularly in regard to how their different perspectives,
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intentions, and capacities affect the making of productive, coherent partnerships that may
effectively implement well-crafted innovative policies and practices. Unlike most research on
the topic, which often focuses on school restructuring or policy implementation in existing sites,
this study looks specifically at the collaborative creation of a new school.
Additional significance is gained by the pursuit of research knowledge in an area of
practice that is complex, not well understood from a research standpoint, and that acknowledges
and attempts to incorporate this complexity (Honig, 2006b). McLaughlin (2006) states,
“collaborative organizations face formidable challenges to their effective operation and
stability… and more needs to be understood about their implementation experiences” (p. 221).
Although very limited in scope, this study seeks to contribute to such understanding by
conducted, to a small degree, needed analysis of partnership relationships (Coburn et al., 2008;
Glazer, 2009). On a decidedly practitioner level, this study may provide information useful for
new or existing partnerships between public schools and external agencies in regard to the work
of educational reform and innovation; it will add to the recent literature on the work of internalexternal partnerships, particularly by focusing on cross-district and community level work as
opposed to work within existing schools (Coburn et al.). Implementation research in general has
been identified as an area in need of further exploration. The National Research Council has
stated, “we view implementation research—the genre of research that examines the ways that the
structural elements of school settings interact with efforts to improve instruction—as a critical,
underfunded, and underappreciated form of education research” (National Research Council,
2002, p. 125).
Above all, my hope for this study is that it may contribute to our understanding of the
way complex relationships between those inside and outside of public education may be
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leveraged to create and sustain policy and practice innovations in a domain that is reliably
resistant to change (Sarason, 1990; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Figure 1 illustrates my intention to
look at the overlap between interorganizational complexity and the challenge of public systems
change while searching for a better understanding of such processes and for examples of ways in
which it may have been done effectively.
Voices in the field continually call for innovation (Christensen et al., 2008; National
Governors Association, 2009; U.S. Department of Education, 2009a;). Books, studies, and wideranging forums for discussion abound regarding the need for effective educational reform
(Fullan, 2005; Elmore, 2000). Even prime time television and the movie industry have become
involved. Many discuss how hard it is to create significant change (Sarason, 1990; Tyack &
Cuban, 1995). Even defenders of public education’s record (Bracey, 2003) and those who
critique dominant contemporary narratives of reform and innovation (Anderson, 2009; Berliner,
1995) agree that schooling structures can be changed for the better. Against Meyer’s (2006) new
institutionalism backdrop, this study is significant for attempting to better understand how
multiple parties may convene to create genuinely collaborative, systemic improvements that have
so often eluded reformers.
Assumptions
Malen (2006), in the course of describing her development of the politics of
implementation framework, has well stated the “cardinal assumption that policy implementation
is a dynamic, political process that affects and reflects the relative power of diverse actors and
the institutional and environmental forces that condition the play of power” (p. 85). This study
assumes, therefore, that the qualities and outcomes of interorganizational partnerships will vary
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Resilience of
public education
to systems and
policy
innovation1

Problems
inherent in
public/private
partnership
implementation
arrangements2

Given the merger each of these two multi-faceted
conditions and the subsequent increase in
complexity, researchers must work to better
understand the complex, interactive effects of
partnership-driven innovation and to recognize
and/or cultivate the conditions and qualities that
appear to enable such work3
1

Fullan, 1996; Hess, 2000; Tyack & Cuban, 1995

2

Bodilly, Chun, Ikemoto, & Stockly, 2004; Firestone & Fisler,
2002; McLaughlin, 2006; Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008
3

Datnow, Hubbard, & Mehan, 2002b; Honig, 2006; Malen,
2006; Spillane, Reiser, & Gomez, 2006

Figure 1. Summarizing the problem, significance, and general intent of the study.
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based upon dynamic contextual issues that may operate without regard to the apparent benefits of
any particular policy or proposal they are considering.
An additional assumption, even a bias that underlies this study, is that the improvement
of public education can be positively assisted through relationships with those outside of the
institution. This requires being able to conceive of a public school district or districts—and even
the public component of public education—in a manner that may transgress the institutional
frameworks of thinking and protectionism that hinder efforts to make system-altering, innovative
advances for children. In the same vein as Anderson (2009) who said public schools “reflect”
society, this study assumes that there should be a permeability to the institution, that its operating
assumptions should be questioned, and that its culture should reflect the intentionally or
unwittingly collaborative influence of its sociopolitical environment. This permeability should
also admit, however, new forces for improvement to gain traction. Practical stasis, unsustainable
innovations, or failing reforms may be associated with ossified institutional patterns—sometimes
manifested as local protectionism—that resist the influx of external influence. For change to
succeed, it appears likely that authority and communication in support of effective public
education should run across organizational barriers, while making efforts to preserve the schools
as a public space.
Definitions
Interorganizational Partnership
The term interorganizational partnership, as used in this study, refers generally to an
organized group comprised of members—from levels inside the local public education arena and
from organizations outside of the local public education arena—who convene to develop and
implement an educational reform or innovation program in a single school, a set of schools,
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across a school district, or across multiple districts. These organizations, which are beginning to
gain more research attention, are highly variable in regard to purposes, scale, and membership
(Rochford, 2009, personal communication) and difficult to pin down for research analysis. A
few examples of names used include, “collaboratives” (Bodilly et al., 2004), “external partners”
(Datnow et al., 2002b), “intermediary organizations” (Honig, 2004), “non-system actors”
(Coburn, 2005), or “insider-outsider partnerships,” (Coburn et al., 2008), to name just a few
examples of a wide-ranging phenomenon.
To deal with this diversity and ambiguity, Honig (2004) developed a definition using the
term “intermediary organization.” Citing sources such as Coburn (2002), McDonald,
McLaughlin, and Corcoran, (2000), and Kronley and Handley (2003), Honig (2004)
distinguished intermediary organizations from those that supply services to schools, such as
professional development organizations, as well as from those that supply research or policy
knowledge, such as government sponsored commissions. Based on the literature and the
distinctions described above, Honig defined intermediary organizations as follows:
Intermediaries are organizations that occupy the space in between at least two other
parties. Intermediary organizations primarily function to mediate or to manage change in
both those parties. Intermediary organizations operate independently of these two parties
and provide a distinct value beyond what the parties alone would be able to develop or
amass by themselves. At the same time, intermediary organizations depend on those
parties to perform their essential functions. (p. 67)
In a 2009 study, Honig (2009a) adds complexity to the definition by acknowledging the
fact that these partnerships or collaboratives may include individual members who operate inside
of public schools. This expansion of the concept is applicable to the present study. Using
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Honig’s (2004, 2009a) work as a starting point, I have selected to use the term
interorganizational (Bodilly et al., 2004) to better highlight the requisite intersection of
organizations or groups that operate, regardless of any partnering relationships, with separate and
independent identities and functions. This may even include general community representatives
such as parents or business representatives. I have chosen the term partnerships (Coburn et al.,
2008; Firestone & Fisler, 2002; Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988) to pull from the literature that often
addresses insider-outsider arrangements such as school/university partnerships (Goldring &
Sims, 2005; Sirotnik & Goodlad) or grant funded programs such as the National Science
Foundation’s Math Science Partnership program (Scherer, 2008). The term partnership may
amplify the concept of independent parties working in an integrated fashion to accomplish some
end for at least mutual benefit, if not for some conception of the greater good. At the same time,
it connotes an entity or an organization in and of itself, with perhaps paid staff members and
some level of independent function, such as, for example, many Local Education Funds (Brown,
Christman, Hartmann, & Simon, 2003).
Implementation
Datnow et al. (2002b) defined implementation simply as “the use of a specific, externally
developed school reform design within a school not previously using the reform” (p. 3) and
noted that outdated notions of the term typically assign high value to the faithful reproduction of
a pre-determined design within a school. Such notions view implementation as an essentially
technical exercise with fidelity to the design as a critical component. Viewed this way, “poor
implementation” may be seen as “an act of willful resistance on the part of implementers for the
purpose of sabotaging reforms that were inconsistent with their own agendas and power bases”
(Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008).
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Honig (2006a, 2006b) and others (Coburn & Stein, 2006; Datnow, 2006a, 2006b; Malen,
2006; McLaughlin, 2006), when considering implementation, relocate the emphasis away from
technical concepts of fidelity to design to the experiences of the individuals involved, to their
assumptions and sensemaking, to the interactions they experience, and to the effects they have on
the execution of program design concepts. Implementation in this case must be conceived as a
process for cultivating the conditions by which policy may actually be built up from practice,
where change may move from the bottom up, from the top down, or across multiple layers and
positions within organizations. Implementation may therefore be seen as a process that
facilitates the creation of “collaborative education policy” (Honig, 2006, p. 125) as
administrators shift from policy-enforcement roles to collaborative, policy developer roles. This
view of implementation is a critical component of the co-construction of reform theory that
underlies this study and is discussed in this chapter and in Chapter 2.
Innovative Public High School
Defining the phrase innovative public high school is an effort that cannot rely upon
settled classifications established by research. In fact, the development of alternative or
otherwise newly structured models of public high school education in our time is characterized
by divergence from conventional forms rather than convergence around a small set of established
patterns (Blyth, 2008). The prevalence of divergence is not surprising, given our perennial
arguments over the purposes and best forms of public schooling. Regarding such debates about
change, “in local communities, and as a nation, we haven’t yet come to agreement on what has to
change in our schools and why” (Wagner, 1997, emphasis in original). Recent nationwide efforts
to standardize curriculum and assessments (e.g., Common Core standards, standardized
accountability testing) provide a framework for consistency, but debates about these efforts
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continue. Therefore, it should be clear that the effort to define the phrase innovative high school
could be a research question in and of itself. Nevertheless, for the purposes of the present
research, a delineation of the category of which this school is a part is called for, even it is
imperfect.
Overlooking the noun, high school, in the phrase, I’ll focus on clarifying my use of the
adjectives innovative and public. Creativity researchers distinguish innovation from creativity by
emphasizing application and outcomes (Runco, 2007; West & Rickards, 1999). While a unique
or novel idea, organizing structure, or product may be developed from a creative process, such
work should not be viewed as innovative unless it is effectively applied to solve a problem or
improve a process or outcome. Csikszentmihalyi (1999) drew the line between creation and
application on a deeper level, contending that an event or action cannot be deemed creative
unless it enters into and affects an accepted change in its domain of relevance. In regard to the
present study, the domain of relevance is public education, and as this study reveals, successful
efforts to affect educational policy change were one result of the work of the partnership I have
examined. The case I have chosen to study is innovative, according to the conditions I am
setting forth, because it has successfully used configurations of newly developed systems within
an urban setting to improve teaching and learning processes for students and it has affected
policy change in its domain.
Neither creativity nor innovation, regardless of semantics, indicates a completely new
idea or product. Runco (2007), citing Kanter (1983) and Hausman (1989), suggested that, “we
can’t really be creative but instead merely adapt old ideas into seemingly new ones” (p. 379) and
that we solve problems through adaptation, strongly supporting the notion that new combinations
of existing information, products, structures, or methods constitute innovation. Shenkar (2010)
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talked about the value of combining, adapting, or marketizing existing technologies, processes,
or products in new ways rather than focusing in inventing something new. The partners who
created the school in this case did not invent something new as much as they faithfully executed
a combined package of beliefs and strategies based on prior knowledge and experience. Because
this study pertains to public education, referring to the literature on innovation in government is
also quite appropriate. Connecting it with Csikszentmihalyi’s (1999), Runco’s, Hausman’s,
Kanter’s, and Shenkar’s ideas helps bridge two domains of research—creativity and the
organization of public institutions (i.e., public education). I propose that allowing research in the
area of creativity to be applied to the study of educational change might (a) facilitate a new or
improved understanding of innovation in education, (b) help us sketch a category of
classification for cases like the present one, and (c) allow us to see the present case as a model, if
not an exemplar, of creativity in the effort to improve schools. In regard to the study of
government systems, like that which governs public education, the idea is not so far fetched. Of
innovation in American governmental organizations, Lynn (1997) said:
Innovation must not be simply another name for change, or for improvement, or even for
doing something new lest almost anything qualify as innovation. Innovation is properly
defined as an original, disruptive, and fundamental transformation of an organization’s
core tasks. (p. 96)
Reform Support Organization
Reform support organizations are described by Kronley and Handley (2003) as an
external group that assists the public schools, at various levels, with forms of support that extend
beyond what the schools themselves are able to conduct or provide. The term “includes a range
of organizations external to a school district—public, quasi-public, private for profit, and private
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non-profit—that seek to engage or are engaged by school districts in efforts at systemic reform”
(p. iii). The partnership being investigated for this case study includes a significant, influential
reform support organization that also aligns with Honig’s (2004) description of intermediary
organizations.
Contextual Conditions
The phrase contextual conditions is being used to represent the multiple environmental
forces that may influence decisions and actions during efforts to collaboratively develop a new,
innovative school. Among these may be economic conditions, state or local demographics,
educational policy, reform initiatives, societal conditions, or business activity. These forces may
be channeled by one or more partners (e.g., resources accessible by only a particular member) or
they may emanate from one or more partners, manifested by knowledge or experience gained in
other settings prior to the partnership. They may accompany the “arenas” (Malen, 2006, p. 86)
in which the partners meet and work. They may be inherent in routines, norms, or “‘definitions
of the situations’ that affect how actors think and behave” (Malen, 2006, p. 89, citing Rowan &
Miskel, 1999). Malen (2006) called these “institutional and sociocultural contexts” and claimed
they “infuse the policy system with presumptions, preferences, and prejudices that advantage
some and disadvantage others” (p. 89). Contextual conditions may certainly be powered by
policies or resources affecting the work such as grant funding or state educational agency
policies or legislative activity. Throughout the conduct of this study, I have expected some
degree of exchange between contextual conditions and interorganizational partner characteristics
and behaviors. This is entirely consistent with Malen’s notion of infusion. Unless partnership
members drop in as perfect strangers to a local or regional context, it is most likely that member
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characteristics and qualities have been formed largely through their relationships with the
cultural environment around them.
Delimitations
Several delimitations have been applied to this study. The policy development and
implementation contexts that surround the work of cultivating and promoting innovative reforms
in the public schools is very complex and comprised of multiple actors. Given such a broad field
of influences and the methodological challenges of handling a potentially expansive case, this
study has been delimited to focus first on those who initiated the school concept, and then on the
central partnership. Many individuals from several organizations played important roles in
developing the school, but everyone who played a part has not participated in the study. Other
engaged participants (i.e., every member of the partnership, non-member school or state and
local governing officials, affected community members, teachers, students) were not included.
This delimitation is attributable to some extent on limited investigatory resources and my intent
to focus primarily on the dynamics of interaction and effects occurring from within the
partnership and as a result its interaction with broader contexts.
A second delimitation, related to the first, is that cross-site, longitudinal case study
methods not presently feasible would provide more extensive data in response to the research
questions. This line of research is only beginning to receive the attention it warrants, and further,
more expansive studies could shed valuable light on such collaborative interorganizational work.
The present study is my initial attempt to explore, better understand, and shed light on the topic
from an admittedly limited perspective.
Third, this study acknowledges the richly data-driven study completed and published by
Hunter and Agranoff (2008). Involving researchers associated with the site through the PAST
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Foundation and their growing effort to help develop Metro’s STEM learning activities, this study
was supported by Battelle, who, along with Ohio State, have been Metro’s powerful backers
throughout. The study deeply explored perceptions of the school from the perspective of its
members (e.g., staff, parents, students). Utilizing ethnographic methods, the study viewed Metro
as a growing culture. Additionally, its partnership activities were explored from a policy
development point-of-view, demonstrating a distributed, networked-based leadership structure
that, among other things, confirmed the understanding that many individuals and organizations
contributed expertise and decision-making capacities to making the school. My study does not
replicate Hunter and Agranoff’s, nor has it been built from their findings. I have instead focused
more on the transition of the original Metro concept, as developed by Ohio’s Coalition of
Essential School’s leaders Dan Hoffman and Marcy Raymond, from a favorable set of enabling
conditions into a constructive partnership. I follow with efforts to provide instructive detail
about partner perspectives and intents, including utilization of the school as a policy-affecting
instrument. Despite overlapping interests, my research questions differ and my inquiry has been
far more logistically modest. I hope that my contributions can be viewed in concert with Hunter
and Agranoff’s to help communicate Metro’s lineage, construction, impact, and importance.
Limitations
As a qualitative case study of the work of a single partnership, the findings will not be
generalizable to other populations or to a wider setting. It would be inappropriate to extend an
application of these findings far beyond the site and the participants themselves without other
forms of corroborating research in similar settings that may result in demonstrations of patterns
of behavior that could start to add predictability or other elements of theory development. The
participants chosen for this sample cannot be claimed to represent other samples or broader
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populations of interorganizational partnership members. The functions and behavior of
individuals in these groups, and the impacts of any member upon another appear to be highly
context and resource dependent. This study seeks to add to our knowledge of the way such
group members interact, but makes no claims in regard to establishing generalizable theory in
regard to such work.
A critical limitation for this particular study is the passage of time and the risk it has
posed to the objective validity of partnership members’ recollections of experiences. The critical
experiences at the heart of this study are still occurring, but began five years ago at the time of
this writing (even twenty years ago if one traces the origin of individual partner perspectives).
This study was originally intended to examine individual partnership members’ assumptions and
beliefs about school innovations, and the way these thoughts may have changed over time—due
to interorganizational effects during the partnership experience. It became clear to me that
investigating such thinking would require being closer in time and proximity to such formative
activity, to collect observations and data first hand as events occur. Additionally, due in part to
the passage of time, some key members of the partnership were not accessible for interviews
during the time frame of the study, further limiting my ability to investigate shifting, individual
assumptions and beliefs.
As a result, prior to finalizing the study’s design and implementation plan, the study was
adjusted to focus more on the apparent connections between contextual conditions, perspective
development, and partner intents, highlighting the perspectives that the central partnership
members brought into the work from past experience and/or institutional missions, and on the
manner in which they combined such perspectives to develop and implement the innovative
school. One finding that I developed, that the school itself was intended to promote change, adds
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value to the focus on original perspectives because it allowed the investigation to follow the
application of such perspectives that emerged during research. Being able to discuss the
capacity of partners to go beyond implementing innovations with one school, to their capacity to
affect multiple schools and systems through innovative policy-making has been one result. The
broader intent of the study to examine the implementation of change in public education systems
has been served, albeit in a limited way.
In regard to participants’ involvement, more data gathering opportunities would likely
enrich the study in ways that could bring far more information to bear on comprehending
Metro’s construction and influence. Many others, beyond this study’s participants, contributed
to making the school, and their influence deserves greater recognition. This case is not just about
a school; it has been a conduit for a wide range of individuals and organizations to develop and
apply instructional and organizational theories and practices. It continues to be a model school
and a base for the dissemination of systems-changing practices. As such, the practical
limitations of this research (e.g., available funding, time) have resulted in an investigatory
product that has only scratched the surface of the case and its impact.
Many aspects of the school deserve more extensive examination and more opportunity to
serve researchers and practitioners. A substantial study of its own could focus just on the content
and manner of negotiations among various parties as curriculum and instruction were developed
for and by the school. Concentrating simply on STEM constructs, the school could be examined
for findings in regard to developing STEM learning strategies and STEM successes. Interested
readers should consult the excellent study conducted by Hunter and Agranoff (2008), the work of
the PAST Foundation (http://pastfoundation.org), and the expanding influence of the Ohio
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STEM Learning Network (http://www.osln.org), an initiative with substantial roots in the present
case. I will discuss additional potential study directions in Chapter 5.
Finally, any particular case study on such a topic becomes more valuable when research
comparisons can be made across varied, but categorically similar sites. This study is limited in
both scope and impact by its focus on a single site. Not only are generalizability and theory
proposals uncalled for based solely on this particular study, the single case-based findings herein
must be corroborated by other similar studies, cross-case studies, or differently designed studies
of similar intent if theory building and hypothesis testing are to be initiated. It is hoped that the
findings of this investigation resonate with other research and experience in ways that may
positively affect practice in regard to supporting the development of innovative, more engaging
educational sites and systems.
Organization of the Study
Following a literature review that strives for a balanced view of the tensions between
change and resilience forces in public education, the study was designed to use qualitative
methods to investigate a case in which change was implemented by an interorganizational
partnership. Based largely on interviews and an exploration of documentary records, I
developed themes to answer my three research subquestions and the overarching research
question of the study. These appear in Chapters 4 and 5, which are comprised of two primary
components—sometimes lengthy descriptive information about the case (e.g., school
descriptions, partner descriptions) and the developed themes. These components are intertwined
to some extent, though I have attempted to more clearly separate them by dividing what would
be a single, findings chapter (e.g., Chapter 4) into two separate chapters, Chapters 4 and 5.
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The three subquestions are handled sequentially across these two chapters, with Chapter
4 providing most of the contextual findings related to the first research subquestion. If the reader
finds overlapping themes across the chapters, it is in part due to the continuity of partner
characteristics and to the fact that the questions essentially look at different facets of a set of
central phenomena. For clarity, and to facilitate a brief review of the study’s findings, developed
themes are presented in figures as Chapter 5 begins, and in summary sections. These are
identified in the Table of Contents and in the Lists of Tables and Figures. The concluding
chapter, Chapter 6, identifies the significance of the findings in regard to the initial problem
statement and to the theoretical frameworks that underlie the investigation. Directions for future
research are suggested.
Conclusion
Honig (2006b) suggested that researchers examining implementation must strive to better
understand the sociologically and politically complex situations that characterize the
development and implementation of reform policies in public education. This case study
investigation follows Honig’s suggestion. It does so by examining the perspectives, actions, and
outcomes of a set of systems-changing, innovating individuals and organizations who emerged
from and successfully navigated the complex policy terrain in Columbus, Ohio to open and
operate the innovative and influential Metro High School program.
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Chapter 2
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Chapter Introduction
The following review of the literature is designed to support the study of
interorganizational partnerships formed when public schools join with private and non-profit
partners such as foundations, reform support organizations (Kronley & Handley, 2003), colleges
and universities, business and industry organizations, and or other intermediary organizations
(Honig, 2004) for the purpose of developing innovative schools. The current study concerns a
partnership that was established for the development, adoption, and implementation of
innovative reform policies and practices in public education, specifically for the creation of a
new public high school recognized by others as significantly unique in terms of curriculum,
instruction, assessment, organization, and governance. The literature review is intended to help
us make sense of the influences affecting members and the innovative work of such partnerships
as they convene, interact, learn, and make decisions during the development of innovative
schools.
Conducting this study requires being mindful of the sometimes contentious sociopolitical
contexts in which reform, school improvement, and implementation occur (Malen, 2006) and of
the political language and dominant elements of discourse that characterize discussions about,
the practices of, and the responses to innovation and reform in the public sector in general
(Radin, 2006), and particularly in the public schools (Anderson, 2009; Hill, 2006; Taubman,
2009).
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Organization of the Literature Review
Because innovation in the public schools is one of the core issues of this study, I will
begin the literature review by discussing the variety of calls for and reactions to innovative
reform, and the predominant political discourses through which these events occur. These
language-driven initiatives and responses form a large part of the context within which the
processes of educational change occur (Hill, 2006; Malen, 2006; Taubman, 2009); indeed, these
conversations are part and parcel of the present study. Neutrality of terms like innovation,
implementation, or reform cannot be assumed. When intending to support innovation and
improvement for schools in ways that better engage students and achieve better results,
collaborative work and the research about it should be deliberately and ostensibly cognizant of
the linguistic nature of the politics of reform (e.g., who defines the results that matter? which
innovations will be favored and which ones rejected? who selects a reform model or its
components?) that affect both individual and collective thinking in regard to the processes of
collaboration, reform, innovation, and school improvement efforts.
Generally, therefore, after discussing the resurgent attention devoted to educational
reform and improvement through innovation, I will look at some of the ideological claims and
real debates related to school and institutional change, then follow with a discussion of research
and reform activity involving implementation, partnerships, and high school reform in ways that
may pragmatically bridge political divides while influencing the direction of the study. Before
concluding, I will finish the literature review with a discussion of theoretical constructs that have
helped frame the pertinent issues while guiding this study.
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Multiple Views of Innovation for Public Education Environments
Calls for and efforts on behalf of the reform of American public education have been
made for decades (Hess, 2004; Sarason, 1990; Tharp, 2008; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). With roots
in our responses to A Nation At Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983)
and continuing now and into the foreseeable future, discussions of and plans for reforms and
improvement of public education outcomes for literacy, graduation rates, college readiness, math
and science skills, workplace readiness, problem-solving skills, and digital literacy seem to run
throughout the communications and activity of everyone involved in public education whether
inside or outside of the formal institution itself (Taubman, 2009). Since 2001, No Child Left
Behind legislation has increased federal influence (McCluskey, 2007) and brought into the public
institution a business-inspired system of accountability—including mandated assessments,
annual performance targets, and real budgetary and governance consequences for falling short
(Anderson, 2009; Bracey, 2003; Cuban, 2004b; Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008; Radin, 2006,
Taubman). A common refrain, whether generally true or generally false—predominately driven
by the struggles of high schools in major metropolitan urban areas, echoing A Nation At Risk,
underlying educational policy-making as illustrated by No Child Left Behind, critiquing
bureaucracy and institutional stasis, and reinforcing private and non-profit investment in new (or
refaced) educational and school governance models—is that public education in the United
States is failing (Bracey; Cuban; Klonsky & Klonsky; Taubman).
Despite convincing, but often overshadowed alternate viewpoints in regard to the true
condition of American public education and the dominant discourses of public school failures
(Berliner, 1995; Bracey, 2003; Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008; Taubman, 2009), despite communities
that support their schools (Bracey) and the value of supporting strategies that might bring
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communities into a deeper engagement with their schools (Anderson, 2009; Klonsky & Klonsky,
2008), responses to widely publicized concerns about low student performance, international
competition, and accountability pressure include many calls for meeting 21st century, globallyscaled economic demands by investing in the expansion of innovation in public education’s
programs, methods, and sites (Christensen et al., 2008; Dillon, 2009; Hess, 2008a; National
Governors Association, 2007; U. S. Department of Education, 2009a, 2009b, 2010).
These calls for innovation—many associated with the interests of private philanthropy
and economic development (Anderson, 2009; Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008; Taubman, 2009)—do
not appeal to everyone. To be succinct, they typically include various mixtures of public and
private investment that are too reliant, for some, on the public institution’s dubious capacity to
reform itself (Chubb & Moe, 1990; Hess, 2004, 2008a) and too exposed, for others, to the
privatizing forces of the marketplace (Anderson; Cuban 2004b; Klonsky & Klonsky; Taubman).
The terrain of school improvement, especially in those locations where practice and
governance restructuring and reinvention efforts are being deployed, is politically contentious,
and potentially divisive. Across these gaps, public, private, and non-profit organizations
sometimes work together—as seen through the events of the case in the present study—to craft
programs, schools, or networks designed to achieve varied, socio-politically defined objectives:
to advance our ability to educate our children, to create new economic activity, to achieve higher
student performance, to improve organizational efficiency, to make to post-secondary studies or
career opportunities more accessible to students, to rebuild communities, to create new
marketplaces for entrepreneurs, or to strengthen our nation’s economic standing. The sections
that follow are intended to illustrate some of the perspectives and arguments, related to
innovation, that may affect interorganizational partnerships.
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Reform as “Disruptive Innovation”
Turning immediately to a specific, entrepreneurial example, Christensen et al. (2008)
have proposed the application of their theory of disruptive innovation to public schools. Very
briefly, this proposal critiques schools as a “virtual monopoly” (p. 51) fixed by rules and
regulations that strongly discourage the emergence of new models for teaching and learning.
Drawing upon business examples such as personal computers disrupting the lineage of
mainframe computers or Southwest Airlines disrupting older systems for flight reservations and
pricing, they criticize regulations and administrative policies for hindering “architectural change”
(p. 208) in the schools. Architectural change means, in part, breaking established
departmentalized routines and task loyalty to convene groups that might radically redesign the
way students, teachers, time, and resources are brought together for teaching and learning, with a
greater commitment to developing effective new patterns than to maintaining older ones
(Christensen et al., 2008).
Noted scholars like Elmore (1996), Fullan (1991), and Sarason (1990) consistently regard
educational change as exceedingly difficult and, at times, challenging to the even the most
persistent optimists. Even Klonsky and Klonsky (2008), while advancing community-based
solutions sharply contrasting with those of larger-scale private investment, acknowledges
entrenched obstacles to improvement of, for example, “a school system generally immune to
substantial change initiatives” (p. 27).
Tharp (2008), building his study on the discouraging predictions of Sarason (1990)
regarding the promise of school reforms, concludes that two factors—failing to genuinely
improve productive teaching practice and failing to genuinely reconfigure political power
arrangements around and within the public schools—consistently doom reforms. Tharp’s is a
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thoroughly studied conclusion that acknowledges the forces of micropolitics (Glazer, 2008;
Malen, 2006; Supovitz, 2008) and supports, to some extent, Christensen et al.’s (2008)
contention that conventional instructional behaviors, supported by thickly bureaucratic schooling
architectures, obstruct educational innovation and can most effectively be overcome with
disruptive tactics. Some are calling on reformers to abandon the implementation of various
turnaround strategies, completely close low performing schools, and begin again with “more
fundamental and radical reform” (Finn, 2010), marked by restarts with new models of instruction
and governance (Samrick, 2010).
21st Century Skills
Calls for innovation may often include references to “21st century skills” (Brookings
Institute Metropolitan Policy Program, 2008; Johnson, 2009; Partnership for 21st Century Skills,
2009; Rotherham & Willingham, 2009). These initiatives, often supported by corporate sponsors
from educational technology, curriculum, and assessment industries—as evidenced by their
sponsorship presence on web pages—contend that learning experiences must be redesigned, so
that in addition to focusing on core subjects, students must learn to identify problems, to
innovate, to use complex media and communication tools, and to think critically, with global
perspectives on civic, personal, cultural, and business problems (Partnership for 21st Century
Skills).
These kinds of learning experiences, it is claimed, require the use of time, space, and
human resources in the schools in far more flexible ways than is currently practiced. Common
features of learning environment, such as seat time requirements, rigid period-based schedules,
self-contained rooms, and low-interaction instruction, must all be reevaluated because “…many
schools continue to reflect their industrial age origins with rigid schedules, inflexible facilities,
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and fixed boundaries between grades, disciplines, and classrooms” (Partnership for 21st Century
Skills, 2009). Specific policy recommendations may include, for example, removing “barriers to
change” and to create openings for “innovative policies and practices in such areas as the
delivery of instructional services, the organization and length of the school day or school year,
the licensure and deployment of teachers, and the awarding of academic credit” (Stark Education
Partnership, 2008, p. 12).
Some critics have contended that by focusing on skills related to technology and
interactivity, students would be shortchanged in regard to acquisition of core content knowledge
(Hirsch, 2009; Ravitch, 2009). Critical of the movement while acknowledging its value,
Rotherham and Willingham (2009) said, “the debate is not about content versus skills. There is
no responsible constituency arguing against ensuring that students learn how to think in school.
Rather, the issue is how to meet the challenges of delivering content and skills in a rich way that
genuinely improves outcomes for students” (pp. 17−18).
STEM and Early College Programs
Two types of innovative programming, particularly for high schools, have been built
around the concepts of STEM learning—focusing curriculum and instruction on an array of
science, technology, engineering, and math programs—and early college programs, designed to
integrate high school courses with post-secondary courses, offer college credit, and, in some
cases, make certain post-secondary degrees or certificates achievable upon high school
graduation. Some STEM programs make extensive use of new instructional technologies and
new forms of connectivity. Early college programs are most often located near college and
university campuses and students may even attend classes on the campus of one of these
institutions while still obtaining required high school credit.
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Federal and Philanthropic Support for Innovative Programs
In a report entitled, Blueprint for American Prosperity, Mead and Rotherham (Brookings
Institute, Metropolitan Policy Program, 2008) call for federal support for investments in
innovation, asking that a federal Office of Educational Entrepreneurship and Innovation be
opened to drive national, public support for research and development to promote “habits of
innovation” (p. 5). “Public policy” they report, “must pave the way for states, school districts,
and schools to do their work in fundamentally different ways” (p. 9). The U.S Department of
Education has now rolled out a $650 million Investing in Innovation Fund (U. S. Department of
Education, 2009a) accessible to local school systems (including charters) and collaborative nonprofits. This fund complements the release of over $4 billion in federal Race-to-the-Top funds
designed to “encourage and reward States that are creating the conditions for education
innovation and reform” (U. S. Department of Education, 2009b).
In 2009, President Obama opened the Office of Social Innovation to help oversee grants
in support of philanthropic, innovative ventures. Its appointed chair, Sonal Shah, formerly of
Google, Inc., insists that the office’s work must reach far beyond a technology focus to consider
“innovation in terms of what civil society is doing” (cited by Perry, 2009). In recent years, there
has been growth in “venture philanthropy” (Scott, 2009, p. 108) activity, whereby donors seek to
strongly affect policy and actively promote specific, and potentially scalable reform measures.
The vocabulary of philanthropy has even changed as “investor” replaces “grantor” and “social
return on investment” replaces “deliverables” (p. 116). Mario Morino (2009), chair of one such
non-profit, Venture Philanthropy Partners, and a supporter of government sponsored innovation,
states, “through radical innovation in our commercial, nonprofit, and public sectors, we must
break the status quo that is too often miring us in mediocrity—from how we manufacture our
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products to how we educate our children… the aftermath of the financial crisis and threats to our
global leadership will put America’s spirit of innovation and entrepreneurship to the test of its
life” (Morino, 2009). Many of these organizations have been working on behalf of chartered
schools, privatization, and choice and generally support innovations best aided by strategic
deregulation of public education.
Educational historian Diane Ravitch (2010), long a proponent of accountability and
reforms designed to increase it, spoke of changes in educational philanthropy over the years.
Referring to the new style of giving as, “philanthrocapitalism” (p. 201) to indicate its venture
capital genes, she described the hands-on approach now taken with funded projects and the
expectation of measurable outcomes, similar to the business-style “return on investment”
concept. With a more controlling hand accompanying the funds, forms of innovation and the
design structures of reform models, when supported by philanthropic gifts, have become less
open to local interpretation, creativity, or adaptation, and more responsive to donors—or donors’
reform support organizations—requests (Ravitch, 2010; Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008). This
situation polarizes many participants and observers, with some claiming such philanthropic
steering is necessary for genuine change (Finn) while others contend that control of reform by
private organizations denigrates our country’s democratic ideals (Klonsky & Klonsky; Ravitch).
One factor that may mediate this dichotomy is when the powerful, philanthropic forces are
committed to equity—to achieving change while preserving an arena for public input and
participation.
Charter Schools as Innovation
The U. S. Department of Education—with the Office of Innovation and Improvement
having just released $82 million in grants to states for charter school activities—is supporting
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initiatives such as those outlined by a recent report entitled, Stimulating Excellence: Unleashing
the Power of Innovation in Education (Hess, 2009) that may empower new providers to offer
instructional services in ways that break through what some describe as the monopolistic hold
that public education maintains (Christensen et al., 2008). Some portion of private philanthropic
gifts and billions of dollars in federal grants are tied to entrepreneurial educational activities,
serving as critical funding sources for many of the collaborating organizations similar to the case
for this present study.
Just as the 21st century skills movement has polarized some observers of public
education, so has the trend towards the expansion of charter schools, which, with respect to the
literature affecting this study, might, in some cases, serve as models or labs for the
implementation of innovative teaching, learning, and school organization practices. As the U.S.
Department of Education connects charter school expansion with federal educational funding
through state-based Race-to-the-Top grant applications (U.S. Department of Education, 2009b),
concerns for the erosion of a democracy-driven, public space, preserved by public schools, have
grown more pronounced (Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008). At the same time, however, charter school
provisions may permit arenas for alternate educational practices, for experimentation, and for
departures from resilient but in many places, under-performing public school routines.
Educational historian Diane Ravitch (2010) cites Ray Budde’s and Albert Shanker’s
initial visions for tackling persistent learning deficiencies with autonomous, teacher-led charter
schools or programs “to pursue innovative ways of educating disaffected students” (p. 122).
Anderson (2009) described the perspective of some that “charter schools represent more
autonomous spaces within which to also provide a more creative and empowering education,
especially for low-income youth” (p. 152). However, Anderson (2009), Klonsky and Klonsky
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(2008), and Shanker (1993, cited by Ravitch) expressed concerns for charter schools becoming a
tool for those who would expand the corporate reach into a less regulated, public education
marketplace, promoting privatization, seeking profits, and competing with the public space of
traditional schools.
For observers and participants concerned about the difficulties of innovating in
education’s public sphere—on behalf of disenfranchised or under-challenged students—this is
contested terrain. Certainly every charter school is not designed as a corporate profit-center, but
by the same token, every charter school is not an autonomous, innovation incubator. Data reveal
that the student achievement record of charter schools on the whole is quite mixed (Ravitch,
2010).
Intermediary Organizations
An active sector of the school improvement and reform “industry” (Anderson, 2009;
Rowan, 2006) is the consulting work of non-governmental agencies who partner with states,
districts, and individual schools to accomplish various improvement or reform initiatives or
implement restructuring or innovation designs. External agencies have long partnered with
public schools for resources like instructional content (e.g., textbooks, online video streaming) or
professional development (e.g., instructional methods, software training) (Honig, 2004). Recent
school reform, restructuring, and improvement work, however, has occurred with greater roles
being played by external service providers. The key difference lies in the degree of assistance
provided. Whereas school and central offices may have, and continue to acquire services or
materials from outsiders, it is becoming more common for external agencies to play the role of
primary change agent (Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008; Kronley & Handley, 2003; Glazer, 2009;
Honig; Supovitz, 2008). (Though such agencies, often when called educational management
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organizations or EMO’s, are very active in the realm of charter school openings and operations,
their role in guiding change in schools maintained as traditionally public is of primary concern
for the current study.)
These agencies are often doing the instrumental work of the powerful philanthropic
organizations engaged in educational reform, such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation or the
Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation (Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008; Ravitch, 2010). In this role, a
number of external support providers tend to disseminate or take to scale favored models for
innovation and reform that are authorized by these non-profit giants—models that may conflict
with local preferences or circumvent local, political or community input (Klonsky & Klonsky;
Ravitch).
Whether or not the public schools are capable of devising and implementing their own
sustainable innovations and reforms is open to question, given the reliably stable operational
cultures of public education (Meyer & Rowan, 2006; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Despite conflict
over the intentions or methods behind the work of many external support providers, change
effects are occurring. The influence of externally-based change agents may even be essential for
developing and implementing significantly innovative policies and programs in the public
schools and systems.
Innovation as a Contested Imperative
The symbolism and discourse through which considerations of innovative reform—and
their associated influences on national, state, and local-level policy environments—more or less
affects the way regional and local improvement activity is framed and enacted (Anderson, 2009;
Cuban, 2004a, 2004b; Taubman, 2009). Consideration of the politics of regional and local
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reform and innovation efforts must therefore be done with some respect for differences occurring
across the broad political contexts in which local settings are nested (Malen, 2006).
It must be made clear, if it is not already, that the term innovation can be, like
entrepreneurship, a signal for some of the process of importing business-like concepts and
practices—and for-profit or venture capital activity—into the public schools (Anderson, 2009;
Taubman, 2009). Researchers, policy-makers, and practitioners make no secret of the fact that
business principles and business terminology and thinking (e.g., innovation, performance
outcomes, competition) are being applied in the public schools (Bracey, 2003; Cuban, 2004b;
Ravitch, 2010). This approach to change, though deemed logical and essential to many, is
viewed as inappropriate by some or—depending on the manner in which it’s done—detrimental
by others (Anderson, 2009; Bracey; Cuban; Hess, 2008a; Ravitch; Taubman). Of the ubiquitous
nature of business vocabulary in public education reform discussions, Anderson said, “like all
effective ideologies, standardizing, marketing, and privatizing our public school system has
taken on the ring of common sense” (p. 9). Not to be overlooked in this discussion is this
situation: school and system level actors in the reform and innovation process may never step
back to evaluate the assumptions and meanings associated with the programs and policies they
promote (Anderson; Taubman). When this is the case, one must ask if, when implementing
policies as requested, some individuals’ autonomous, moral compasses don’t indicate a different
direction should be taken for the improvement of teaching and learning. Whether or not
variability in policy implementation is a result of such responses will not be answered by the
current study, but some of the issues pertinent to the question may be addressed.
The schools’ primary status as a public space in which children are immersed in and
acquire the values and skills of a participatory democracy (Shaker & Heilman, 2008) has
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continually been challenged—some say threatened (Ravitch, 2010; Cuban, 2003)—by
economically-driven narratives of career preparation, training for post-secondary success, and
rebuilding America’s economic strength (Grubb & Lazerson, 2004). Concurrent with this
alteration of our visions for public education’s greater purpose, entrepreneurs are looking for
potentially cost-effective points of entry into the public education marketplace (Hassel, 2008;
Hess, 2008a); improving quantifiable outcomes (e.g.,test scores, graduation rates) and promoting
competition-based policies is a good fit with business-style objective-setting and efficiency and
success measures (e.g., cost/proficient student). The two trends form a mutually supportive
narrative of educational/economic purpose—economic strength for the country with economic
benefits for investors—that may support, but bear little resemblance to, grand narratives of
democracy and equity (Anderson, 2009; Cuban; Ravitch). Hess (2008a) wrote that what should
be plainly apparent from successful entrepreneurial innovators in the business sector (e.g., Bill
Gates/Microsoft or Southwest Airlines) is “the value of an environment where it is possible to
test new ideas, attract support, and reap rewards for devising a successful innovation and
delivering it to scale” (p. 244).
The complexity of the issue and an indication of the contested terrain are embedded in
Hess’s comment. Innovation can strengthen teaching practices and students’ achievements. But
it can also be dampened by bureaucratically regulated and routine-driven environments (Hess,
2008b), by a lack of tolerance for ambiguity by administrators, teachers, or community members
when faced with practices that don’t look like school is supposed to look (Tyack & Cuban,
1995), by implementation difficulties (Datnow et al., 2002b; Elmore, 1996; Supovitz &
Weinbaum, 2008), or by substantiated fears of further business-driven, corporate sector
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development of the public education market and reductions in support for enhancing the public
space of schools (Anderson, 2009; Cuban, 2004b; Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008; Ravitch, 2010).
The individual members of interorganizational partnerships, such as those of the case
being studied here, may bring into their collaborative work beliefs, attitudes, and resources that
represent any portion of the political spectra described in this literature review, challenging each
other and complicating the terrain in which they must develop and implement a school or
program. The processes and results of negotiations and dynamic interactions across these
partners, as resources and intents are blended in the design and implementation of new schools,
should be better understood if we are to find pragmatic, successful, and sustainable innovation
strategies in this polarized reform environment.
Reform
Definitions of Reform
School reform has been defined by Tyack and Cuban (1995) as “planned efforts to
change schools in order to correct perceived social and educational problems” (p. 4). Based on
their writing, Tyack and Cuban’s use of the word “social” encompasses both economic and
political concerns as well. Lieberman (1995) describes school reform as “involving systemic
change, taking place in specific contexts and over longer periods of time” (p. 1). Owens and
Valesky (2007) contend that school reform “connotes planned efforts by those external to the
school to cause changes, or restructuring, to occur within the school” (p. 400).
There may be some level of ambiguity in the term reform when considering the role of
agencies or forces “external to the school.” Is it called reform if a school changes itself with
little or no assistance from the outside? The present research will not settle the question about
external influence, but will instead assume its presence, even if only as a set of forces that
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influences behavior within the school. What is more clear is that many reform efforts started
small—perhaps with seed money from public and/or private grants—then, after demonstrating
success in some form, became models for others, accompanied by degrees of specificity in terms
of expectations for change. Referring to hundreds of schools that have implemented models
such as Accelerated Schools, Core Knowledge Schools, New American Schools, or Coalition of
Essential Schools, Datnow et al. (2002b) said, “all of these reforms designs were originally
implemented in one location and, as they became successful, were exported by design teams and
adopted by educators in other locations” (p. 1). This kind of reform activity is often indicated by
references to “scaling up” reform, which, according to Datnow et al. means, “the deliberate
expansion of an externally developed reform model” (p. 2).
The present research is focused on a single case that, using the general principles of an
externally developed reform model (in this case Coalition of Essential Schools principles
combined with STEM education), devised and implemented a unique reform solution, deployed
in a new building, with the engaged assistance of external partners. Because the school
possessed a degree of design freedom (by not following a pre-determined, prescriptive model),
while being developed with a high degree of participation from external agencies, it is a site that
should function as an effective case for studying the impact of varied perspectives and resources
from different constituencies who become involved in designing a new school. These multiple
perspectives may lead to undermining conflicts over the proper path for structuring, conducting,
and governing schools, or they may coalesce, building strength for supporting the innovation
against the odds of failure.
Varied interpretive reactions to the promotion of innovation in schools, as described in
the previous section, likewise affect notions of reform. Applicable to multiple levels of pubic
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education, if an external agency or set of forces is to affect change in a locality by way of
innovative reform, it is evident that decisions regarding behavior have been made by others, and
those whose behavior is targeted by the reform are ideally expected to adopt the changes
required. With a great deal of reform and innovation now driven by philanthropic grants that
more rigidly specify desired behaviors and outcomes (Ravitch, 2010), these behavioral
expectations, and, the degree to which the underlying principles—or anticipated consequences—
of the reform are understood and agreed upon, tap into participants’ often strongly held beliefs
and assumptions and are one of the locations of cultural and political strife associated with
developing new reform models or implementing extant ones (Datnow, 2006; Supovitz &
Weinbaum, 2008).
Our understanding of what reform is is receiving attention from researchers applying
sociocultural learning theories to the topic (Knapp, 2008). These approaches acknowledge the
kinds of differences in perspectives and expectations that have troubled many reform efforts, as
will be discussed in the next section. Sociocultural theory is being used for the present study and
is discussed at the end of this chapter.
Interpretations of Reform Intentions
Defenders of public education, often speaking from pro-democracy, pro-equity, public
space perspectives, may have reason to be concerned about the language and methods of some
educational innovation and reform efforts, particularly those initiatives that support policies to
increase privatization and facilitate opening the enormous education budget of the states and the
federal government to corporate shareholders (Anderson, 2009; Cuban, 2004b; Klonsky &
Klonsky, 2008; Taubman, 2009). Resisting narratives of failure, some have made the case that
many, many public schools actually function far better than critics contend (Berliner, 1995;
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Bracey, 2003; Meier, 2002), that their bureaucratic structures actually protect rituals that may
ensure schools’ equity-driven purposes (Sennett, 2006; Meyer, 2006), and that the central
problems are perhaps more appropriately located in the socioeconomic contexts in which the
struggling public schools operate (Anderson; Berliner, 1995). In the face of criticism about the
United States’ declining worldwide stature in terms of educational performance is the fact that
“the United States not only has the highest poverty rates for children among industrialized
nations, but also provides fewer social supports for their well-being and fewer resources for them
at school” (Darling-Hammond, 2010, p. 31).
Many public education supporters acknowledge, however, that the resistant institutional
structures of schools often do not adequately address these socioeconomic conditions (Berliner,
1995). There may be debates about what school reform should mean in the best sense of the
word (Anderson, 2009; Berliner, 1995) but there is some consensus that over time (a) reform
efforts in many public education contexts have not improved student achievement or access to
post-secondary opportunity, (b) many students, in excellent as well as poorly performing
schools, continue to struggle or fail to experience high quality learning experiences in public
schools that help prepare them for post-secondary studies, and (c) large expenditures of time,
human, and financial resources continue to be applied to the design and implementation of
changes in schools (Darling-Hammond, 2010; Fullan, 1996; Hess, 2004; Sarason, 1990;
Schmoker, 2006; Tyack & Cuban, 1995), often with questionable effects.
The following sections look briefly at the way school reform has been regarded and at the
reportedly marginal success it has had over many decades, given enormous resource investments.
The focus, for the purposes of the current research, will be on critiques of school reform efforts
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since the publication of A Nation At Risk (National Commission on Excellence in Education,
1983).
Reforms Overdone
As described by many scholars, the extent to which significant change has occurred over
the past few decades, in regard to learning outcomes and improved structural patterns, is limited
at best (Anderson, 2009; Christensen et al., 2008; Cuban, 2004; Fullan, 1995, 1996; Hess, 1998,
2004; Sarason, 1990, 1999; Tharp, 2008; Tyack & Cuban, 1995). There are voices today
expressing some fatigue with the terms of change, insisting that speaking of reform or innovation
or following standard processes of school improvement are simply not effective, and, similar to
the deeply entrenched habits and routines of public education (Tyack & Cuban), may even be a
hindrance to improved organizational performance (Hess; Schmoker, 2006). Schmoker, a long
time advocate for measuring performance and planning for attaining it described the burden of
extensively mapped out processes, templates, and paperwork, criticized ubiquitous school
improvement planning methods, and cited several studies demonstrating the ineffectiveness of
many schools’ and districts’ strategic planning efforts. Of ongoing attempts to implement
various reforms in our persistently factory-model schools (Tyack & Cuban), Darling-Hammond
(2010) wrote:
...and while efforts to change this “one best system” (Tyack, 1974) have been the object
of reforms over several decades, these features remain substantially in place in most U.S.
schools—often reinforced by the very reforms that were launched to change them, but
that reverted to old paradigms along the way. (p. 5)
For some, the word reform has lost any effective meaning (Hess, 1998). Hess (2000)
described multiple and constant reform efforts as ineffectual “spinning wheels.” Such
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skepticism—cynicism, even—about reform may be exacerbated by myriad initiatives
overloading schools’ intellectual and functional sense of direction. Fullan (1995) described this
continual cycle of activity:
Reform movements in education result in bandwagons and rallying cries, but they also
represent a debilitating form of dependency and superficiality. The presence of multiple,
abstract reforms creates constant overload, fragmentation, and mystery. Even the most
reform minded educators have difficulty figuring out what is meant by the latest fads as
they burn out attempting to find coherence and meaning. (Fullan, p. 230)
Reforms Altered
Cuban (1988), Elmore (2000), Tyack and Cuban (1995), and others find that peripheral
change may occur during reform, while underlying structures remain relatively stable. Cuban,
Kirkpatrick, and Peck (2001), while studying the use of new technologies in schools, found that
innovative products or strategies are taken apart and adapted to fit previously existing routines
and practices, a finding that reinforces notions of public education’s structural resilience (Meyer
& Rowan, 2006; Rowan, 2006). Tyack and Cuban (1995) spoke of schools altering external
reforms, claiming that for many teachers and administrators, “the best way to live with new
mandates from distant legislators and administrative agencies is to adapt innovations to local
circumstance, or comply in minimal ways” (p. 61). Anderson (2009) wrote of “creative
compliance” (p. 62) whereby school or district level actors generate the appearance of satisfying
expectations from higher levels in the organization. Such responses to initiatives virtually ensure
little or no long-term impact.
The issue most often at stake in terms of executing a specific plan for reform is fidelity of
the implementers’ actions to the design features and expectations of the plan. Supovitz and
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Weinbaum (2008) said, “programs and policies are highly susceptible to adjustments and
adaptations throughout the implementation process” (p. xx). Citing studies by Hall and Loucks
(1981) and Gross, Gianquinta, and Bernstein (1971), Datnow (2006) spoke of
“implementation… measured according to an objectified standard: fidelity to policy design” (p.
106) and the view of local variations as a “dilemma” (p. 106). Anderson questions the process of
reform as a top-down, policy-implementation process, where lower level actors are seen as
“distorting” policy and as sources of “resistance” to change. Bardach (1977) expressed
pessimism in the contexts studied regarding the public’s capacity for maintaining the fidelity of
policies, as they become practice.
Fullan (1995, citing Donahoe, 1993), discussed many reform initiatives as “’fatal halfmeasures’ because they attempt to adapt an inappropriate traditional structure instead of
developing a radically new one” (p. 231). A decade later, he concludes that even “apparent
success… is actually quite superficial and indeed illusory” (Fullan, 2005, p. 174). “The way we
do things,” as Schein (1992) is credited with saying in regard to school culture, is a tough set of
routines to change. In a loosely coupled system like the public schools, even reputable
innovative policies or programs that have been developed or adopted by (or imposed upon)
administrators and supported by regional, statewide, or national agencies may become
significantly altered or even ignored by the time they reach the classroom level due to conflicting
norms, beliefs, expectations, or even misinterpretations (Datnow et al., 2002b; Supovitz &
Weinbaum, 2008).
Reforms Decoupled from Teaching and Learning
Lack of fidelity or outright resistance to policies, such as those accompanying reform
initiatives, are facilitated by public school institutions’ capacity to separate its external
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framework of administrative activity from its interior operations (Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Weick,
1976). Researchers examining implementation continue to affirm the findings of Elmore (2000),
Meyer and Rowan (1977), Weick (1976), and others demonstrating that “the technical core of
teaching and learning” (Kleinhenz & Ingvarson, 2004, p.36) is insulated to some degree by an
external administrative shell that deflects deeply altering intrusions into the core. Buffering and
loose-coupling are terms frequently applied to schools’ and districts’ tendency to maintain an
administrative shell around their internal functions—the technical core—without overly directing
many of them, particularly teachers’ classroom work (Elmore, 2000; Honig, 2009b; Kleinhenz &
Ingvarson; Meyer & Rowan; Schmoker, 2006; Weick). Spillane et al. (2006) reiterate Meyer
and Rowan’s contention that public school institutions “decouple” their formalized,
administrative functions from primary functions like teaching (p. 56).
Reform initiatives and other external influences on schools—which are particularly “open
systems… vulnerable to external environments” (Mallory & Reavis, 2007, p. 16)—are absorbed
in some sense by the shell which spares the technical core the full impact of policy
implementation. According to Schmoker (2004, 2006) and others, improvement plans or policy
initiatives and their accompanying processes may often do very little to actually affect the
internal behaviors and conditions of public schools, essentially leaving what occurs in
classrooms to continue with little change.
Reforms Misinterpreted
Reform policies or programs intended to improve education may not be effectively
implemented because teachers and administrators may misunderstand or misinterpret what is
expected (McLaughlin, 1987; Spillane et al., 2002). Conflicting beliefs may contribute to
misinterpretations, as implementers must make sense of expectations based on their own
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knowledge and experience, which cannot be assumed to be shared across organizational levels
and implementation sites (Bransford & Vye, 2008; Datnow et al., 2002b).
Political Arrangements Minimally Impacted
Tharp (2008), building on the work of Sarason (1990), analyzed numerous historical
reform efforts and concluded that two critical reasons the efforts fail are that neither patterns of
teaching and learning nor patterns of political influence are significantly altered. Despite some
organizational adjustments within schools, new missions for guiding work, or changed
stakeholder engagement initiatives, essential teaching and learning environments are often
largely unaffected by implementation that may become symbolic; political power arrangements
are likely not altered to a degree that introduces radically new controlling mores, motivations, or
expectations to an organization (Tharp).
Authority in public school systems tends to be reinforced by legitimizing rituals (Powell
& DiMaggio, 1991) that effectively ward off efforts to seriously alter practices (Meyer &
Rowan, 2006). Nearly two decades ago, noted reform scholar Elmore (1991) said, “public
education is able to absorb or deflect almost any attempt at innovations without much
discernable, long-term impact on its core processes… Schools are constantly changing in
response to external pressures, yet they never seem to change in ways that satisfy reformers (pp.
37-38). Tyack and Cuban (1995) talking about the difficult work of reform claim that:
almost any blueprint for basic reform will be altered during implementation, so powerful
is the hold of the public’s cultural construction of what constitutes a ‘real school’ and so
common is the teachers’ habit of hybridizing reforms to fit local circumstances and
public expectations. (p. 109)
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Conflicts Between Efficiency and Equity
Gruber (1987), studying the interactions that play out in public agencies, between
bureaucratic behavior and democratic governance, describes the apparent contradiction that
exists within administrative leaders who—enjoying and protecting autonomy in their work—
resist external control and tend to insistently repeat established routines while simultaneously
espousing support for democratic principles that may, ironically, lead to political action that may
in turn constrain their autonomy. Consistent with other researchers’ findings (Elmore, 2000;
Kleinhenz & Ingvarson, 2004, Meyer & Rowan, 1977; Weick, 1976), she paints a picture of
“insulated bureaucrats” who refer to their routines and to one another for legitimacy and advice
while assuming generally apolitical stances. But at the same time she reports on the tendency for
public policy to be unable to simultaneously increase both efficiency and equity. Her research
indicates that increasing outcomes on one side of this equation tends to decrease desirable
outcomes on the other.
Trade-offs among the goals that arise from the conflicting values of efficiency and equity
are continually occurring in policy formation and revision and in the conduct of public
administration (Gruber, 1987; Radin, 2006; Stone, 1988). Radin (2006), updating the discussion
of this conflict, and applying it to the performance objective-driven public management ethos
that currently dominates public administration, and many school reform narratives, says:
Few government programs are designed to accomplish a single goal. Rather, embedded
in most programs is a complex combination of efficiency, effectiveness, and equity goals.
Sometimes this occurs because the citizens of a democracy do not have a single set of
expectations about the program’s objectives and, even more frequently, do not agree on
what should be done to achieve a goal. (pp. 92-93)
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Some scholars, policy-makers, and practitioners do regard reform less as an “industry”
(Rowan, 2006) and more as a process that could be reinvested with constructive civic and
democratic values (Anderson, 2009; Berliner, 1995; Darling-Hammond, 2010) without one or
two powerful partners serving as a proxy for the public voice. This less cynical hope is
reinforced by contemporary policy implementation research being conducted by Datnow (2006),
Honig (2009a), McLaughlin (2006), and others.
A more participatory reform approach, potentially facilitated by public-private
partnerships between schools and external organizations, may hold exceptional importance for
developing and implementing innovative settings and programs because, as discussed throughout
this review, the institutional norms of public education are so firmly set. There is authority in
established patterns of behavior that can make innovative approaches appear too different or
poorly formed (Brookings Institute Metropolitan Planning Program, 2008), engendering little
public confidence when something doesn’t look the way school is supposed to look (Tyack &
Cuban, 1995). With this in mind, the incentives, within the stable public school institution, for
inventing, developing, and speaking out in favor of radically or even moderately different
structures of teaching and learning, are few; stepping out is risky and the perceived odds of
success are generally low (Sternberg & Lubart, 1995), particularly for those without authoritative
external partners who can alter the local sense of what is and is not appropriate to do.
This effect may also be exacerbated by high accountability in increasingly standardized
work environments. For these reasons, partnerships between schools and external organizations
may be critical vehicles for moving practice from reliable, but increasingly assailed routines that
are often heavily buffered from external view or influence (Firestone & Fisler, 2002; Fullan,
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2008) to collaboratively revamped practices that schools and systems may not have the capacity
to realize on their own (Datnow, 2006).
Institutional Resilience
Repeatedly engaging in reform and improvement efforts, new calls for change
continually emerge as public and private voices speak about failing schools and mediocre
outcomes. Schools are called upon to fix themselves and even improve the myriad socioeconomic context challenges around them—a burden they tend to accept (Anderson, 2009;
Cuban, 2004b; Grubb & Lazerson, 2004). This leads to heavier accountability demands,
executed within complex regulatory environments, that narrow administrative and instructional
focus into high payoff efforts with low levels of ambiguity (e.g., intensified test preparation)
(Anderson; Darling-Hammond, 2005; Popham, 2001; Radin, 2006; Taubman, 2009). Add to this
the voices from school hallways (Tyack & Cuban, 1995) to policy think tanks that public
education should change, won’t change, and is chronically resistant to change and it is no
wonder that, as Fullan (1995) described, “finding coherence and meaning” (p. 230) is a difficult
task and that the institution, falling back to defend its core structures and assumptions (Elmore,
2000; Meyer & Rowan, 2006; Weick, 1976) continually works to right itself in the face of these
potentially destabilizing influences.
Principle-Agent Theory and Institutional Resilience
Such ineffectual reform-resistance patterns—in terms of parties such as federal or state
officials, entrepreneurs, or the instrumental agents of philanthropies applying pressure on schools
to improve—may be a casualty of agency theory (Moe, 1984) which, though underlying
intentions to cause reform, is based on constructs, as simply described by Sergiovanni (2000),
that “workers are interested in the best deal for the least effort…. [and] managers are interested
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in the best performance at the least cost” (p. 158). In this rather cynical, yet widely applied
arrangement, similar to the Theory X form of management, as described by Argyris (1971), a
bidirectional lack of trust can grow, due to conflicting misunderstandings, threats to autonomy,
or poor communication. It is plausible that accountability pressure, employed to increase
performance (Anderson, 2009; McCluskey, 2007; Radin, 2006; Taubman 2009) and to obtain
compliant behavior by the workers (teachers, principals, administrators) elicits responses to what
is seen as overt or subversively coercive mandates with just enough change, behavioral
adjustment, or verbal obedience to meet the extent of any mandate’s reach (Sergiovanni, 2000).
The cycle of best deal/least effort-best performance/least cost may spin with little interruption.
The extent to which these interactions and responses occur bears further study and could inform
the current research.
Rational choice theory (Parsons, 2005) underlies agency theory, positing that all human
behavior is economic in nature, composed of the dynamics of individual desire, rational thought,
and weighing costs—with personal benefit, in the broadest, most ethically neutral sense of the
word—being a primal objective. Applied to public education, this somewhat adversarial,
rationalist, individualistic perspective supports standardized, top-down accountability
(Sergiovanni, 2000) and may justify or explain (a) coercive strategies for improving schools,
rooted in sophisticated principal-agent models of delegation, (b) the employment of marketbased public school policies (e.g., school choice or free-market competition), (c) deflective
buffering of mandated policies and practices, and (d) cynicism regarding the potential for schools
to prompt or support significant internally-driven improvement or innovation.
Considering the potential for innovation and the lackluster record of reform, with regard
to a distinctly routine-based institution such as public education, it is important to include a brief
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discussion of classical and more contemporary organizational theories that continue to affect the
public schools, and many reformers’ view of them, to remind us of sources of institutional
stability and resilience to change. Understanding this context is essential when looking at
innovation in a public institution from the standpoint of interorganizational partnerships that join
individuals from inside and outside of the public school institution.
Reinforced Patterns of Organization
Public education’s institutional structure remains largely characterized by bureaucratic
structures with operations that can be described with classical organizational concepts, including
classical, scientific organizational theories (Darling-Hammond, 2010; Owens & Valesky, 2007;
Tyack & Cuban, 1995). Among these concepts are hierarchical bureaucracies with clear
managerial flow-charts, specific divisions of labor, and the establishment of procedural routines
to standardize operations into tasks that can be delegated and monitored, with some level of
constancy expected of output, and, it is hoped, performance outcomes (Owens & Valesky).
Criticizing this structure when it fails to serve the needs of students and families, DarlingHammond (2010) described the prevalence of “dysfunctional learning environments” with
“practices… inherited from a century ago… designed at the turn of the last century as highly
bureaucratic organizations” (p. 62). Unfortunately for reformers and anyone else who wishes to
see poorly performing schools turn around and good schools become even better, these
industrial-aged patterns have been—and continue to be—replicated, becoming self-reinforcing
rituals that are very stable and continually legitimizing (Meyer & Rowan, 1991), maintaining the
appearances and authority that the work of teaching and learning, regardless of outcomes, is
occurring as it should.
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Early century scholars such as Taylor (1911), Cubberley (1916), and Gulick and Urwick
(1937) helped establish what many still refer to as a factory-model of schooling whereby the
operating structures of public education are designed to resemble patterns of industrial
production. Efficiency and product quality objectives, borrowed from industrial principles,
originally determined organizational objectives and the design of procedures, rules, tools, the
organization of human resources, and the management of other organizational inputs. Ironically,
theorists have demonstrated that public education does not derive value from demonstrations of
efficiency, but from legitimizing rituals built up over time (Meyer, J. D. & Rowan, 1991; Meyer,
H. D. & Rowan, 2006). Criticism of low performance outcomes may fall on deaf or defensive
ears.
Public Schools: a Regressive Hindrance or a Stabilizing Force?
Is the public school institution a regressive structure, out of step with the needs of our
times and unable to meet high learning expectations, or is it a critical source of social stability in
our culture, maintaining order and equitable access for all to the opportunities of education? Its
bureaucratic structure resulted from efforts to achieve stability in an unpredictable world
(Sennett, 2006). It rose to match new business and corporate bureaucracies—of developing
economies—which were intended to provide dependable, somewhat predictable environments
for investors’ returns. They have functioned to provide rules and levels of constancy that a
stabile nation intent on steady progress has required (Sennett, 2006).
This reliable stability and predictability is the “flip side” (Meyer, 2006, p. 220) of public
schools’ inertia and stagnation that some reformers may now decry. Viewed from a stability
perspective, the ossified system (Hassel, 2008) of public education actually ensures some level
of equitable and adequate public education for our nation’s children, though most would
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acknowledge that some schools, suffering from institutionalized dysfunctions and impoverished
community resources do fail to provide this (Darling-Hammond, 2010).
This stability, despite being institutional bedrock and to some extent dependable, even if
underachieving in places, may be increasingly asynchronous with the culture of contemporary
investment, development, exchange, learning, and communication alluded to when we speak of
21st century learning (Johnson, 2009; Meyer, 2006; Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009) or
“disruptive innovation” (Christensen et al., 2008) for education. Against a tide of increasingly
contingent social connections and the decline—some might say disappearance—of geopolitical
economic boundaries, the flattening world of trade and exchange (Friedman, 2005), the
prevalence of technology-based social networks with instant communication, and the end of
slow, hierarchic transfers of information through bureaucratic corporations or states (Bauman,
2007; Sennett, 2006), public education, like many government functions, is still formally
arranged according to older industrial, technical, rationalist patterns (Darling-Hammond, 2010;
Grubb & Lazerson, 2004; Tharp, 2008).
Interestingly, many reform and improvement designs, often packaged with the outcome
language of business (Anderson, 2009; Taubman, 2009), have been implemented in similarly
rationalist manners (Datnow et al., 2002b) with regard to the fidelity with which a policy or
program should be imported and deployed in school settings. Program expectations may clash
with institutional mores that still retain legitimacy by maintaining established rituals (Meyer &
Rowan, 2006); deep and sustainable change does not occur, in such cases, as expected, both the
institution and reformers’ strategies may share the blame.
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Consensus as Innovation?
In sum, heavily routine-driven schooling structures may be asynchronous when
considered against the more contingent social, economic, and political structures of our time
(Bauman, 2007), but rationalist, technically oriented forms of school reform implementation—
relying on actors to ensure model fidelity by follow design orders—may be just as asynchronous
with more collaborative, community-oriented, democratically structured forms of policy
development and implementation (Anderson, 2009; Darling-Hammond, 2010; Datnow et al.,
2002b). As critical as improving school environments for tens of thousands of students is,
particularly in chronically struggling schools and neighborhoods, consensus around a particular
reform or innovation strategy can be forced, politically, but it may not be trusted or sustained
(Datnow et al., 2002b). Building reform support, and reform designs, through the collaboration
of all the partners with a stake in the outcome may increase trust, but it is extremely difficult
work, requiring collaborative leadership and tenacity. Datnow et al. (2002b) wrote:
As a result of the institutional distribution and application of power, the meaning of the
reform effort or its aspects is not necessarily shared; there can be disagreement, or
conflict over the meaning of actions, events, even the reform itself. If there is consensus,
it is not the automatic result of a shared culture. Consensus is achieved, not given. It is
achieved through negotiation and often strife, which means it is fragile, subject to
revision and change. (p. 14)
Interorganizational Partnerships
Connecting Schools and External Organizations
In order to implement various reform policies and objectives in public education sites—
from expanding well established reform models to creating new, innovative school settings—
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schools, districts, and states may reach out to or otherwise become affiliated with one or more
external partners (Coburn et al., 2008; Glennan et al., 2004; Glennan & Resnick, 2004). Among
the better-known purposes for partnerships are those centered around efforts to take to scale a
number of restructuring initiatives such as the New American Schools or the Coalition of
Essential Schools (Datnow, 2006; Datnow et al., 2002b). In localities across the country, Local
Education Funds (Public Education Network, 2009) may be established to support, and
sometimes change schools in their areas. State-based P-16 councils (Krueger, 2006), many with
regional or district-based associations, may work with multiple stakeholders to improve students’
access to and preparation for post-secondary studies. Many of these partnerships are financially
supported by non-profit organizations, including some that exert powerful influence over the
outcomes of the partnership effort.
Numerous state, regional, or district-based partnerships, some as members of broad
networks, may exist for the same varied purposes. Among these may be partnerships designed
for the development and implementation of policies or commitments that lead to the creation of
new programs or new schools—some chartered—that may include structurally innovative
characteristics. Examples of these include New Visions for Public Schools
(http://www.newvisions.org) in the New York City area, the North Carolina New Schools
Project (http://newschoolsproject.org/page.php), or the New Tech Network
(http://www.newtechfoundation.org/). Other partnerships may work to implement various
reforms that promote 21st century skills, early college or middle college programs, 9th grade
academies, career path programming, STEM programs, or combinations of these and other
restructuring initiatives. These initiatives may be ensconced in broad, network initiatives funded
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by well-endowed, and perhaps politically high profile, non-profit or private organizations, or
they may be more locally based and supported on smaller scales.
Partnership Challenges
Any of these interorganizational partnerships, involving groups of diverse individual
actors representing varied institutional and organizational values, perspectives, and intentions
(Malen, 2006), may be arranged around unifying ideas. Their success depends, however, upon
navigating a host of potentially disabling challenges (Bodilly et al., 2004) that may occur within
the partnership, among and within its associated individual organizations, and across the settings
in which new policies or new settings are to be implemented and sustained (Malen, 2006).
Foremost among these challenges may be cultivating within the collective group an
engaging and purposeful culture that is capable of mitigating differences in perspectives and
expectations (Datnow et al., 2002b; Goldring & Sims, 2005), overcoming conflicting agendas
and competing policies (Coburn et al., 2008; Firestone & Fisler, 2002), and effectively
implementing coherent commitments and plans through typically loosely coupled systems
(Datnow, 2006; Weick, 1976; Fisler & Firestone, 2006) that characterize educational settings.
The affects of political forces (Malen, 2006) on all stages of educational change activity, and
specifically on the type of interorganizational activity targeted by this study, can in no way be
understated. Nor can they be easily overcome with the application of technical protocols
(Cuban, 1990, cited by Malen) or idealistic discussions; strategies that appear promising to one
may appear unacceptable to another.
Research studies of educational change events have often tended to “ignore
complications such as internal conflict, ambiguity, and cultural resistance to change… [thereby
struggling] to explain dimensions of learning that involve negotiation among groups of
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individuals, relying instead on general descriptions of change variables” (Gallucci, 2008, citing
Hubbard et al., 2006 and Schein, 1985, 1993, 2006). Malen (2006), citing Cuban (1990) and
others, writes:
Education policies often embody highly salient, value-laden issues that cannot be readily,
fully, or permanently resolved through rational deliberations or unanimous agreements.
As a result, policies tend to be adopted and implemented through political processes that
reflect the relative power of contending groups more than the relative merits of policy
options. (p. 84)
Increasing Presence of Partnerships
Interorganizational partnerships operating outside of conventional systems of public
education, but working to affect change within these systems, are playing a greater role in efforts
to improve public schools (Bodilly et al., 2004; Honig, 2003; Kronley & Handley, 2003).
Although they have been in existence for years, they are only recently gaining the type of
research attention that looks into their functioning and the value they obtain (Glazer, 2008;
Honig, 2004; Scherer, 2008; Supovitz, 2008). Sometimes identified in the literature as
intermediary organizations (Honig; McLaughlin, 2006), these groups assume many forms and
have a wide range of purposes on various scales (McLaughlin; Rochford, personal
communication, November 5, 2009). McLaughlin (2006) describes these organizations as
originally occupying a middle ground between policy-makers and policy-implementers, assisting
with local adaptation and policy fidelity issues. Reform designers, “we learned, had little
effective influence over microlevel factors and action and local context usually trumped
macrolevel intent” (p. 220).
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Some of these organizations exist to oversee regional or local implementation of
established school reform models or policy (Bardach, 1977; Bodilly et al., 2004; Datnow et al.,
2002b). In other cases, they may be formed regionally or locally to raise or channel funding to
support specific reforms or local schools’ programs or to serve as political advocacy groups or
local capacity builders (Brown, Christman, Hartmann, & Simon, 2003; Public Education
Network, 2009; Wechsler & Friedrich, 1997). Studies have shown that such organizations can
be effective (Goldring & Sims, 2005; Honig, 2009a; McLaughlin, 2006), that capacity is
increased (Datnow, 2006; Glazer, 2009), that financial and political support can be obtained
(Wohlstetter & Smith, 2006), and that resulting relationships in support of new programs can be
of high quality (Honig), but that the work is not easy and faces numerous challenges (Bodilly et
al.; McLaughlin; Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008).
Communication and Trust
The construction of relationships and trust within the partnership and between the
partnership and its member organizations seems to be critical (Datnow, 2006; Fisler & Firestone,
2002; Fullan, 2008; Smylie & Hart, 1999). The establishment of multiple networks of support
for partnership activity also appears as an important factor for gaining coherence and
sustainability (Datnow et al., 2002b; Spillane & Thompson, 1997). Fullan (2008) advises to
focus as much if not more on the development of a culture in support of reforms or innovations
than on the specifics of the innovation itself. Firestone and Fisler (2002) discuss the importance
of “boundary-spanners,” individuals who convey and promote, through leadership and
communication skills, ideas and resolutions across the boundaries of separate organizations,
widening support for initiatives or policies. Goldring and Simms (2005) describe conditions
where members of the partnership effectively build legitimacy for a program or innovation in
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their home organizations. High quality communication appears frequently as a theme in these
reports, as keeping numerous parties not only informed, but engaged, seems critical for quality
support for changes in practices (Datnow et al., 2002b; Honig, 2009a, 2009b).
Datnow et al. (2002b), citing Oakes and Wells (1996) indicate the importance of working
with local political and cultural contexts. This aspect is integral to the development of a coconstruction view of policy implementation (Datnow et al., 2002b) that turns implementation
theory from the technical execution of plan, and moves it beyond the accommodation of
adaptation (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978) and variation (Supovitz & Weisbaum, 2008). An
interorganizational partnership working in a co-constructive manner would craft policies,
programs, and settings in real-time and in bi-directional ways, developing and constructing
benefits and working patterns from the partnership itself, allowing practice to inform policy
(Glazer, 2008; Honig, 2003). Schlecty and Whitford (1988) considered such behavior in terms
of organic organizations that work for the mutual benefit of partners as opposed to symbiotic
organizations that contain independent parties, each working through the partnership for the gain
or benefit of their own group.
Micropolitical Factors
The challenges of partnership work, as indicated previously, can be politically complex
(Datnow et al., 2002a, 2002b; Firestone & Fisler, 2002; Glazer, 2008; Malen, 2006; McLaughlin,
2006). Basing some of their work on Ball (1987) and Blase (1993), Firestone & Fisler (2002)
discuss the micropolitics related to interorganizational work sometimes resulting in destructive
effects from various conflicts and alliances that occur as groups work together. Conflicting
agendas and priorities that different parties bring to the group can often complicate efforts to
develop partnership alignment (Bodilly & Berends, 1999; Datnow et al.; Firestone & Fisler;
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Fullan, 1995; Sirotnik & Goodlad, 1988). Authority roles and status may also be affected in
ways that alter effective functioning within the group and as the group communicates to others
(Glazer; Malen; Schlecty & Whitford, 1988; Supovitz, 2008). Coming from different working
cultures and climates, members may not see eye-to-eye in regard to expectations and
understandings they have in regard to others in the group, leading to miscommunications or
frustrations (Datnow, 2006; Sirotnik & Goodlad). Turnover also appears as a common problem.
Leadership or key support position turnover can weaken or undermine support for policies,
reforms, programs, or settings (Datnow; Glazer; Schlecty & Whitford). Developing important
relationships takes time (Stark Education Partnership, 2008), and the replacement of supportive
members with those having little knowledge of a situation or without well-developed
relationships with others may complicates partnerships’ efforts or jeopardize sustainability.
Assumptions and Perspectives
Theory, research, and practical experience tell us that individuals’ beliefs and positions
on contentious issues can be difficult to change. Citing Simon (1976), James Wilson (1989)
said:
[someone] does not live for months and years in a particular position in an organization,
exposed to some streams of communication, shielded from others, without the most
profound effects upon what he knows, believes, attends to, hopes, wishes, emphasizes,
fears, and proposes. (p. 24)
The present study concerns, in part, the ways that individuals—representing different
beliefs and approaches to the problems of public education and working within politically
charged contexts—learn about and from each other as they adjust their positions, handle the
influences of various resources and political forces, and work together towards an outcome.
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Datnow et al. (2002b), citing Wittgenstein (1952) and Bakhtin (1981), said, “we believe that the
meaning that people derive from the social world varies according to their perspective,” and that
“a person’s location in social institutions and cultural arrangements can influence their
interpretation of events” (p. 14). Meyer and Rowan (1991) wrote:
Many of the positions, policies, programs, and procedures of modern organizations are
enforced by public opinion, by the views of important constituents, by knowledge
legitimated through the educational system, by social prestige, by the laws, and by the
definitions of negligence and prudence used by the courts. Such elements of formal
structure are manifestations of powerful institutional rules which function as highly
rationalized myths that are binding on particular organizations. (p. 44)
Meyer and Rowan (1991) go on to say that these “myths” are “impersonal” and “beyond
the discretion of any individual participant or organization.” (p. 44). Examinations of
individuals’ assumptions and perspectives, rooted in institutionalized myths, and the challenges
that may be presented to them as they work with others, particularly from external organizations,
may shed light on the interaction, not of individuals, but of the varied logics or ritualized
thinking of the institutions from which they come. Individuals from the public schools are placed
in an arena (Malen, 2006) with others from business, from non-profits, from universities, from
local government, and from the surrounding community, and unfamiliar assumptions and
perspectives may challenge them.
In addition to the varied contentions over innovation, as described earlier in this chapter,
the role of standardized student assessment for evaluating school and reform performance is an
excellent example of a domain with multiple perspectives. Despite the heavy reliance upon its
indicators in all states across the country, all do not agree about its value for appropriately
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measuring student learning or teacher effectiveness (Anderson, 2009; Berliner & Nichols, 2007;
Meier & Wood, 2004; Taubman, 2009). Berliner (1995) cautions against simplistic assumptions,
based on various forms of evidence that may deter one from recognizing or acknowledging
alternative assumptions or understandings. When members of one department of a public school
institution work with members of another, or with representatives of business and non-profit
organizations, significant differences in regard to the role of standardized student assessment,
including the means by which student learning is to be identified and measured (Meier & Wood,
2004) may occur and may require negotiation over variable terms.
It is important to note, however, than even within broad organizational boundaries,
contradictory meanings can be assigned to similar phenomena (Herrenkohl, 2008; Spillane et al.,
2006). Various institutionalized departments within large systems may have developed
dissimilar assumptions and operating principles over time, leading to internal conflict that may
be difficult to overcome.
Contexts
Integral with various individuals’ perspectives are the contexts within they work, and
particularly for this study, the arenas (Malen, 2006) in which they convene and negotiate their
objectives and efforts (Herrenkohl, 2008; Spillane et al., 2006). Datnow (2006) described the
primacy of a “relational sense of context... [meaning] that people’s actions can not be understood
apart from the setting in which the actions are situated, and reciprocally, the setting cannot be
understood without understanding the actions of the people within it” (p. 107). Spillane et al.
(2006) cite Hutchins’ (1995a) example of a pilot landing an airplane. The pilot’s thoughts and
actions in this situation are inextricable from the “manufactured tools and social context of the
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cockpit” (p. 60), representing a contextual setting developed over a long period time and in
which the pilot learned the thinking and behaviors that are important and appropriate.
Rogoff (1995) argued that researchers must be mindful of three interacting domains of
analysis—the individual, the interpersonal, and the community (Herrenkohl, 2008) or institution
(Spillane et al., 2006) and that one domain can not be fully comprehended without the others.
Observers cannot form adequate understandings of thinking and behavior in interorganizational
groups without obtaining some sense of participants’ assumptions and perspectives and the
influences exerted by the contextual forces affecting both their interactions and their sense of
purpose.
Are External Organizations Essential?
Tyack and Cuban (1995) and others (Cuban, 1990, 1998; Elmore, 2000; Fullan, 2005)
have thoroughly documented public education’s institutionalized resilience, rooted in its
institutionally legitimated myths (Meyer & Rowan, 1991), mitigating the force of change
inducing threats—from any source—through loosely coupled internal structures (March &
Olsen, 1976; Weick, 1976) that make any rationalized command negotiable or adaptable in some
way (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978). By examining the challenges that a member from one
organization faces, when confronted with assumptions and perspectives originating from an
alternate organizational world, researchers may seek evidence of changes in assumptions and
perspectives. Studies conducted with some interest—beyond the scope of this particular study—
may look at the degree to which seeds of changed assumptions and perspectives may be planted,
germinated, and returned to members’ home organizations or to sites beyond that of a particular
implementation. In the case of public education, these seeds may in some form affect static
routines with new logics, prompting deeply initiated change, even on very small scales. In the
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case of business or government, these seeds may prompt new perspectives in regard to factors
that continually challenge public schools, altering “simplistic analyses” (Berliner, 1995) made by
those without a close connection to the experiences that occur on the front lines of the institution,
in the classroom.
Not to be lost in such events is the possibility that changes in assumptions and
perspectives might alternatively appear as a hardening or reinforcement of institutionally binding
concepts, in which case the mores of the organization from which the individual comes, by being
defensively guarded and reinforced in negotiations, may become even less open to alteration or
evolution. Learning, in this case, across organizations involved in the partnership, may actually
inhibit change and innovation. The involvement of diverse partners, coherent leadership, and
incentives for change might help address such regressive tendencies.
Contemporary Implementation Scholarship
Implementation research is critical for its application to the examination of partnership
work. They are closely linked in terms of the development and application of innovative
instructional policies and settings; and it is valuable to investigate the degree to which successes
and failures of implementation may be associated to successes and failures of partnerships.
Rowan, Correnti, Miller, and Camburn (2009) describe past research that attempts to link issues
of “social context” (p. 20) with program success (e.g., disagreements over policy goals,
motivation, organizational climate, etc.). Honig (2006b) reviews the inconsistency of policy and
program effectiveness and, consistent with Fullan (2008), proposes that implementation
researchers focus not on specific qualities of policies or on generalizable studies of what works,
but on the conditions that affect implementation. The degrees to which policies work, Honig
contended, is:
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The product of interactions between policies, people, and places—the demands specific
policies place on implementers; the participants in implementation and their starting
beliefs, knowledge, and other orientations towards policy demands; and the places or
contexts that help shape what people can and will do. (p. 2)
It is in this vein that some of the literature on implementation will be examined for this study,
particularly as it may be applied to the examination of forces that affect the relationships
between interorganizational partners.
Argyris and Schön (1971) contrasted espoused and “in-use” theories in a way that
highlighted the differences in intentions and actualities. Linked to implementation research, such
ideas fueled the recognition of the complexity of policy implementation in the 1980s (Odden,
1991). Though plenty of knowledge has been generated in this regard, implementation may still
proceed in many settings as a top-down movement of distantly constructed policy or practice
(Supovitz and Weisbaum, 2008) as if what occurs will look like what was planned.
The history of school reform is littered with failed implementations (Berman and
McLaughlin, 1976; Cuban, 1984; Fullan, 1991; Sarason, 1990). Citing Druckman, Singer, and
Van Cott (1997) and Pfeiffer and Sutton (2006), Clark (2009) claims, “approximately 70% of all
major organizational change strategies in business, government, and educational institutions fail
within two years and are abandoned” (p. 76). Long a critic of the typical forms of school
improvement, Hess (2008b) includes “cultural inertia,” “political pitfalls,” and “a latticework of
rules and statutes” (p. 211) as conditions that tend to doom reform efforts. Lower level
implementers, by resisting, changing, or erratically practicing policies or reforms have been
deemed, pejoratively at times, as obstacles (Anderson, 2009) to the reform process instead of
potential policy composers or partners in reform construction (Honig, 2006a; Hubbard et al.,
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2006). Elmore (1996) described policy implementation failures as pathologically characteristic
of public education, a view consistent with Bardach (1977) who expressed pessimism in the
contexts studied regarding the public’s capacity for maintaining the fidelity of policies, as they
become practice.
Researchers, particularly those working from sociocultural perspectives, have endeavored
to view variation as inherent in the implementation process and potentially valuable as a way of
making reform more effective (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978; Datnow et al., 2002b; Datnow,
2006). From this perspective, “negotiation, flexibility, and adjustment on the part of educators
and reform designers were keys to successful reform” (Datnow, citing Snyder, Bolin, &
Zumwalt, 1992).
Implementation as Relational Work
Instead of focusing on such implementation problems, however, many researchers have
considered other ways of looking at the situation. Ridgely and Jerrell (1996) cited by Supovitz
and Weinbaum (2008) asked whether fidelity to policy was even as critical as it is generally
assumed. While concerns about maintaining the key functions of a policy remain (Dusenbury,
Brannigan, Falco, & Hansen, 2003), researchers have come to see that “variability is not the
exception but the rule,” that variability is perhaps “the major challenge for efforts to change
instructional practice…” (Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008, p. 7). Many researchers examining
implementation have not deeply explored the possible reasons underlying the persistence of
variability that may stem from resistance or misinterpretations occurring in the processes of
organizational learning and change (Gallucci, 2008).
As new policies and practices enter a setting, the individuals who must implement them
must make sense of the work in their own terms, linking it with their own knowledge and
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experience (McLaughlin, 1987, cited by Supovitz, 2008; Spillane et al., 2006), a process that can
lead to misinterpretation or misapplication and potential reversion to former routines. If this is
the case, then perhaps there is value in working at multiple levels of organizations to not only
interpret policy, but to develop it as well (Glazer, 2008; Datnow et al., 2002b). Datnow,
Hubbard, and Mehan (1998) describe the situation well by saying, “reform implementation is not
an exclusively linear process by which design teams or districts ‘insert’ reforms into schools.
Rather, educators in schools, policy makers in districts, and design teams co-construct reform
adoption, implementation, and sustainability” (p. 8). Researchers sensitive to the contexts in
which educational policies must work, have been recognizing and working to develop theory
regarding this complexity of implementation (Datnow, 2006; Honig, 2006a; Honig; Malen, 2006;
McLaughlin, 2006) and are revealing advantages when policy is in part guided by practice and/or
fit to the setting through processes that Datnow et al. (2002b) term co-construction.
Such an approach varies significantly from more technically theorized and formulaic
methods of deploying a pre-designed program or innovation into a site. Datnow et al. (2002b),
citing Desimone’s (2000) studies of comprehensive school reform tell us that contextual
variables are not often adequately accounted for and that “school reform policies are… largely
driven by technical-rational approaches that tend to treat the local context as a nuisance and not
as a constitutive feature of reform” (p. 60). The present study values the local context, according
to concepts of Datnow et al. and others, and also views interorganizational, innovative school
development through a micropolitical, co-constructive lens that assumes bi-directionally
influential interpersonal exchanges, active contextual conditions, dynamic designs, and
organizational learning (Fullan, 2008; Honig, 2006a) that affect interactions and implementation.
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Theoretical Frameworks
Sociocultural Approaches to Policy Making and Implementation
There was a time—that continues today (Owens & Valesky, 2007)—when dominant
organizational theory drew sharp distinctions between the development of reform programs and
their implementation, and between the developers and the implementers. The execution of
reform plans or otherwise newly designed programs was largely viewed a technical exercise
(Pressman & Wildavsky, 1973) whereby designs and directives were to be transmitted from
supervisors, through the organization, for lower level workers to faithfully enact, with minimal
alteration. Undergirded by the views of early developers like Frederick Taylor (1911) and
generally referred to as scientific management theories, such approaches were often based on
Theory X views of employees (McGregor, 1960, cited by Owens and Valesky), downgrading
their ability to behave responsibly while focusing on the need for close supervision.
By this time, however, confronting persistent variability (Supovitz & Weinbaum, 2008)
and common occurrences of resistance (Hubbard et al., 2006), implementation researchers have
been successfully using sociocultural perspectives to construct more effective theories about the
field. By doing so, when looking at the ways programs and policies are developed and put into
action, they are identifying and constructing an appreciation for the social complexity of
planning and execution, and moving from theories of learning and action that are based on
individuals to theories of learning and change based on groups and the multi-layered nature of
organizations (Argyris, 1971; Gallucci, 2008; Malen, 2006; McLaughlin & Talbert, 1993;
Rogoff, 1990, 1995; Spillane, 1977).
Rogoff (1990, 1995, cited by Spillane et al., 2006) helped shift concepts of individuals’
thinking and organizational activity from the confines of individualized cognition and discrete
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contextual variables towards the interaction of individuals, environments, artifacts, and
organizational layers. From this conceptual perspective “individual, interpersonal, and cultural
elements constitute each other” (p. 60), and researchers should be focusing on “three planes of
analysis—personal, interpersonal, and community/institutional” (p. 61). Influences from one
plane are embedded in others, and boundaries between them, although useful for analysis, should
not be mistaken as being inherent in the situations themselves (Herrenkohl, 2008; Spillane et al.,
2006). Gallucci (2008) described learning as “situated in everyday social contexts” and, citing
Engestrom (1999), Lave and Wenger (1991), and Rogoff (1994) described learning as
“inherently social” and that “sociocultural theories suggest that analyses of collective learning
move from individuals… to units of participation, interaction, and activity” (p. 547). Herrenkohl
called relationships, “the site for negotiating meaning” (p. 674) and described the importance of
crafting meaning from our collaborative efforts, describing it as follows:
We convey meanings to one another and work to share understanding and perspective.
The success of organized efforts requires these activities. However, at the same time, we
need to accommodate alternative viewpoints, innovations, and new knowledge. (p. 674)
Following this line of thinking, the present study is built upon two examples of
theoretical work by Datnow, Hubbard, and Mehan (2002a), Datnow et al. (2002b) and Malen
(2006) that value the highly interactive and contextually responsive nature of educational policy
development and implementation, while acknowledging the importance of participants’ “sensemaking” (Weick, 1995) as they are engaged in what are essentially social and political processes.
Participants’ sense-making is, in turn, affected by the organizational cultures they inhabit
(Spillane et al., 2006) and, particularly in the case of schools, the “myth and ceremony” and
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institutionalized constraints their public organization have developed in regard to validating or
devaluing various wants and needs (J. D. Meyer & Rowan, 1991; H. D. Meyer & Rowan, 2006).
Taken together, these sociocultural theories look at the development and implementation
of policies and practices for the implementation of innovative school reforms not as technical
exercises, but as difficult, socially constructed, politically negotiated work, based in the
particulars of local contexts, with final results that may vary from anyone’s original expectations.
The variability of such work may trouble those invested in reliably replicable programming with
detailed, cost-measurable value. When innovation is demanded, however, the situations in which
it may be cultivated are often not so cleanly organized or simply managed. Challenging
implementation researchers to venture into such sometimes murky areas of study, Honig (2006b)
said, “complexity in its various forms—including variation—can serve as a stimulus for
innovation…” (p. 22). Accompanied by an array of other implementation scholars, she
recommends that researchers “delve deeper into the complexity” (p.23).
Using Theoretical Frameworks from the Sociocultural Domain
Malen’s (2006) politics of implementation theory—built on the foundation of Bardach’s
(1977) work regarding the affects of various, multiparty political forces on policy
implementation—is used as the primary guide for conducting the study by providing a structure
for identifying and examining the roles partnership members play as well as the relevant
resources they either lack or possess in regard to the partnership and its members’ objectives.
Datnow et al.’s (2002b) co-construction of reform framework is utilized as a way of considering
the ways that interorganizational behaviors impact school development and implementation.
Together these frameworks provide guidance for understanding the micropolitical components of
complex interorganizational work while investing value in various actors’ positions and
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responses during their collaborative work for innovative school development. These constructs
are rooted in the sociocultural traditions of understanding relational, context-dependent change.
Malen’s Politics of Implementation Theory
Malen’s (2006) work is based on a what she calls a “cardinal assumption that policy
implementation is a dynamic, political process that affects and reflects the relative power of
diverse actors and the institutional and environmental forces that condition the play of power” (p.
85). It is based on the work of McDonnell and Weatherford (2000) and others who have come
“to view politics as a causal variable that helps explain why policies may be adopted and whether
and how they may be implemented” (p. 84). This assumption has been further augmented by
implementation research from Datnow et al. (2002a, 2002b), Honig (2004), Honig and Hatch
(2004), Supovitz (2008), and Supovitz and Weinbaum (2008), and provides a structure for
investigating actors roles and interests, considering contextual variables, identifying sources of
influence, and constructing representations of policy creation, adoption, adaptation, and
implementation. Much more pragmatic (and more respectful of individuals’ perspectives at all
levels of educational implementation) than technical-rational approaches, Malen’s and Datnow et
al.’s frameworks acknowledge that actors respond to ideological interests as well as to personal,
material interests, and that they are motivated as well by “their diverse conceptions of the public
good” (Malen, p. 87).
Values are highly influential in such settings. Malen (2006) cites a number of scholars
who propose that:
Educational policies often embody highly salient, value-laden issues that cannot be
readily, fully, or permanently resolved through rational deliberations or unanimous
agreements. As a result, these policies tend to be adopted and implemented through
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political processes that reflect the relative power of contending groups more than the
relative merits of policy options. (p. 83)
These conditions—in regard to the study of implementation as it involves the creation of new
schools, as the current study aims to do—suggest that researchers should be examining the
political interplay of individuals and groups to learn more about the affects of relative power and
influence on policy development and implementation in the public education arena.
Datnow, Hubbard, and Mehan’s Co-Construction Framework
Datnow et al.’s (2002b) co-construction framework is used to further highlight the
complex affects of political perspectives and the roles of political power as these forces affect
innovative school design and implementation. Each of these frameworks takes into account the
enabling and constraining features of complex sociopolitical interactions and views educational
change as something that is made by groups of people as opposed to mandated or implemented
in a linear, technical fashion. As Datnow et al. (2002b) phrase it, “…studies that treat the
implementation process as unidirectional, technical, and rational (citing Smith & Keith, 1971;
Pressman & Wildavsky, 1973) do not fully capture how educational innovations play out as
social, negotiated features of school life” (p. 10).
There may be some concern that such theory, rooted to some extent in studies of efforts
to take specific reform models or concepts (e.g., New American Schools or Accelerated Schools)
to scale, might be ill suited for looking at varied forms of locally designed innovation
development and implementation. What is unique about such a framework, however, is the bidirectional, participatory nature of the perspectives. They integrate and bring value to the
influence that actors at all levels of implementation have upon the results. Clearly, educational
innovations do not just emerge from thin air to be processed into settings and programs. Even if
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not strictly based on an identifiable, external model, the development and realization of an
innovative setting or program is about implementing a set of ideas or concepts that may adopted
from other settings and potentially co-constructed into policy as the work proceeds. Honig
(2006b), writing about recent policy implementation research stated, “those targeted to
implement educational policies may very well be the policy makers themselves” (p. 12).
New Institutionalism
The construction of educational change occurs against the extensive and deep
institutional background of public education, best described here with new institutionalism
theory (Meyer & Rowan, 2006; Powell & DiMaggio, 1991). New institutionalism, alluded to
several times in the course of this review, offers theoretical perspectives for considering the
organizational context that those external to public education must enter during the process of
working to change schools.
New institutionalism devalues a largely rationalist notion of institutions enacting
objective, strategic designs, functioning on behalf of a collection of individual, rational
decisions, and governed more or less efficiently by hierarchical, principal-agent based structures.
New institutionalism instead proposes that the organization itself—as a socially constructed
product, literally rooted in, invested with meaning, and influenced by individuals reacting to
social, political, and economic contexts—is a force that exerts significant cognitive and
behavioral pressure on its members, providing the terms for thinking about their work, for their
planning and decision-making, and for their responses to foreign—and potentially innovative—
ideas. New institutionalism proposes that the organization constrains the actors within it,
limiting the cognitive and actionable options to an extent the actors may not realize. As a result
there is often a large degree of accrued, concentrated uniformity, accompanied by resistance or
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indifference to alternate points of view. Powell and DiMaggio (1991), citing their own work
along with that of Meyer and Rowan (1991) and Zucker (1991), describe new institutionalism as
a form of:
Organizational analysis that takes as a starting point the striking homogeneity of practices
and arrangements found in… schools, states, and corporations....The constant and
repetitive quality of much organized life is explicable not simply by reference to
individual, maximizing actors but rather by a view that locates the persistence of
practices in both their taken-for-granted quality and their reproduction in structures that
are to some extent self-sustaining. (p. 9)
Developed to help explain the spread—over many decades—of increasingly homogenous
educational organizations (J. D. Meyer & Rowan, 1991; H. D. Meyer & Rowan, 2006), the
theory now serves us well as a perspective for understanding schools’ and educational systems’
resistance to change and as a description of the terrain that educational innovations of all kinds—
particularly in regard to new governance models and teaching and learning structures—may
slowly be leaving behind (Meyer, 2006).
Conclusion
Challenges to persisting governance, instructional, and organizational patterns of public
schools are being readily developed and deployed in our present times (Meyer, 2006; Ravitch,
2010). New technologies, new forms of governance (e.g., charters, mayoral control),
philanthropic investments, and competitive, business-model incentive structures are being
applied in efforts to reform education through the use of incentives, grants, control of political
discourse, accountability, and policy making that permits the development of alternative
institutional forms (Anderson, 2009; Henig; 2009; Klonsky & Klonsky, 2008; Ravitch;
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Taubman, 2009). Organizations that are separate from the public schools (e.g., business groups,
community groups, higher education, non-profits, philanthropies) have become increasingly
engaged in this work through partnerships that cross organizational boundaries (Glazer, 2008;
Honig, 2004, 2006b; Kronley & Handley, 2003; McLaughlin, 2006; Supovitz, 2008). I have
chosen the term interorganizational partnerships (see Chapter 1) for discussing this phenomena
and facilitating the identification of a unit of analysis for the present study.
Researchers have illustrated the challenges of successfully implementing reform through
the work of interorganizational partnerships. Potential pitfalls include lack of trust across the
partnership (Firestone & Fisler, 2002), inconsistent leadership or the presence of conflicting
agendas (Coburn, Bae, & Turner, 2008; Fisler & Firestone, 2006), shifting sources of authority
(Glazer, 2008), misinterpretations of reform elements or purposes (McLaughlin, 1987; Spillane
et al., 2002), or design inflexibilities that reinforce top-down, control and weaken local, groundlevel support (Datnow et al., 2002b; Berman & McLaughlin, 1978). Political discrepancies may
contribute to some of these issues, within a partnership itself, or in regard to a partnership effort
in a local context. Micropolitical conflicts between pre-existing orders, and new or varying
political perspectives or pressures, or perceived conflicts between proven new strategies and
existing routines can be problematic. These may signal critical variations in beliefs and
assumptions or interpretations of problems and solutions that will possibly challenge the
successful implementation of change (Firestone & Fisler; Glazer; McLaughlin, 2006; Malen,
2006). These forces can be the central determinants of implementation success (Firestone &
Fisler; Glazer) regardless of any program or policy’s apparent benefits and strengths.
Datnow (2006), Datnow et al. (2002b), Honig (2004, 2006a, 2006b, 2009a), Malen
(2006), McLaughlin (2006), Spillane et al. (2006) and others, utilizing sociocultural-based
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theory, have emphasized the need for researchers to examine the actors and conditions that
characterize the value-laden contexts in which change-driven, interorganizational,
implementation efforts may occur. If ostensibly auspicious reforms, interventions, and/or other
new forms of policy and practice development are to be effective, researchers and practitioners
must better understand the complexity of interacting social, cultural, and political factors that
may enable, constrain, or otherwise affect implementation efforts—within local contexts and
across partnering individuals and organizations. The present study has utilized this approach to
investigate the change efforts of a single interorganizational partnership formed to provide an
innovative high school program, serving 16 school districts in and around Columbus, Ohio.
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Chapter 3
METHODS
Chapter Introduction
The purpose of this qualitative case study was to explore and better understand the
complexity of interactions and effects between interorganizational partners, working with varied
perspectives and resources within the context of state and local educational policy conditions for
the creation of a new, innovative public high school program. This particular case centers on
Metro Early College High School, an innovative program that serves 16 separate school districts
in Franklin County, Ohio. (Franklin County surrounds Ohio’s capital, Columbus, and several
cities and communities around it.) Metro was created by an interorganizational, public/private
partnership. This partnership was comprised of Battelle, the Ohio State University, and the
Educational Council, with the Coalition of Essential Schools, the KnowledgeWorks Foundation,
and other partners engaged at various times during the school’s creation and development.
These partners, to varying degrees informed by experiences with the education reform policy
context around them, began to formally work together in 2005, entering into a dynamic period of
work, marked by interactions with one another and with the state, regional, and local
sociopolitical environment around them. They opened Metro High School in 2006, and the first
cohort of students graduated in June 2010.
I identified Metro High School as an appropriate case for conducting a study intent on
answering questions about interorganizational processes devoted to implementing innovative
educational change. Metro has been credited with having an impact on education policy in Ohio
and can be found at the root of policy activity in other states, particularly in regard to STEM
learning. Influential as well in terms of its effect on the learning experiences and future
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prospects of its students and on new high school programs in the Columbus area, questions about
how these achievements were obtained become very important for understanding effective
change implementation. Focusing on the core school designers, I designed and executed this
study to identify partner perspectives and intents, interorganizational effects, and enabling
conditions. I conducted interviews, analyzed documentary evidence, and made observations
during site visits in order to collect data for analysis and for making subsequent propositions.
This process was guided by a set of research questions developed to investigate the
interorganizational creation of an innovative school.
This chapter describes the methodology for conducting the study, outlines some of the
rationale for choosing particular methods and questions, briefly introduces the chosen case and
its salient innovative features, and aligns elements of the methodology with the literature base on
both the topic and qualitative research. The methods used, including data collection procedures
and the engagement of participants, were approved by and conducted in accordance with the
guidelines of the University of Tennessee’s Institutional Review Board.
Methodology and Case Identification
Research Questions
This case study has been guided by an overarching research question, divided into three
sub-questions to facilitate data collection and analysis. The overarching question is as follows:
When a public/private partnership is formed to create a new, academically and
organizationally innovative public high school, in what ways do contextual conditions
and partners’ experiences, perspectives, resources, and intents combine to affect the
development and implementation of the school?
The three subquestions are as follows:
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1. In what ways did contextual conditions affect the partnership as it formed and
functioned to develop the innovative school?
2. In what ways have partners’ experiences, perspectives, and resources affected the
development of the school?
3. To what extent does the implemented school reflect the combined effects of
contextual conditions and partners’ intents?
These questions have been designed to address themes relevant to the literature review
and to the theoretical frameworks that contribute to my perception of the overall phenomena.
They also help address needs identified by implementation researchers. To some degree the
questions are sequential, layering over a range of time from early development of the school to
opening and operation. There are certain themes and ideas found to run through all of the
questions, blurring at times the distinction between the three. Aiming to address a single,
overarching question and expecting certain qualities of the case to continue through time, I have
accepted this overlap as it has occurred.
The first subquestion is focused on the context of public education reform in Ohio prior
to and around the time of Metro’s development. Approaching this initial question for this
particular study requires being attentive to the political, business, and non-profit forces at work
for educational change because the research is focused in part on interorganizational activity that
involves agencies external to public education. The second subquestion flows from the first,
providing the study with a means of linking Metro’s founders and designers with Ohio’s
education reform context at the time while framing the investigation of partners’ effects on the
case. The final subquestion, designed to investigate particular outcomes of the partnership, is
essentially based on the perspective that the outcomes of this case include effects on related, but
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separate types of schools, systems, and partnerships, and that the findings are not strictly
constrained to within-case effects (i.e., this case has been found to have affected others). The
literature supporting this study and the investigation in general is about change in systems of
public education. Given the findings, the effects of this case on systems change outside the case
itself became relevant considerations for the present study. An illustration of this study’s overall
research and methodology plan is presented in Figure 2.
A Qualitative, Case Study Research Design
For this research I used case study methodology (Creswell, 2005; Gay, Mills, & Airasian,
2006; Maxwell, 2005; Merriam, 1998; Yin, 1994). Informed by the copious research regarding
change resistance in the field of public education (Fullan, 1991; Meyer & Rowan, 2006; Sarason,
1990; Tyack & Cuban, 1995), my intent has been to develop an exploratory study (Creswell) that
could contribute to the growing field of research on the interaction of public/private partnerships
that are increasingly being convened for educational change and school reform (Honig, 2004;
McLaughlin, 2006). Based on the complexity of such issues in general, on the purpose of this
study, on my theoretical frameworks, and on the research presented in Chapter 2, the study’s
questions and methods were designed to address gaps identified in the literature in regard to
implementation research (Glazer, 2008; Honig, 2004; Malen, 2006; National Research Council,
2002) by using case study methodology.
Bounding the Case
Creswell (1998) defined case study as “an exploration of a ‘bounded system’ or a case (or
multiple cases) over time through detailed, in-depth data collection involving multiple sources of
information rich in context” (p. 61). Yin (1994) defined it as “an empirical inquiry that
investigates a contemporary phenomenon within its real life context, especially when the
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Figure 2. Research and methodology plan.
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boundaries between the phenomenon and context are not clearly evident” (p. 13). Contrasting
Creswell’s and Yin’s definitions highlights both the need for and the difficulty inherent in
bounding the phenomena of interest for this particular study, which involves a public/private
partnership with somewhat porous boundaries engaged in developing a new site with processes
that had not previously existed. Merriam (1998) suggested, “the single most defining
characteristic of case study research lies in delimiting the object of study, the case” (p. 27). She
also claimed that case study methodology is particularly suitable for asking how and why
questions and for examining processes and complex situations that may occur over time.
During the study, I examined the case of an interorganizational partnership that was
developed for the purpose of creating a completely new high school program—from the ground
up. Creswell (1998) acknowledged that deciding the boundaries of a case—how it might be
constrained in terms of time, events, and process—may be challenging. Hunter and Agranoff
(2008) who studied and published analyses of the leadership network of the case provide support
for Creswell’s and Yin’s perspectives, due to finding a distribution of influence and decisionmaking across multiple points both inside and outside of the formal partnership structure. Some
case studies may not have clean beginning and ending points, and the researcher must work with
“contrived boundaries” (Creswell, 1998, p. 64). This challenge has affected the determination of
boundaries for the present case study. It has been resolved to some degree by Merriam’s (1998)
suggestion to assess “how finite the data collection would be” (p. 27) and by Miles and
Huberman’s (1984) description of bounding the case as “anticipatory data reduction… a form of
preanalysis, ruling out certain variables and relationships, and attending to others” (p. 28). As
described in the case selection portion of this chapter, there is an identifiable core of leading
partners in this particular case, satisfying Merriam’s suggestion, and, by using my conceptual
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framework and the literature applicable to the case, I have focused on the school’s core designing
partners and centered the inquiry around a specific set of relational factors, accomplishing Miles
and Huberman’s preanalysis.
Case Criteria
As an exploratory study, I purposefully sought a single exemplary case as the sample. I
discussed the general criteria for selecting the case in Chapter 1 and I revisit the concern here. In
Chapter 2, themes drawn from the research literature have illuminated the criteria and supported
the reasons for building an investigation from them. One construct discussed in Chapter 2, based
on studies of education reform in large, urban systems, is that of variations in the contexts and
proceedings of reform activity occurring in urban areas around the country. Following the logic
of such findings, categorically defining an innovative school has been a challenge. I have
responded by bringing theory from sociocultural research on creativity and innovation into the
field of research on innovation in systems of education and public governance. My contributions
to this effort have been designed to support an inquiry into the creation of an innovative school.
The findings from this study may contribute to eventual, deductive, categorization efforts, but
seeking to find and apply rigid criteria derived from a dominant theory of educational innovation
is not presently possible.
To some extent, I have utilized a negative categorization—defining what the case is not.
This approach is consistent with Blyth’s (2008) argument that varied educational change
strategies in urban areas around the country, rather than exhibiting converging properties, exhibit
divergent, opportunistic properties in response to the “withdrawal of legitimacy from the old
institution” (p. 162) and the claim that the old institution is in crisis. In selecting the present
case, the fundamental criteria applied was that this school was not cut from the old cloth. It was
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bound—only in the areas most critical for its operation—to the old institutional fabric of local
and state educational institutions. Its developers quite intentionally diverged from institutionally
authorized forms of instruction and governance.
Nevertheless, certain categorical features were important for locating the case relative to
all the varied educational change efforts that are occurring and for facilitating other researchers’
efforts to conduct further studies that may help us build and refine theoretical underpinnings of
educational innovation. Indeed, my own continuing research will require consistent
categorization if I intend to develop longer term, hypothetical patterns. The selected case
represented a phenomenon being investigated with the following features:
•

The school deployed non-traditional, innovative curriculum and instruction strategies. (see Chapter 1,
Chapter 4, and other portions of this chapter for an explanation of these criteria.)

•

The school diverged from institutionalized local and state patterns of organization and instruction.

•

The school was developed in an urban setting.

•

Multiple organizations, including multiple school systems, were involved in its development.

•

Organizations external to public education were involved.

•

Both public and private organizations and funds were involved.

•

The school was a public, non-chartered school.

•

The school was a new school, as opposed to a restructured, existing school.

Utilizing these features eliminates certain variables (e.g., privatized management, selective
admissions, chartered school) and facilitates comparative analyses that can help us continue to
study the development of such alternative forms of public education.
Case Identification
The case in this study is the public/private partnership that developed the Metro Early
College High School in Columbus, Ohio. The school opened in the fall of 2006. It was crafted
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by a dynamic, public/private partnership whose accomplished objectives were to develop,
implement, and disseminate the discoveries of a new, STEM-focused, early college high school
driven by research-based teaching and learning patterns. Hess (2010) said:
established organizations do well by sticking to the models and practices that have gotten
them where they are. This makes them lousy at addressing changing needs, tapping new
pools of talent, or harnessing new technologies (p. 14).
At the center of the selected case, Metro Early College High School, which is described in more
detail in Chapter 4, was intentionally designed to vary from the “models and practices” of
traditional high schools so that it could better address the needs of its students, capitalize on the
talents and energies of new and/or dynamic teachers, and develop and deploy new instructional
technologies and strategies. The school met the criteria of having clearly broken with the
institutionalized mores of traditional public high schools in the region, in the state of Ohio, and
beyond. Table 1 provides glimpse of the features that made this program distinct from a
traditional high school program.
This case of Metro Early College High School is distinct for its interorganizational
developers and sponsors, its purposes and designs, and the context from which it was developed.
These partners and their relationship to the school are illustrated in Figure 3. Among the
organizations that have been represented in this partnership are the Coalition of Essential
Schools, a foundation representing sixteen separate public school systems, a non-profit, STEMbased, research and development corporation, a large, land grant, research university, a statewide, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation funded, reform support organization, and a foundation
committed in part to the design of STEM-based learning experiences. It has been apparent, and
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Table 1 Traditional High School Programs Compared to the Metro Early College High School Program
Traditional High School Programs Compared to the Metro Early College High School Program
Organizational Patterns

Activity category

Traditional high school

Metro High School

Curriculum

Segmented into subject area
disciplines, general curriculum

Interdisciplinary design, focus on
STEM (science, technology,
engineering, and math) college
and career preparation

Instruction

Teacher delivery of content based in
a sequence of standards-based
courses

Inquiry and problem-based with
individually, customizable
sequence of activities meeting
standards of various courses

Credit acquisition pattern

Four-year planned sequence of
discipline-based courses delivered
in-house

Interdisciplinary, two-year high
school core credit, followed by
two years of off-campus internship
and college enrollment

Local Governance

By district policies and a board of
education

By a design team functioning within
a non-profit foundation, serving 16
school districts

Early College

Dual-enrollment in typically entry
level college coursework

College coursework in beyond basic,
non-remedial university courses
on college campus

Teachers

District assigned, with tenure and
seniority based placements; subject
area specialists

Serve in the school by choice and by
school selection with temporary
(3-year) assignment;
interdisciplinary specialists

Enrollment

By attendance zones

Seats allocated to districts based on
surrounding district enrollment,
applying students selected by
lottery

Goals

Effectively generate 9th-12th grade
student achievement and graduates
within its traditional teaching and
learning framework

Generate students’ post-secondary
college and career access and
achievement in STEM while
developing new instructional and
leadership strategies for export to
other schools and districts
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Figure 3. Metro High School partnership diagram.

Multiple learning and
instructional design
partners (e.g., PAST
Foundation)

Metro Early College
High School

The KnowledgeWorks
Foundation

(Opened Fall 2006)

Initial School
Design Work

Battelle

The Educational
Council of
Franklin County
Ohio

Ohio State
University

Original Metro High School founding
grant by Ohio Coalition of Essential
Schools Leaders (Dan Hoffman, Marcy
Raymond) operating from the Ohio Center for
Essential School Reform, Reynoldsburg, Ohio

Figure 3. Metro High School partnership diagram.
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reasonable, that the case did not emerge intact as a formalized partnership. Instead, it began as a
grant funded, new-school concept initiated by individuals from the Coalition of Essential
Schools in Ohio. Potential members who began to understand the impact of having a stake in
this new school joined, and the new, highly innovative school was designed, fully-funded, and
opened in 2006 as a result of this collaborative work. The collaboration and partnership
development continued as the school’s design evolved over the course of several years. The
educational, socioeconomic, and political contexts from which these events developed appear to
have affected partners’ perspectives, resources, decisions, and intents. The exploration of these
interactions, and subsequent effects on both the new school and the new school’s role in ongoing
public educational policy innovation is the central focus of this study.
Brief Introduction to the School
Metro High School, or simply “Metro,” as many refer to it, is a new school site, designed
in 2005-2006 by a partnership organization comprised of members of Ohio’s Coalition of
Essential Schools, Battelle, Ohio State University, and the Educational Council of Columbus,
Ohio. The KnowledgeWorks Foundation, based in Cincinnati, Ohio, joined the partnership in its
second year (see Figure 3). Numerous other agencies and organizations have contributed time,
expertise, resources, and learning experiences to the program.
Metro is a public, non-chartered high school program that opened in the fall of 2006 with
a class of about 100 incoming, ninth grade students. Adding one cohort per year, the school now
serves approximately 400 students. The Educational Council, which is a non-profit foundation
serving the Columbus, Ohio City Schools and 15 additional districts around Columbus, within
Franklin County, is the administrative agency for the school. The 16 separate member districts
of the Educational Council may send students to Metro, each being allocated a certain number of
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seats, based on enrollment figures. Metro High School has a STEM focused curriculum,
prioritizes experiential, problem and inquiry-based learning and mastery, bases its climate and
culture on Coalition of Essential Schools principles, accelerates students through core high
school credit requirements, and places students in college courses and credit-bearing internship
programs in their third and fourth years. Graduating its first class in June 2010, some students
completed Metro having earned two or more years of college credit.
Notes on Case Selection, Access, and Labeling
The selection of this specific case, as well as the research topic in general, stems from my
personal experience (Maxwell, 2005) as a member of a more recently formed partnership that
involved multiple school systems in east Tennessee, a reform support foundation, and business
and political leaders. This partnership functioned during 2008 and 2009. Its purpose was to
conduct a feasibility study for the creation of a regional, inter-district, STEM-Early College high
school based on an accelerated academic program and innovative curriculum, instruction, and
assessment practices. Our work involved learning from a set of example schools that had
diverged from traditional patterns of instruction, organization, and governance. Two of the
schools were in Ohio. One was Metro Early College High School, which was presented as a
particularly effective and unique type of innovative model for our partnership to consider.
In the later stages of our feasibility study, I maintained communication with some of the
contacts made in Ohio and began to further explore the phenomena of external agencies
partnering with public school systems to advance alternate forms of school design and
governance. These discussions, which grew from my long-term interest in examining
innovations in public education, led to the selection of my research questions and the
identification of the present case.
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In regard to labeling, Metro Early College High School (http://www.themetroschool.org/)
is now infrequently addressed with this full name. As its URL indicates, it may be called “The
Metro School.” The Ohio State University issued sign in front of the building says, “Metro High
School,” the name typically found in documents associated with the school. In many cases,
particularly in transcripts and verbal references, the school is simply called “Metro.” I will do
the same throughout this study, using “Metro High School” or, most often, simply “Metro” to
refer to the school in this case.
Data Collection
Data collection was accomplished through face-to-face interviews, telephone interviews,
email exchanges, observations conducted during site visits, and reviews of documents such as
prior studies and performance data, operational policies, media coverage, congressional
testimony, bulletins, and web based information such as blogs and school and partner-related
web pages. Given the prevalence of Internet mediated information, important data about the
school, its activities, and its influence have been available through “blogs, newsgroups, online
forums… and electronic mailing lists” (American Psychological Association, 2010, p. 214). As
with all data collected for this qualitative study, material accessed in this manner has been
reviewed with the understanding that it may have been written and posted for various purposes
other than for an objective accounting of events. Seeking a credible analytical process, I have
sought to obtain a wide spectrum of perspectives on the case, in order to triangulate findings
(Miles & Huberman, 1994; Yin, 1994) and build the case study with a level of “credibility”
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985) commensurate with its stated limitations. Figure 4 is a partial listing of
the diverse evidence collected in this case. Because the founding work of the partnership has
been completed and the school has been in operation for over four years, its formative events
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Unit of Analysis
Metro Early College High School’s founding partners: Roots in educational reform in Ohio
and actions in regard to creating, operating, and sharing the school


Interviews
Sequences of events
Professional backgrounds
Previous experiences
Implementation challenges
Partnership effects
Underlying beliefs and principles





Documents
Policies
Handbooks and practice guides
Congressional testimony
Evaluations or previous studies with
performance data
Press coverage
Bulletins and issue briefs
Blogs and various web posts
Agendas and PowerPoints

Observations
Facilities and equipment
Personnel
Student-Faculty interaction
Instruction
Organization of time, learning
spaces, resources, offices and
support spaces, and instructional
practice

Figure 4. Categories of triangulated, collected evidence and the unit of analysis.

could clearly not be studied in real time. The inquiry has therefore relied heavily on first person
recollections by core participants and on documents. This somewhat historical feature of the
targeted data is a limitation of the study. Given this condition, I have relied to a lesser extent
upon direct observations, which have generally yielded important signals of the school’s design
but rather inconclusive signs of the original partnership work that occurred five years ago.
I have attempted to mitigate the potential for the passage of time to negatively affect the
credibility of the study by acquiring diverse perspectives from multiple sources and by applying
comparative analysis to documentation produced over time. Figure 4 provides an overview of the
triangulated relationship between the three categorical forms of data collected and the unit of
analysis. Table 2 provides an alignment of data collection with research questions. The
following sections provide details about each method of data collection.
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Table 2 Alignment of Research Questions with Sources of Data
Alignment of Research Questions with Sources of Data
Overarching research question: When a public/private partnership is formed to create a new, academically and
organizationally innovative public high school, in what ways do contextual conditions and partners’ experiences,
perspectives, and resources combine to affect the development and implementation of the school?
Operationalized research question

Primary source of data (ranked)

Research Subquestion #1: In what ways did contextual conditions affect the
partnership as it formed and functioned to develop the innovative school?

Documents
Interviews
Observations

Research Subquestion #2: In what ways have partners’ experiences, perspectives,
and resources affected the development of the school?

Interviews
Documents
Observations

Research Subquestion #3: To what extent does the implemented school reflect
the combined effects of contextual conditions and partners’ intents?

Interviews
Documents
Observations

Note. Ranking indicates relative importance of the source for the research subquestion.

Interviews: Participants
I conducted detailed, protocol-based interviews with eight individuals who were involved
in either the initial design work or implementation of the school, or in such work that continued
into the school’s first and second year. (IRB approved methods were followed; the consent form
is shown in Appendix A.) These were individual, face-to-face interviews. Informal discussions
with members of the PAST Foundation (a key instructional design partner for Metro) and with
members of education-reform related, interorganizational partnerships in two other Ohio cities
contributed to my overall perspective of the topic. Initial discussions with some of these
individuals began in the fall of 2009. Protocol-based interviews were conducted from spring to
fall of 2010. Some interviews and initial discussions were conducted by telephone, but most
interviews were conducted face-to-face during visits to Metro High School in Columbus, Ohio,
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to the Reynoldsburg City Schools (a suburb of Columbus), and to the KnowledgeWorks
Foundation in Cincinnati, Ohio. The individuals that I interviewed (and from whom I obtained
consent for release of identification information) are listed in Table 3, with a partial listing of
roles and activities before and/or during Metro’s founding years. I began my interview data
collection process with Deborah Howard and Dan Hoffman. Additional participants were
identified and/or added as the study proceeded, in part representing a snowball sampling process
(Creswell, 2005). Concerned about the boundaries of the case, I pursued such leads only if any
such suggested individual played an interactive role in the decision-making and/or
implementation process of the partnership or if I determined that interviewing any such
suggested individual could reasonably provide information in regard to the context and
contributions of the case’s key members.
Interviews were recorded digitally or documented by interviewer notes with immediate
initial analysis when recording was not allowed or obviated by environmental conditions.
During analysis, follow-up discussions occurred for the purpose of clarifying participants’
positions and for member checking to help establish credibility. A saturation point was reached
with the participants listed above. Data collected during interviews began consistently echoing
that which had been previously collected, without generating substantive conflicts or new
directions for inquiry that could feasibly be undertaken given the purposes and limitations of the
study. During the primary data collection phase, additional key informants contributed
perspectives that helped inform analysis. Data gathered through documents and by observations
generally corroborated interview-based findings. (All quotations appearing in this study without
parenthetical citations are from interview transcripts. The speaker in each case has been
identified.)
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Table 3 Named Study Participants
Named Study Participants

Participant

Partial listing of roles
(during key periods of Metro High School’s development)

Dr. Richard Freeman

Dean, Ohio State University, College of Mathematical and Physical Sciences

Kathy Fries

Business Manager, Metro Early College High School; Administrative Assistant, Ohio
Center for Essential School Reform

Dr. Joan Herbers

Dean, Ohio State University, College of Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology

Dr. Dan Hoffman

Founder & Director, Ohio Center for Essential School Reform; Administrator,
Reynoldsburg, Ohio City Schools; Program Director, Ohio Principals’ Leadership
Academy; Original grantee for Metro Early College High School; Implementation
Coordinator, KnowledgeWorks Foundation

Deborah Howard

Director of Education Strategy, EdWorks (a subsidiary of the KnowledgeWorks
Foundation)

Marcy Raymond

Principal, Metro Early College High School; Designing partner, Metro Partnership
Group of the Educational Council; Senior Program Officer for the Ohio High School
Transformation Initiative, KnowledgeWorks Foundation; Program Director, Ohio
Principals’ Leadership Academy; Director, Ohio Center for Essential School Reform

Dr. Sandra Stroot

Associate Dean, Ohio State University, College of Education and Human Ecology

Diana Wolterman

Battelle Project Manager/Administrator-in-Residence, Metro High School
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Interviews: Design
I designed a semi-structured interview process (Kvale, 1996) to seek evidence consistent
with my theoretical frameworks. I chose a semi-structured process so as not to obfuscate new
concepts or rival theories that could become apparent during data collection and analysis and that
could inform findings and conclusions, better addressing gaps described in the literature (Glazer,
2009; Honig, 2004; Malen, 2006). I developed interview themes (see Table 4) based on my
theoretical frameworks, the growing literature base on collaborative implementation in
education, professional opinion from researchers, practitioners working in the field, and my
personal experience in this area of research and implementation (Maxwell, 2009).
To implement the process, I developed a semi-structured interview protocol (see
Appendix B), generally following Kvale’s (1996) constructs regarding design, conduct, and
analysis, endeavoring to value the interview process as a conversation, an “inter-subjective
enterprise of two persons talking about common themes of interest” (Kvale, p. 183). A
semistructured process permitted consistent inquiries across participants while remaining
sufficiently open-ended, especially in regard to follow up probes. It allowed me to “respond to
the situation at hand, to the emerging worldview of the respondent, and to new ideas on the
topic” (p. 74). Yin (1994) writes of gathering respondents’ opinions as well as factual
knowledge, transforming them into “informants” (p. 84) as opposed to respondents. He also
notes, “key informants are often critical to the success of a case study” (p. 74). I determined that
a tightly scripted protocol would hinder my efforts to gather significant recollections and insights
from my participants.
Following the suggestions of experts in the field, researchers (Howard, 2009, personal
communication; Maxwell, 2009) and the examples of recent literature on collaborative reform
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Table 4 References and Literature-based Rational for Interview Protocol Questions
References and Literature-based Rational for Interview Protocol Questions
Question
Number

References

Literature-Based Rationale

1 and 2

Malen (2006)

“The first analytic task in implementation studies is to identify
the relevant actors” (Malen, 2006, p. 86). Doing so involves
identifying who has power and authority in the “arena” (p. 86)
and identifying various parties’ interests. In addition, Malen
(2006) describes the need to identify “the resources that actors
can draw upon to exercise influence in organizational
contexts” (p. 87-88)

3

Malen (2006)

Malen (2006) speaks of “actors seek[ing] to promote and
protect their vested material and ideological interests; they
seek to secure private benefits and to advance their diverse
conceptions of the public good” (p. 87). This question
strategically begins with “how”, knowing that responding will
most likely include “why.”

4

Datnow (2006),
Firestone and Fisler
(2002), Fisler and
Firestone (2006),
Glazer (2008),
Honig (2006a,
2006b), Supovitz
(2008)

Researchers have infrequently investigated what occurs inside
the relationships between public schools and external entities
(Glazer, 2008; Supovitz, 2008) or the complex nature of multiparty, multi-level implementation taken on by such groups
(Honig, 2006b). Relationship / trust building is a key
component of partnership work (Firestone & Fisler, 2002).
Relationships that do not resolve conflicting agendas, roles,
and authority constructs tend to undermine project success
(Coburn, Bae, & Turner, 2008; Fisler & Firestone, 2006).
Insistence on top-down or instrumental use of partnerships for
implementation may undermine implementation (Datnow,
2006).

5, 6, and 7

Berman and
McLaughlin (1978),
Datnow et al.
(2002a, 2002b),
Honig (2006a,
2006b), McLaughlin
(2006)

These questions investigate learning that may lead to
occurrences of “adaptation” (Berman & McLaughlin, 1978)
and “co-construction” (Datnow, Hubbard, & Mehan, 2002b)
during partnership work. Honig (2006a) speaks of
“implementation as organizational learning” (p. 125) whereby
policies may be created during implementation. These
questions seek evidence of changes in beliefs and values (and
subsequently, desires and expectations) among members.
McLaughlin (2006) states, “many problem statements in
education not only represent different interpretations of social
facts… but beliefs and values as well” (p. 210-211).

Table continues
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8

Firestone and Fisler
(2002), Glazer
(2008), McLaughlin,
(2006), Malen
(2006)

McLaughlin (2006) states, “Power is an essential dimension of
the implementation process” (p. 216). Malen (2006) speaks of
(a) actors “vy[ing] for influence” (p. 90), (b) of “political
interactions [affecting] whether and how critical policy
components get installed and sustained” (p. 90), and (c) of
certain policies being accompanied by “ideational, regulatory,
or financial resources that actors can draw on to cultivate and
legitimate support” (p. 88). Firestone and Fisler (2002) and
Glazer (2008) view the micropolitical interactions of
individuals as key determinants of implementation
characteristics.

9

Datnow et al.
(2002b), Malen
(2006)

Finally, this question asks about features of the implemented
site that may reflect the interactive learning and “adaptation”
and “co-creation” that may have occurred during the work to
implement it.

Note. “Question Number” refers to the interview protocol sequence. See Appendix B.

efforts (Bodilly et al., 2004; Datnow et al., 2002b; Honig, 2004), the interview question sequence
is based to some extent on chronology, and is designed to move from factual, logistical, and
rehearsed content-oriented questions (e.g., vision statements, formal and informal public
relations scripts) towards the dynamic domain of perceptions and beliefs. McLaughlin (2006)
supported Malen’s (2006) focus on “micropolitics in educational policy implementation, a
domain neglected by analysts whose interests have focused on macrolevel political struggles” (p.
217); I designed and utilized my questions with the intent to address this gap. Each question was
designed to elicit conversational interview responses while tapping into the themes most relevant
to the study. Table 4 includes the literature-based rationale for crafting each of the interview
questions.
Documents
Merriam (2009) favorably compared documentary evidence to fieldwork-based
observations and interviews, and said, “common documents include official records, letters,
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newspaper accounts, … corporate records, government documents, [and] historical accounts” (p.
140). Various forms of documentary evidence have indeed been important sources of data for
this study. Merriam (1998) indicated advantages to the use of documents including accessibility
(of public records), ease of collection, and the fact that the raw contents, produced for nonresearch purposes, are unaffected by the researcher’s observation. Merriam (2009) indicated the
usefulness of documents “for inductively building categories and theoretical constructs as in case
studies” (p. 154). Yin (1994) described the benefits of documents to “corroborate and augment
evidence from other sources” (p. 81). However, both Merriam and Yin warned of potential bias
and validity issues. Written or otherwise archived information may overvalue particular
positions or themes, and documents collected may not represent all sides of any particular issue
or concept being investigated.
Limits of Document Collection
Published and unpublished documents that could provide early evidence of the
partnership’s activity (for example, grant applications, communications between partnership
members, meeting agendas and minutes, draft proposals, and strategic plans) were requested to
support the analysis of partnership member interactions, but certain key documents were
unavailable for this study. Key informants, including researchers who have previously examined
the site, indicated that many original documents were not kept and that much of the history of the
partnerships’ school creation work has been transmitted verbally. A case in point was my
attempt to obtain records of the initial partnership meeting in 2005, during which the key initial
partners identified resources available and outcomes hoped for. I created a simulated summary
of the product of this event—based on interview data and presented in Chapter 5—and
confirmed its proximity to the inaccessible record by way of member checking.
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Due in part to this limitation and to the fact that the time period of critical activity of this
partnership has passed, the range of documentary evidence for this case study is broad,
including, as Merriam (1998) stated, “all forms of data not gathered through interviews and
observations” (p. 113). Including some degree of recent historical analysis, answering these
questions has required obtaining and drawing data from documents capable of indicating the
context of education reform in Ohio before and during the years the school was being developed.
Findings based on these documentary data—constructed from codes that are presented in this
chapter and in Chapter 5—were verified through member checking prior to being admitted into
the final study. Table 5 lists the primary forms of documentary evidence used for this study,
many of which have been cited by Merriam as useful for conducting qualitative research.
The documents used include both primary and secondary sources (Merriam, 2009), and
many were produced for the purpose of sharing information to audiences peripheral to or
indirectly involved with immediate events. This purpose indicates the need for my careful
consideration of potential author bias in terms of meaningful omissions or of promoting certain
positive features of the case. These potential biases have been mitigated to some extent by the
passage of time and the comments of interviewees. Over time outcomes of the site have in many
cases demonstrated early contentions made in publicized materials, and interviewees have
addressed weaknesses and challenges, as prompted by the interview questions.
Analysis of Documents
My analysis of documents might best be described with the term, “qualitative content
analysis” as used by Merriam (2009, p. 153). Given the nature of the inquiry, the varied sources
and purposes of collected documents, and the limitations of document collection, a more
quantitative content analysis, utilizing, for example, a protocol or frequency counts, would not
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Table 5 Primary Forms of Documentary Evidence Utilized for Analysis
Primary Forms of Documentary Evidence Utilized for Analysis
Category

Type or Source

Government (noneducation)

Legislative Bills and summaries
Governor’s office publications
Governor appointed panels’ publications
Legislative testimony

Private

Bulletins (e.g., from Battelle or a business consortium)
Public Relations Documents / Press Releases

Non-Profits

KnowledgeWorks bulletins
KnowledgeWorks studies
Coalition of Essential Schools releases
Ohio Center for Essential School Reform (newsletters, bulletins)
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation publications
Broad Foundation publications
PAST Foundation study
Ohio STEM Learning Network presentation material

Public/Private

Achieve, Inc./National Governors Association (NGA) publications
(e.g., studies, proceedings, transcripts)
Battelle/Metro High School blog posts (2007-2009)
Stark Education Partnership (Canton, Ohio) studies, publications,
personal communication

Education

Ohio Department of Education (policies, procedures, publications)
Metro Early College High School materials (e.g., student applications,
learning expectations, FAQ documents, Website notices, blog
entries, student web postings)
Ohio State University publications (e.g., campus wide newsletters,
departmental newsletters, research project bulletins, agendas)

Media

Newspaper reporters
Radio transcripts
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have been effective for developing findings. Instead, I have utilized document-based data
sources to “document and understand the communication of meaning” (Altheide, 1987, cited by
Merriam, p. 153). Along with interview and observational data, I have analyzed documentary
content to first develop codes, then to identify patterns, and finally themes. Triangulation of data
sources, designed to increase the credibility of the study, has been the strategic objective.
Site Visits and Observations
I conducted two site visits over a total of three days to observe the school’s facilities and features
of its organizational structure (e.g., class changes, student-teacher ratio), to conduct interviews,
and to collect documents. Yin (1994) described combining opportunities for conducting
observations while other types of evidence are being collected. As previously indicated,
observations for this particular case were the least informative in regard to past events, and had
not been expected to provide substantial, primary evidence for the study. Events and
understandings most directly related the study’s purpose occurred in the past or now extend from
this site into other arenas. Partnership decisions, based on the interorganizational dynamics and
contextual conditions, do live on in the operations of the school, however, and suggested a
supporting role for observation-based data gathering. Yin described the value of observations,
“assuming that the phenomena of interest have not been purely historical” (p. 86). The
phenomena of interest in this case are indeed still reflected in the site, but the greatest value of
my limited observations of the school’s implementation was to triangulate findings from
interviews and documents (Merriam, 1998) where possible by discovering linkages between
visible operational features and the interorganizational partnership effects and contextual forces
that were discovered through the collection and analysis of other forms of data.
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The initial site visit consisted of a full tour of the facility, during classes, concurrent with
opportunities to ask students, teachers, and staff general questions about the school and its
operations. During the second site visit (over two days), I deployed the interview protocol with
participants, engaged in several informal data gathering conversations, and repeated the tour of
the facility, seeking confirmation of initial perceptions and as well as any new data. I took
photographs, in accordance with IRB specifications to photograph only unpopulated spaces, and
I recorded field notes. A general guiding outline (see Appendix C) provided direction for my
handling of observational data. A specific protocol was not employed, and quantitative
observational data were not collected. Field notes and photographs were brought together, along
with transcripts and documents, to be analyzed for the development of codes and categorical
patterns.
Data Analysis
“The process of data collection and analysis is recursive and dynamic” (Merriam, 1998,
p. 155). Merriam added that analysis begins as the evidence of the case is first encountered and
claimed that delaying analysis until all data are collected can be detrimental to analytical
efficiency and focus. During initial data collection and analysis, I began applying a “constant
comparative” method (Merriam) to the analysis of transcripts, documents, and field notes. This
process involved the development of codes to represent and order diverse data. This process was
followed by categorization, based on the coded findings, to construct themes that began to
represent the case. These categories, as Merriam suggested, should align with the research
questions, and, after a series of iterations, suggest answers to the questions. Merriam suggested
using a coherent process for managing the data analysis. I utilized the process of “code
mapping” suggested by Anfara, Brown, and Mangione (2002), not only as one method of
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organizing the analysis, but also to clearly describe the analytical processes that led to the study’s
findings. Exhibiting the code mapping process provides evidence of three levels of interpretive
iteration that occurs during analysis. The code map developed during my analysis is provided in
Figure 5. Designed to be read vertically, from the bottom up to the top, it graphically presents
theme development. The coded data in this table will be presented again in Chapter 5, as
sections of the code map function in part as outlines of findings, facilitating discussion. Its
purpose here is to represent one component of the methodological structure of the study and to
provide a view into the process of pattern development and organization. Table 6 links each of
the second iteration patterns, as listed in the code map, with the sources of data that contributed
to development of the pattern.
Credibility
As a qualitative case study, the investigation has been developed with strategies in place
throughout to verify the findings (Creswell, 2005) and to ensure trustworthiness and authenticity
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Yin (1994) and Merriam (1998) each cautioned the researcher about
missing or neglecting important sources of information or in some way only partially considering
the case, possibly confirming researcher biases. Maxwell (2005) cites Pelto and Pelto’s (1975)
concerns for “key informant bias” (p. 91), the risk that substantial amounts of the study’s data
collected from a small number of primary participants, while appearing complete, may be too
atypical, and possibly invalid. I was able to obtain data from diverse individuals and sources,
representing each leading partnership member involved with Metro. Extensions of this study,
described in Chapter 6, would certainly provide a more comprehensive understanding of Metrorelated events, influences, and affected parties throughout the Columbus area and at the state
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Research Subquestion #1
Effects of Contexts

Research Subquestion #2
Effects of Partners

Research Subquestion #3
Reflection of Context and Partner
Intents

Third Iteration: Theoretical Proposals Developed
Confluence of funding, policy, and
multi-organizational reform; “Fertile
ground”
Founders part of developing networks,
crossing organizational boundaries



Strength + agility
Equity focused, negotiated authority
STEM + CES principles in a “design
challenge” structure

Possibilities reach and design challenge
demonstration; non-replicable
Catalyst for policy change; instrument
of dissemination
Partner dependency & local fit
challenges




Second Iteration: Patterns Developed
1A. Non K-12 change-inducing, multiorganizational resources (Gates)
1B. Development of state support
1C. Networks of influential, skilled
1D. Strategic philanthropy: Giving with
directives

2A. Empowered, engaged, risk-sharing
partners; autonomous, amply-funded
2B. Conviction, design & negotiation
experience of R and D team
2C. Evolving R & D site; STEM + CES
synergy
2D. Ambiguity inheres in design
challenge work





3A. External demonstrations of school
as STEM design challenge
3B. Over-reach to show what is
possible
3C. Partner dependency and local
context challenges
3D. Metro affecting state education
policy, new models


First Iteration: Categorical Codes Constructed During Initial Analysis
1A. Gates resources and initiatives
1A. Gates themes (small schools, RRR)
1A. High school and public ed change
initiatives
1A. Initiatives involve interorganizational crossover

2A. The top “wanted it done”
2A. Powerful, influential partners
2A. Engaged partners
2A. “Space and Cash”
2A. “Autonomy”
2A. “High risk,” “shared risk”
2A. “Spark of partners,” “boom”

1B. Governor’s initiatives
1B. Changing state policies
1B. School finance and performance
1B. Local systems defer, push-back
1B. Some state deference, push-back
1B. “Right person to ask” in ODE

2B. Agreements, Trust
2B. High-level influential networks
2B. “Will” and determination
2B. Partnership “sell” to others
2B. State and local negotiations
2B. Partners as experienced, networked
changers
2B. Partners both design and implement

1C. Previously developed networks
1C. Partners-to-be learning, directing
change
1C. Partners to be already state leaders
1C. Battelle, OSU looking
1C. Non K-12 actors (e.g., NGA)
1D. Philanthropy via technical advisors
1D. Revised goals, policy affecting







2C. Guiding faith in CES Principles
2C. Equity, small school
2C. Early college, accelerate, “no senior
year”
2C. STEM, “demonstration”
2C. Small school demo (Gates RRR)
2D. School as “design challenge”
2D. “Tolerance for ambiguity”
2D. Evolving design

3A. Captured design work, curriculum,
culture features
3A. Demonstrating objectives, “we’re doing
it”
3A. Teach others
3A. Learning partners as designers
3B. “…to see what’s possible”
3B. Reached for “too much?” “too many?”
3B. Iterative
3B. Not replicable
3C. Dependent? Sustainable?
3C. Local push-back / local improvement?
3C. New fiscal and policy challenges
3D. “Metro Glow”
3D. Extended partnership network, OSLN
launch
3D. “moved the middle”
3D. Metro work “institutionalized” by
legislature
3D. “Small school, big footprint”
3D. New schools
3D. Student achievements

Collected, Unsorted Data from Interviews, Documents, Observations







Figure 5. Code mapped iterations, from codes to patterns to themes.
Figure 5. Code mapped iterations, from codes to patterns to themes. Adapted from Anfara, V.
A., Brown, K. M., & Mangione T. L. (2002). Qualitative analysis on stage: Making the
research process more public. Educational Researcher 31(7), 28−38.
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Table 6 Triangulation: Second Iteration Patterns Aligned with Data Sources
Triangulation: Second Iteration Patterns Aligned with Data Sources
Data Sources
Major Patterns (Themes)

Interviews

Documents

1A. Non-K-12 change inducing, multi-organizational
resources (Gates)

x

x

1B. Developing state support

x

x

1C. Networks of influential, skilled

x

x

1D. Strategic philanthropy, giving with directives

x

x

2A. Empowered, engaged, risk-sharing partners;
autonomous, amply funded

X

x

2B. Conviction, design & negotiation experience of R
& D team

X

x

2C. Evolving R & D site; STEM + CES synergy

X

x

2D. Ambiguity inheres in design challenge work

x

x

3A. External demonstrations of school as STEM design
challenge

X

x

3B. Over-reach to show what is possible

X

x

3C. Partner dependency and local context challenges

x

3D. Metro affecting state education policy, new models

x

Observations
x

x

x

x

x

x

Note. Underlining indicates strongest source of supporting data. X indicates strongest degree of support across
study participants.
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level. The present study should help serve as a foundation for such future inquiry. As I have
stated previously, this study focused on the core, school designing partnership members.
I have employed three strategies (see Figure 3) designed to verify the conduct of study—
triangulation, code mapping, and member checking. I triangulated data collection and analysis
(Merriam, 1998; Yin, 1994) by obtaining key information from multiple sources: interviews,
documents, and observations. Even within these categories, I sought a range of inputs as data
were constantly compared (Merriam). Emergent, contrasting data were resolved as they
appeared, through further investigation, to augment analytical credibility. The code mapping
process (Anfara et al., 2002) has served to help structure both analysis and reporting and has
rendered analytical decisions and iterations visible and auditable by external reviewers. Finally,
member checking (Creswell, 2005; Lincoln & Guba, 1985) has been utilized so that participants
in the study “can judge the accuracy and credibility of the account” (Creswell, p. 203).
Member Checking
I presented participants with the developing code map, with developing findings, and
with tables and text, in order to obtain reactions, confirmations, disconfirmations, and
clarifications. Analysis was improved and content changes were made as a result of this process.
For example, with regard to a set of people either directly involved with this study or involved
with the school, my initial account did not properly consider bi-directional effects between
individuals and an organization. By overemphasizing the organization’s affect on individuals, I
had not properly accounted for individuals having affected an organization in important ways.
In another instance, after having reviewed my key findings, one participant felt the
interpersonal camaraderie among partner organization representatives, with its positive effects on
successful program negotiation, had not been included as a key finding. Upon reflection, I
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concluded that my interview protocol did not explicitly address this feature of interorganizational
work. Had indications of poorly resolved, case-affecting conflict emerged during data collection,
I suspect such interpersonal aspects of the partnership might have been developed into a finding.
As it has been analyzed and reported, however, the success of the case in regard to achieving its
objectives, along with the lack of clear evidence of interpersonal conflict, can only suggest,
without substantiation, that some degree of camaraderie may have marked the negotiations
among partners as they developed the terms of Metro High School’s operation. In a third
instance, a key participant noted an understated part of the mission of the school—the
commitment to equity. I found this theme echoed by other data sources, but had not initially
featured it very prominently in the text. I propose that, as stated in the limitations, a case study
conducted in closer, temporal proximity to the events being studied would be greatly advantaged
in regard to obtaining evidence of various interpersonal qualities among partnership members.
Overall, as the responding participant noted, this feature of interorganizational work is important
and has been addressed in the literature.
Conclusion
The research questions posed in regard to the subject of this study—asking “how” and
“why” questions of occurrences during a collaborating group’s efforts to create a non-traditional
public school—lend themselves to a qualitative, exploratory, case study method of inquiry
(Merriam, 1998; Yin, 1994). The case is sufficiently bounded (Merriam) by the fact that an
identified, limited set of individuals, representing a core interorganizational group, engaged in
the work being investigated, and the results of this work have been made visible with a single
site and with subsequent developments identifiably related to the site. The methods for
conducting the study have prioritized credibility through direct observation, transcription, a
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visible analysis process, triangulation (Merriam; Yin), and member checking (Creswell, 2005;
Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
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Chapter 4
CASE INTRODUCTION AND CONTEXT
Chapter Introduction
This chapter precedes the discussion of the central findings of the case and is included
here to provide essential contextual data that are largely descriptive of Metro High School, of its
interorganizational founders, and of the context in which it was developed. Given that the
overarching research question for this study requires an investigation into contextual conditions
and the interorganizational partners’ experiences and resources, this degree of historical analysis,
descriptive content, and actor identification is essential and included here. This chapter begins to
answer the first research subquestion. Utilizing Malen’s (2006) politics of implementation
theory as a framework indicates the necessity identifying the “actors, interests, [and] resources”
(p. 93) at play during implementation. Without such an introduction—and a very basic
introduction to the school itself—findings in regard to the ways partners affected one another and
the school, as discussed in Chapter 5, cannot be properly understood.
This chapter has four main components—a description of the school, a brief narrative of
Metro’s key founding events, a discussion of the many programs, organizations, and initiatives
found to have comprised the largely state-level context within which the school’s partners began
working to create it, and an introduction to key individual and organizational partners. These
four components are generally discussed in the sequence just given except when a narrativebased understanding of the case is better served by a more recursive discussion. Specifically, I
address founding events and partner characteristics in several places with varying degrees of
detail as needed. The introductory and stage-setting nature of this chapter’s contents underlies
my findings discussion (see Chapter 5) in regard to the first research subquestion which asks, in
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what ways did contextual conditions affect the partnership as it formed and functioned to
develop the innovative school? A formal discussion of the answer to all subquestions is included
in Chapter 5.
Introduction to Metro High School
Metro’s First Cohort – August 2006 to June 2010
In June 2010, the first cohort of students graduated from Metro Early College High
School. This group was Metro’s first, having entered the new school in the fall of 2006. Its 76
graduates were all accepted into college (53 into Ohio State), many gained credits qualifying
them to be college sophomores—some juniors—and together they collected $3.6 million worth
of scholarship opportunities (Richards, 2010, June). Their average ACT score was
approximately 26. As an illustration of the possibilities inherent in Metro’s design, one 17-yearold graduate spent the last year—technically enrolled in a biomedical elective—interning in a
Battelle laboratory, testing the design of a flask used in cell research. Another graduating
student, planning to enter Ohio State in the fall majoring in a STEM field, fit the disadvantaged
profile of students who commonly fail to succeed in large urban high schools; he was recognized
by one Metro founder as the perfect example of the kids Metro is capable of reaching and
serving, kids who would be lost in a large, traditional, and perhaps low-performing, urban high
school.
Not called 9th graders, as they would have been in their home high schools, this original
cohort entered, in the fall of 2006, the opening year of a new, public, innovative early college
high school program. They were beginning a compressed teaching and learning experience
planned to combine the mastery of problem-based, inquiry learning objectives with
responsibility-driven performance expectations, internships, and college courses. If these
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entering students progressed through the program as designed for them, they would complete all
core high school coursework in as little as two years. Data show that when this public school
opened, entering students were capable, but some had reading levels as low as the third grade
and were coming from inner-city schools and neighborhoods where the promise of academic
opportunity might have been forever obscured and unattainable.
School founders said they were impressed by the speed with which the students could
progress academically, and doubters soon saw evidence that what the founders talked about
could actually work for most of the entering students. “We discovered that the kids could go
faster than we thought,” said Dan Hoffman, the original grant writer for what became Metro,
about the first cohort. Marcy Raymond, Metro’s principal, described concerns by the state
department that students wouldn’t be ready for certain state tests (OGT’s) being allayed by the
rate at which students began picking up credits. Raymond said in the first year, “these kids were
getting nine credits… [compared to other schools where] most get five, six,” and “they’re
placing on the MAPS tests above average on a consistent basis.” “They’re fine, really… they’re
fine,” Raymond said, and the data have backed up the claim.
This cohort moved along a path towards graduating with real-world problem-solving
knowledge and skills, maturity and confidence in dealing with others—particularly adults—job
experience, and multiple college credits, converting the senior year, and potentially a large
portion of the junior year, into freshman and sophomore college studies and internships.
Facilities
The Ohio State University provided the school facilities—a small, single story office
building adjacent to the main campus. The building might be mistaken for innocuous office
space, if not for the university-identity, gray, white, and red sign, and, at certain times of the day,
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the young kids around wearing backpacks and listening to iPods. Interior features include a
combination of solid and full glass classroom walls, providing views of instructional and
administrative activity. There are open common spaces, (some with classroom features) with
areas for classes, discussions, eating lunch, performances, meetings, and impromptu teaching
events; and there are essential lab and digital services for the school’s STEM-focused curriculum
and the use of contemporary instructional technologies. Figures 6 and 7 provide images of some
of Metro’s interior and exterior features.
There are no lockers—befitting the reliance on trust, one of the core principles of the
school. There is no cafeteria—meals are delivered from a nearby school system. There are no
athletic facilities—students participate in sports and some other after school activities at their
various home schools. Classroom space is primarily for students in their first years, earning four
years of core high school credits quickly, by design. Older students attend classes on the Ohio
State campus and learn as interns in over fifty learning partner arrangements. As described by a
local radio program host, the school:
looks like a small, nondescript office building on the edge of the Ohio State University
campus. Inside there are large open areas with round tables where classes convene or
students mingle. Classrooms have large windows and any visitor can see what’s going
on (Bobkoff, 2008, April).
My own observations confirmed such descriptions. My overall impression was one of
flexibility, multi-use, transparency, and openness. In some respects, the facility bears more
resemblance to open, multi-function office space than to a conventional school. Some
classrooms were being held in common areas, with walls on only two or three sides. Others
were being held in rooms with full, plate glass walls, allowing anyone passing by to observe the
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View looking into two classrooms from commons area

View from same classrooms looking out into commons area
Figure 6. Classroom and common space in Metro Early College High School.
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Entrance to Metro Early College High School

View from rear commons area, through a lab classroom, across a hall, through an
administrative office, into the front commons area
Figure 7. Entrance and interior features of Metro Early College High School.
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class as if it were a display. Some such rooms had large interior doors allowing two rooms to be
converted to one large room. (I was told that teachers moved from room to room, with less
emphasis on room ownership than is typical in schools.) There were laboratory rooms designed
by Ohio State faculty. (One of them was actually being used for an art class during one visit.)
Digital instruction equipment (e.g., Smart boards, Prometheans) was installed throughout. Some
administrator offices can be passed through from one area of the building to the other, giving
students easy informal access to adult leaders in the building. In some cases, these offices, like
the classrooms, have glass walls providing views through the building. Virtually all activity is
visible to others. The reception area is open to one of the larger common spaces, placing visitors
directly into this open, office-like atmosphere; instructional activity and interaction is to some
extent immediately on display.
The building houses more than the school. Also located here are the offices of the
Educational Council, the administrative agency that helped found and now runs the school—
along with numerous other programs for the 16 Franklin County school districts. The PAST
Foundation is located here. This foundation—whose stated mission is, “by partnering
anthropology with science and technology, we invite the world to design, construct, and engage
in experiences that link learning to life” (PAST Foundation, 2010)—has meshed its work with
the STEM objectives of Metro High School, developing anthropologically-based learning
experiences that can be tested and demonstrated by Metro’s staff. Metro students participate in
internship experiences with these associated agencies, and the proximity of Metro’s staff and
students to these resources enlarges the school’s capacity to conduct instructional research and
development.
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Metro’s Students
Metro’s students may come from the high schools of the 16 school districts of the
Educational Council. The primary administrative partner and fiscal agent for the school, the
Educational Council (see Appendix D) is a non-profit consortium of the Franklin County area
public school districts in and around the state capitol. The Columbus City Schools (73%
economically disadvantaged) provides over half of Metro’s students (119 of 204 in 2008-09),
with each of the 15 other districts’ students represented in varying ratios of 0 to 6 percent.
Altogether, Metro’s students come from four to five dozen different high schools in the city and
county. Each district in the Educational Council has an enrollment-based number of seats
allocated to them for sending students to Metro. Students must apply, and are then selected by a
random lottery process. Demographically, in 2008-2009, the 16 Columbus area school districts
were 26.7% non-white while Metro was 34.8%. 24% of Metro’s students were AfricanAmerican, 65% white, and nearly 11% represented other demographic categories. 37% of
Metro’s students were eligible for either free or reduced lunch (Hunter & Agranoff, 2008).
Contrary to some outsiders’ first impressions, Metro is not a program based on
conventional definitions of the gifted and talented. To reiterate, it is neither a chartered school
nor a private school, and equity of access to the Metro program has always been central to the
school’s mission. The reading levels of entering cohorts have ranged from 3rd grade to graduate
school. As indicated in the previous paragraph, students are, by legal authority and in practice,
equitably selected at random from among the applicants.
Participants report some indications that the culture and expectations of Metro have been
communicated back to students in the high schools across Franklin County, leading to
speculation that some eligible students may opt out of the application process in the first place,
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perhaps leading to some degree of self-selection—increasing the odds that an entering cohort
will largely be comprised of kids more likely to thrive in Metro’s environment. This issue
deserves more study for confirmation. Some of the student applicants, for various reasons,
including dissatisfaction with the culture or climate of their home school, choose to apply to
attend Metro. Dan Hoffman, Metro’s original grantee, discussed one student in particular from a
disadvantaged background who “began to shine” at Metro as opposed to “being buried in a
corner of Columbus Public.” This student is expected to head to Ohio State, towards an
engineering program.
Academic Program
One recent graduate who spent some of his time as a Metro student in classrooms at the
Ohio State University recalled the college coursework he was able to complete while still a high
school student. Speaking with a news media reporter, this student said:
When I first started here I was a little stressed because of how much coursework was
going on, and I wasn’t sure I liked how much coursework was going on… but I’m glad
now because I’m able to do college coursework like I was hoping… I’ve taken Bio 113,
Calc 151, Calc 152, Bio 114, English 110, and Entomology. (Harris, 2009)
Many new or redesigned schools may be broken into smaller communities, may offer
dual enrollment, and may have a mission of intellectual rigor tied to high expectations, but
Metro’s combination of curricular integration, mastery expectations, performance assessments,
accelerated learning, on-campus college courses, student support, and unwavering principles is
less commonly found. With a trimester schedule, students start out enrolled in nine classes per
year—three each trimester—and as many of the core, traditional, four-year high school credits as
possible are earned in the first two years. Required elective credits are largely postponed until
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the last two years, and are acquired from an expansive menu of options available, for instance,
through early college enrollment on campus at the Ohio State University. Early college/dual
enrollment for Metro students is, by design, not for entry-level coursework with essentially high
school level demands. According to officials at both Metro and at Ohio State, dually enrolled
Metro students are to be in legitimate, non-remedial college courses (e.g., calculus, not
introductory algebra) gaining full credit toward graduation. Tuition costs have been negotiated
with the university and are essentially free to Metro’s students, covered by grant funds and
partnership resources.
A student’s final year is expected to occur almost entirely off campus, ideally while
enrolled in coursework at the Ohio State University and participating in internship and servicelearning experiences with Metro High School’s many learning partners (e.g., the City of
Columbus, the Wexner Center for the Arts, Battelle, the PAST Foundation, COSI, Franklin Park
Conservatory). Scheduled, personalized advisory meetings, continually linking students with
guiding adults at the school, occur frequently throughout every year of a student’s enrollment.
These meetings also serve to provide Metro faculty, Ohio State faculty, and learning partner
associates like the PAST Foundation with feedback on the degree to which the students and the
college are positively engaging with the rigorous, early college objectives.
Curriculum integration, particularly involving science and math, dominates scope and
sequence designs in ways that may be unfamiliar to those versed in traditional high school course
patterns, and instructional designs are inquiry-based. Raymond describes sources for this design
approach in her training and experiences in the 1990s with the Coalition of Essential Schools.
Students learn by addressing essential questions and solving actual problems. For entering
students, “the first course was integrated chemistry and algebra II; the kids called it calgebra,”
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Raymond recalled, while insisting that the leaders of the school must see the integrated systems
of their content if they expect to be able to teach it that way. Metro opts for intense, early, and
integrated coverage of English and math core content. Language arts and foreign language core
courses (including Chinese) occur early and credits are accrued relatively quickly—within
twelve weeks per course for many of the students. STEM content is woven into all of the
traditionally non-STEM courses. (see Appendix E)
Mastery Required, Seat Time Variable
Progress measurement and use of time are other areas where innovative approaches are
being deployed to individualize learning and increase the efficiency of credit acquisition. Most
high schools require minimum seat-time hours for a course, leaving the actual amount of
learning variable. For example, a student will make a grade in the A−D range, or an F that might
be changed to a passing D with some form of extra time, extra work, or extra-credit. Metro
requires mastery of each subject; the variable is time—the amount of time it will take to reach
mastery. This reversal of the typical credit acquisition process for a high school student places
far greater value on the quality of learning. A grade of “B” or “C” is not an option, not to even
mention failure. Time, as a variable, not a constant, serves to personalize the learning
experience.
Some students can move quite quickly through course content demonstrating mastery
almost immediately, and need not be held back; others may need more time to build
understanding or acquire the skills needed for mastery. For Metro, mastery, while tied to
conventional quantitative measurements, includes adults making judgments in regard to
demonstrations of learning and performance assessments. The mastery learning approach,
combined with scheduling, although challenging at times for faculty to thoroughly execute
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(Hunter & Agranoff, 2008), is designed to reduce wasted seat time for students who are ready to
progress, to permit genuine differentiation, and to convert what are more typically, and often
hopefully called “high expectations” into actual demonstrations of high performance by the
students.
Students must transition from the initial Core Prep phase of the four-year program to the
second College Access phase by successfully passing a Gateway experience that involves a
demonstration of mastery with multiple forms of performance. Roundtable experiences function
similarly. In all cases, students must demonstrate mastery for a critical audience. A final
Gateway presentation is required of all graduates.
Teaching and Learning Expectations
Students and teachers of Metro High School must engage in an explicit framework of
habits, principles, and philosophies that imbue content-oriented understandings with the values,
discipline, and communicative skills necessary to successfully connect what is taught and
learned to the world around them. To this end, academic expectations are inextricably linked
with concepts such as investigation, responsibility, service, and democracy. An explicit set of
teaching and learning expectations, for all adults and students in the school, is agreed upon, like
a contract, for all who have chosen to be a part of Metro (see Appendix F). Illustrating part of
this set, the commitment to developing knowledge and skills that extend beyond academic
learning, the real world connections at Metro include learning projects designed to provide
services and to solve real issues confronting the community, the application of democratic
processes to school-related issues, and the development of communication skills capable of
sustaining interaction with adults in workplace, post-secondary settings, and even legislative
settings.
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Students go to the Ohio Legislature
One example of real world learning—and the school’s mission as a policy-affecting
instrument—was when Metro social studies students were given the project-based learning
assignment of figuring out how to expand the number of similar STEM high schools in the state.
School leaders had already taken students to hearings to help successfully lobby for inquiry
based science curriculum in Ohio Core legislation. For STEM expansion, with the support of
Metro’s key backers, Ohio State and Battelle, students set out to study STEM education issues
and policy governance systems en route to preparing for meetings with legislators. This realworld learning experience contributed to the lobbying effort for the passage of House Bill 119,
which, in turn, helped launch the statewide STEM network, the Ohio STEM Learning Network
(OSLN), which will be discussed later in this chapter and in Chapters 5 and 6.
Democratic, Community-based Methods of Decision Making
Town hall meetings are held to enact school policy to guide the day-to-day routines of the
students and teachers. Families, staff, and students are expected to engage one another in this
type of decision-making, in support of the core aims of the school. Even this has been an
opportunity for instruction as parents, guardians, students, and staff were initially taught how to
have a town meeting utilizing Roberts Rules of Order in the old, New England town meeting
format. Suggested rules or policies are handled by way of proposals, called “warrants,” and
votes. Three Town Halls are planned each year for this purpose, and each student, adult
advocate, and staff member (excluding the principal) has a vote. This process ensures
community ownership of the school, models civic problem-solving, and provides yet another
problem-based learning challenge for students in the school. The following excerpt from the
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school’s webpage (http://www.themetroschool.org/philosophy.php) succinctly describes the
supportive environment Metro seeks to build:
Metro has a holistic approach to educating the students—focusing on cognitive, social,
emotional and physical development through experiential learning, service learning and
family and community support. Each family is an integral component of Metro's
decision-making process. We call this process, STEMocracy. Using tools like our Town
Hall Meetings, policy is established from the governed through responsible citizenry.
Personalization
As much as possible, Metro’s teaching and learning processes are individualized to each
student. For example, one student was described as having an entrepreneurial inventive streak in
regard to his academic motivation. He was paired with scientists working in a lab and given the
opportunity to construct a broad set of learning goals (Ohio standards-based) around the process
of testing an innovative piece of lab equipment. Inquiry and problem-based learning—in many
schools an oft quoted yet rarely exemplified goal—is at Metro the starting point for the ongoing
design of unique learning experiences, and it is systemic. Metro reverses public education’s long
standing, high school curriculum and instruction schedules. Instead of a student being asked to
fit into four-years of a largely pre-set scope and sequence of content delivery, the school asks
that the curriculum and instruction plans be individually mapped around the students. Just as
students conduct project-based learning to tackle relevant, academic problems, so too does the
school itself engage in project-based learning to confront the challenges of providing the best
STEM preparation possible and of disseminating results.
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The Metro Habits: Collaborative Development
The school’s learning and leadership culture is based on core priorities that adhere to
frameworks from the Coalition of Essential Schools and were derived from a consensus-based
stakeholder decision-making process. These “habits” are posted in areas around the building,
appear on the school’s website, and are referred to in guiding the adults and the students at Metro
through the school’s expectations. Called the Metro Habits of Heart and Mind, they were
developed with partner and community consensus. These habits are:
1. Effective Communicator
2. Inquiring Learner
3. Active and Responsible Decision Maker
4. Effective Collaborator
5. Critical Thinker
6. Engaged Learner
The principal, Marcy Raymond, described during interviews the importance of the
collaborative effort that resulted in establishing the habits, as well as the school itself.
Describing the process of developing the habits, Raymond said:
We had people from… I think we had 30 or 40 people from Battelle. We had more than
that in two town meetings from Ohio State. Then we had people from the districts, the
curriculum directors, and the principals from the districts in different meetings saying…
what is it that kids have to have to now be able to do in order to be successful… in a
STEM environment in college and then in the workplace?
The resulting habits are expressed in concert with the broad set of teaching and learning
expectations that have been previously described (see Appendix F). They align with Coalition of
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Essential Schools habits. The Coalition describes them as “the characteristics of what intelligent
people do about problems whose resolution is not immediately apparent” (Coalition of Essential
Schools, 2010). These habits stand with the Coalition’s Ten Common Principles (see Appendix
G) to ground all decision making for the leaders, the teachers, and the students of the school, and
helps support cohesiveness, as stakeholders must accept that the school is an inventive, problemsolving organization on all levels for adults as well as students.
Referring to the establishment of the habits, and their relationship to planning the school,
when interviewed, Raymond said, “then everything we do is going to be folded through these
things. We’re going to make sure that everything we do matters with these things.” Data
confirmed (see Chapter 5) that the Coalition principles underlying the school’s learning culture
were absolutely intentional, and that assessments of how well the school was preparing students
for STEM success were continually conducting through frequent meetings among partners and
between partners and students. One Metro student, posting on a blog, stated, “You know you’re
a Metro student when you can recite the 6 Metro habits in your sleep” (The Metro Voice, 2009).
Metro High School’s Founding Partners and Events
Multiple Powerful Partners
Metro began with a grant-funded effort to create a small, new school, based on the
Coalition of Essential Schools’ principles. The fuel that brought the school to life, however,
came from the support of Battelle and the Ohio State University. The non-profit Educational
Council, comprised of the 16 Columbus area school districts, provided the administrative stage
for negotiating the terms of the schools development, along with key design and political
support. The KnowledgeWorks Foundation joined after the school was opened, bringing early
college funding and additional technical assistance.
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Battelle is a large innovation research, development, and marketization organization,
based in Columbus, Ohio with over 20,000 employees worldwide, 2 million ft2 of laboratory
space, and over $5 billion in research activity underway (http://www.battelle.org). The Ohio
State University is the state’s flagship university with over 63,000 students and $716 million in
annual research expenditures. The Educational Council, a non-profit cooperative agency
encompassing the 16 school districts of Franklin County, Ohio (Columbus, Ohio and its
environs) managed the partnership and became the fiscal agent while channeling the innovative
work of developing the school through the establishment of a Metro Partnership Group. The
KnowledgeWorks Foundation, based in Cincinnati—Ohio’s largest educational reform
organization, and one of the country’s more significant funding, school reform technical
assistance providers, and visionaries in terms of future trends in education—formally joined the
effort in the second year, bringing with it technical assistance and Ohio’s Early College program
funding for a period of two-to-three years. Other partners, such as the Columbus-based PAST
Foundation and the Center of Science and Industry (COSI), also became involved, developing
curriculum and instruction strategies and providing inquiry-based and internship-based learning
experiences.
Founding Events
A brief sketch of the events that led to the opening of Metro will help orient the reader at
this point, though the story will be revisited and with more details given as the study continues.
Metro’s founding is a case of a timely convergent mixture of resources, ideas, experience, and
networks that was catalyzed by commitments of top organizational partner leaders and executed
through the energies, skills, and devotion of a small, broadly supported group of committed
individuals. At multiple organizational levels, everyone involved was operating through a
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“confluence” (D. Howard, personal communication, May 20, 2010) of opportunity in Columbus,
Ohio in 2005 to create this special school.
Dan Hoffman, directing the Coalition of Essential Schools organization in Ohio, had been
working to create a small, academically rigorous, personalized school with the help of Raymond,
other colleagues, and a planning grant of about $200,000 from the Coalition of Essential Schools
(underwritten by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation). Despite consistently working to get the
idea going in the Columbus area, little progress was being made. Battelle and Ohio State, who
had been discussing the possibilities of their institutions getting involved in high school design
and support, gradually became aware of the Metro project, of their potential roles in supporting
it, and of the potential benefit for their organizations. In 2005, critical interest in this new school
idea, and in the commitments Hoffman and Raymond had to make it work, was emanating from
the top of these organizations—from the president of Ohio State, Karen Holbrook, and from the
CEO of Battelle, Carl Kohrt. After a relatively short period of conversation and exchange
among the potential partners, representatives from these organizations met—in Tacoma,
Washington in the summer of 2005, during a Coalition of Essential Schools conference—and
began negotiating the terms of both the school and the partnership, empowered with support
from the leaders of their organizations. Raymond was named as principal, key intelligent,
enthusiastic, and hands-on leaders from Battelle and Ohio State were brought in, and additional
staff was hired. The leadership network of the school (Hunter and Agranoff, 2008) had been
formed.
A Developing Context for Metro High School’s Creation
Having briefly introduced the school and its founding events, the overall purpose of this
study now requires constructing a representation of formative contextual conditions in Ohio and
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in the Columbus, Ohio region that affected Metro’s developers or were associated with the
school reform environment at the time. Part of the quest of the study, and the intent of
subquestion 1 (and subquestion 2 to some extent), was to determine how individual and
organizational partners might have been associated with these conditions and the degree to which
their experiences with them affected the partnership work and the implementation of the school.
Describing the terrain of reform in Ohio at the time, as well as the experiences of Metro’s
partners, facilitates the determination of findings and the conduct of analyses that are largely
presented in Chapter 5.
I will introduce, list, and describe, in a series of entries, several context-setting programs,
initiatives, and organizations. Following these entries, I will describe some of the contextual
networks that developed, in part through engagements with these programs and organizations. I
will conclude by associating this activity with Metro High School’s partners and development.
Preparing for this discussion required investigating the various school innovation and reform
activities that may have preceded and affected the partnership’s work, including the state of
philanthropy in the region, so often associated with funding innovative or entrepreneurial
ventures, activity within the public education system that might have affected the project,
governor’s office initiatives, university programs, non-profit reform organization activity, and
other context features that may have influenced the partnership. In terms of degree of
application to the case, the findings range from coincidentally occurring as the Metro High
School idea was being developed to directly affecting the individuals involved in developing the
character of the school. Many activities have been included, and where possible, linked to the
case. These are listed in Figure 8.
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Ohio High School Transformation Initiative (OHSTI)
P-16 initiatives, including Ohio’s Post Secondary Enrollment Option (PSEO)
Ohio Early College High School Initiative (OECHS)
Gates sponsored Small Schools and Small Learning Community (SLC) reforms
Ohio Center for Essential School Reform (OCESR)
Governor Bob Taft
Rebuilding Ohio’s Schools
Governor’s Blue Ribbon Task Force
Governor’s Commission on Higher Education and the Economy
National Governors Association / Achieve, Inc. (American Diploma Project)
House Bill 115, 2006 (Ohio Core curriculum legislation)
Ohio Third Frontier
Strategic philanthropy at work in Ohio for K-12: Gates Foundation, KnowledgeWorks Foundation,
Annenberg Foundation, Carnegie Corporation, W. K. Kellogg Foundation, Ford Foundation
Previously developed new high school models in Ohio

Figure 8. Ohio education reform programs and initiatives.
Figure 8. Ohio education reform programs and initiatives. Public and private reform initiatives
that contributed to a context of converging, supportive conditions at the time Metro High School
was being developed.
It should be clear that despite efforts to uncover a broad set, all of the potentially
influential activity in the state during and before this time couldn’t be reasonably studied,
arguably linked, and presented here within the scope and limitations of this study. Inclusion here
is based primarily on the data collected from participants and through a limited, document-based
research effort on reform conditions in the state of Ohio leading up to the 2005-2006 design year
for Metro High School. (Documents used for this purpose are generally listed and described in
Chapter 3.) The strategic intent of covering these programs and activities in this way is to build,
despite the limited and somewhat fragmented manner, a picture of the public education reform
environment that may have affected Metro High School’s partners and the nature of their new
school. During an interview, Deborah Howard, Director of Education Strategy for EdWorks (a
subsidiary of the KnowledgeWorks Foundation, created in part from their engagement with the
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development of Metro High School) characterized the overall context as “fertile ground that
allowed a Metro to flourish.”
The Ohio High School Transformation Initiative
The KnowledgeWorks Foundation’s work includes the objective to provide leadership,
training, and funding for the development and implementation of educational innovations in
communities in Ohio and beyond. Their work, based in part on forecasts of future trends, grew
from a relatively smaller scale, non-profit, student assistance agency in Cincinnati, Ohio into the
state’s largest educational foundation. Compiling and devising strategies and assisting school
reform with major funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, KnowledgeWorks
partnered with the Ohio Department of Education in 2002 and “created the Ohio High School
Transformation Initiative (OHSTI)” (Ohio Education Matters, 2009). This initiative served in
part as an instrument for working with small schools initiative funding from the Gates
Foundation and small learning communities (SLC) funding from the federal government, and it
led to the eventual opening of ten OHSTI small school campuses in urban areas of Ohio.
KnowledgeWorks’ OHSTI efforts were linked with Ohio’s Early College High School Initiative,
discussed in the following section. This work was occurring before and during the development
of Metro, though the school itself was not opened as an OHSTI or an Early College initiative
school.
As an indication of progress and promise, the OHSTI was boosted by a 2007, $7.4
million grant from the Gates Foundation, designed to expand the small, rigorous high school
concept to a total of 44 high schools in the state. KnowledgeWorks, the Gates Foundation, and
the Ohio Department of Education would together provide “up to $20 million in resources to
OHSTI schools and districts… to sustain progress” (Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, 2007).
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During this period, KnowledgeWorks responded to emerging reports that student performance
gains could not be clearly tied to small school implementations (U. S. Department of Education,
2008), and shifted its philanthropic and contractual work in the state, along with the Gates
Foundation and others to strategic efforts designed to enhance state and local policy
environments in ways that would facilitate local and regional school reform and innovation
efforts. The systems in which schools were nested now seemed a more auspicious target for
reform efforts. To some degree, therefore, the attention shifted away from investments focused
on changing individual schools towards investments focused on changing state-level policies and
practices that could in turn promote innovation and reform in local and regional settings—a shift
exemplified by Metro’s design purposes.
P− 16: Developing Bridges from High School to College
Some of the more salient recent literature on bridging the divide between high school and
college links the expansion of programs that facilitate students’ progression from high school to
college (particularly for low-income and/or first generation college going students) to the work
of the National Governors Association (NGA) and Achieve, Inc. over the last decade. The
flagship event was the 2005 NGA Summit, a meeting that produced An Action Agenda for
Improving America’s High Schools (National Governors Association, 2004). The Action Agenda
called for a number of initiatives to improve students’ preparation for and access to college,
referring to a 9-14 continuum requiring systemic changes and alignments (Conklin & Sanford,
2007). The NGA Summit’s Action Agenda called on states to “streamline educational
governance so that the K-12 and postsecondary systems work more closely together” (National
Governors Association, 2004).
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The Early College High School Initiative (ECHSI), discussed in the section that follows,
was one manner of accomplishing P-16 objectives. This largely Gates funded program was
launched in 2002, and by the 2007-08 school year, eight early college high schools officially
affiliated with the ECHSI had been opened in Ohio (American Institutes for Research, 2009).
Ohio already had a policy allowing high school students to take college credit, the Post
Secondary Enrollment Option (PSEO), passed in 1989, but only about 5% of high school
students used it (Rochford, 2007) around the time Metro was being developed. Efforts to expand
the degree to which early college credits were being obtained were well under way by the time
the NGA Summit occurred and before Metro High School was created.
In P−16: The Last Educational Reform (Rochford, O’Neill, Gelb, & Ross, 2007),
Rochford repeats variations on the phrase “separate systems” to describe perhaps the primary
hindrance to increasing early college opportunities for high school students. He also determined
that it takes “inspired, visionary, and dedicated leadership” (p. 8) to create new opportunities in
the midst of traditionally divided services and agencies, especially when legislation or targeted,
innovative programming is lacking. McGrath (2008) wrote of connecting “every level of
education into a seamless system” (p. 2).
Ohio created the Partnership for Continued Learning in 2005, essentially a P-16 council.
In 2006, less than a year after Metro High School opened, the KnowledgeWorks Foundation and
Jobs for the Future presented a study of the PSEO policy to this Partnership, to describe their
findings in regard to the progress of early college enrollment by high schoolers. They found the
policy was just that, a policy, and not a rigorous, marketed initiative capable of reaching out to
touch the kinds of students in the state who could succeed in college, but were neither finding
and/or taking advantage of the opportunities to do so (Rochford, O’Neill, Gelb, & Ross, 2007).
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In addition to such policy-use and access or marketing issues, there are indications that
rigor and program quality were unimpressive to some. Interviewed participants reported
concerns with quality emanating from members of post-secondary institutions and the reform
community. Nevertheless, in Ohio, this burgeoning notion of early college access by underrepresented students, accompanied by concerns for poor utilization and quality, was a part of the
educational reform climate in which the initial ideas for Metro High School were started and
grown.
Ohio’s Early College High School Initiative
Prior to the opening of Metro, many regions of the country were seeing growth in the
number of high school students taking college courses for credit. 2003-04 data provide
nationally aggregated estimates that 1 out 20 high school students had taken a college level
course and most colleges and public universities reported high school students taking for-credit
courses. Ohio joined, and the first early college high school opened in 2002 (Vargas, 2007), so
developments in Ohio occurred relatively quickly compared with other parts of the country.
Notable is Ohio’s tackling of the tough financial hurdles involved in the practice—
financial allocations to schools and responsibility for tuition. Vargas (2007) reported that a twoyear, $8 million dollar investment from Department of Education and Board of Regents budgets
would be devoted to early college high schools in the state. Like other reform initiatives being
unveiled during this period, the focus was on smaller learning environments, supportive faculty,
and a challenging and meaningful curriculum that could build students’ capacity for successfully
completing college work.
The initiative’s funding came primarily from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation—
supplemented by the Carnegie Corporation of New York, the Dell Foundation, the Ford
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Foundation, the Lumina Foundation for Education, the W.K. Kellogg Foundation, and the
Walton Family Foundation. Jobs for the Future coordinated the early college efforts across the
country, with the KnowledgeWorks Foundation serving as a grantor and the primary partner for
development and implementation in Ohio (KnowledgeWorks Foundation, 2003).
Small Schools and Smaller Learning Communities Initiatives
To a large extent the OHSTI and the OECHS networks, though uniquely designed for
Ohio schools with the strategic work of KnowledgeWorks, were rooted in the Smaller Learning
Communities (SLC) grants of the federal government, starting in 1999, and in the small schools
initiative grants of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, started around the same time. These
grants sought to divide large, sometimes overpopulated comprehensive high schools into smaller
organizations, intending to bring students and teachers into more compact, cohesive groups to
allow stronger student-teacher relationships and reduce anonymity.
Despite clear advantages of smaller communities, studies demonstrated that the visions of
these programs were difficult to achieve as resilient underlying conditions of many large high
schools along with challenging demographic conditions and marginally successful
implementation efforts eventually weakened or severely inhibited the positive impact of the
small schools and learning communities in many locations around the country (Fink &
Silverman, 2007). The federal government maintained ongoing funding, but its promotion of the
SLC programs weakened between 2000 and 2010, and the Gates Foundation backed away from
the initiatives as well, opting to become more assertive in regard to making state policy more
amenable and supportive of innovative educational reform activity. Small schools were certainly
not abandoned as a reform strategy, and even in the reception of studies that demonstrated the
weaknesses of many implementations, its essential values were still embraced. What was clear
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was that many other systemic factors in addition to size would have to be addressed and
improved as well (Ancess, 2008; Fink & Silverman).
Ohio Center for Essential School Reform
The Ohio Center for Essential School Reform (OCESR) began working to disseminate
the principles of the Coalition of Essential Schools (CES) in the state in the 1990s and 2000s. It
was established by Dan Hoffman, who would later start the process of developing Metro High
School. As a principal of Reynoldsburg High School in suburban Columbus, Hoffman literally
brought and tied the Coalition to Ohio, where no connection existed before. He accomplished
this through a series of meetings—including one self-described pilgrimage to visit with the
Coalition’s founder, Brown University’s Ted Sizer himself. Hoffman brought Coalition
influence into the state, first by obtaining state and Coalition recognition for his school, and later
with the procurement of funding to establish a branch of the CES in Ohio. He eventually left the
public school system to establish this Coalition of Essential Schools center.
Based in Reynoldsburg, Hoffman led the expansion of the center’s influence, making
Ohio one of the nation’s most active Coalition states. In the winter of 2001, the Ohio Coalition’s
newsletter listed 28 member schools, including at least 10 schools in the Columbus, Ohio area.
The OCESR caught the attention of the Ohio Department of Education, of other school districts
beyond its Reynoldsburg base, and educational leaders. Working from the OCESR, Hoffman
and others were engaged in the Ohio Principals’ Leadership Academy: Entry Year Program at
Ohio State. Their work with this academy was backed by business community interests and
helped to disseminate CES and other leadership principles (e.g., portfolios and mentoring) to
new leaders for Ohio schools (Beebe, Hoffman, Lindley, & Prestley, 2002).
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Material found on the Ohio Coalition’s website indicates the center’s approach to reform
when it states:
Conversations around Coalition principles help school people ask important questions
such as, “Why are we doing things the way we’ve always done them; why don’t we do it
a different way?” Of classroom practice, teachers ask, “Why am I teaching this…?” One
teacher explained, the Coalition is not just a set of Principles; it’s also a culture. It’s an
openness to doing things differently, an openness to sharing, an openness to
experimentation and modification.” (Ohio Coalition of Essential Schools, 2000)
Governor Bob Taft
Involved in many of the initiatives described in following sections, Governor Taft (in
office from 1999-2007) made the improvement of Ohio’s schools one of his highest priorities. In
addition, Taft helped lead a national effort (National Governors Association) to bring higher
standards, higher expectations, and redesign considerations to high schools in the country. In so
doing, he connected his state with some of the more powerful national reform efforts underway
at the time, efforts that have had increasing influence over state policy into the present.
Rebuilding Ohio’s Schools
Soon after taking office in 1999, Taft embarked a significant state investment program
designed to rebuild the infrastructure of Ohio’s schools. Evaluations of the state’s schools made
it clear that Ohio’s students were enrolled in some of the oldest, poorest equipped structures in
the country. Combining this physical, school climate crisis with the evidence that too many of
Ohio’s students were performing poorly on academic measures, and graduating from high school
poorly prepared, if graduating at all, the governor implemented the largest increase in
educational funding for his state. As reported to the public, between 1997 and 2005, the state
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“increased operating support for schools… by 58%, while funding for all other functions
combined grew by only 37%” (Ohio, Office of the Governor, 2005).
Governor’s Blue Ribbon Task Force
School funding issues, related to equity as well as adequacy, have persistently affected
Ohio’s schools and the perception of how well the state devotes its resources to public education.
Along with concerns for facilities addressed in the state’s building plan, funding systems were
examined and recommendations made in a 2005 report called, “Building a Better School
Funding System” (Ohio, Office of the Governor, 2005). Targeting the lack of adequate funding
for the state’s neediest children, the report called for more equitable funding to address
underperformance of the state’s students in terms of academic attainment and graduation.
A 2007 tax reform report by the group Policy Matters Ohio (2007) described conditions
around the time of Metro’s founding as quite concerning for the state, with population growth
stalling, job losses, inordinate increases in children applying for free and reduced lunch benefits,
and recession effects presenting real threats to Ohio’s economic future. Combining the fact that
the performance of Ohio’s schools was far below expectations with the continuing effort to
rebuild the state’s educational infrastructure, organizations with long-standing ties and
infrastructure in the state who relied on the state’s K-12 graduates and could or would become
involved in innovative educational programming—by funding it or by otherwise supporting it—
had good reason to do so.
Governor’s Commission on Higher Education and the Economy
In 2004, Governor Taft’s Commission on Higher Education and the Economy produced
recommendations linked to concerns about education levels of Ohio’s residents and their
capacity to compete in a global economy. The Commission called for a 30% increase in college
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enrollment over ten years, described the “knowledge economy” and the importance of Ohio
being a part of it, and established improving college access and opportunity as one of its primary
goals (McGrath, 2008). To appreciate the relationship with Metro, this work must be viewed in
concert with the early college initiatives and dual enrollment trends in the state during this time,
as well as with the status of the Columbus, Ohio area schools (described in a following section).
National Governors Association
In 2005, the National Governor’s Association (NGA), under the leadership of chairman
Mark Warner, the Governor of Virginia at the time, moved the reform of the country’s high
schools to the top of its agenda with the Redesigning the American High School Initiative
presented during the National Education Summit on High Schools. Notable for the present
study, Ohio’s then Governor, Bob Taft, was a member of the Chairman’s Task Force and a cochair of Achieve, Inc., funded by the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and co-hosting the
Summit.
Citing disturbing statistics related to high school accomplishments and post-secondary
readiness, the NGA, working with Achieve, Inc., vowed to address “waste of time” (NGA,
2005b) senior years, weak preparation for colleges and careers, and to promote innovative
models designed to “strengthen student relationships with adults… connect classroom work to
real life problems and improve connections to postsecondary education” (NGA, 2005a). Critical
of an outdated system for conducting high school, the Governors outlined a multi-faceted agenda
for reform that featured expectations for more rigorous curriculum with real-world relevance,
redesigning of schools, improving teachers, data-driven accountability, and governance
improvements.
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Defining original sources of either the agenda for school reform work in Ohio or that of
the NGA and Achieve, in terms of high school redesign, is not a simple task, as it is an ongoing,
continually transforming exchange of reactions, research, and initiatives in many places, over
many decades. A most notable point in the timeline relevant to the present study, however, is
that Bill Gates—cofounder of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation which stated, in early 2005,
that it was already funding over 1500 high school redesign projects (“Achieve and NGA,”
2005)—was underwriting Achieve, Inc., and delivered the 2005 NGA conference keynote
address, reiterating his points about overhauling our outdated high school frameworks. He was
also reinforcing the bond between business leaders and government heads in regard to addressing
the state of high school education in the country while wrapping the reform discourse around
concerns for “rigor, relevance, and relationships.”
This kind of interorganizational partnership work was (and remains) clearly challenging
and relatively uncommon in high quality forms, but was neither new, nor unique at the time, in
the broadest sense. The fact that the partnership’s efforts of 2005 and 2006 to create Metro High
School are so well aligned with a section of the NGA’s February, 2005 report—several months
before the Metro partnership blossomed—illustrates some degree of synchronous thinking and
action in regard to strategically improving high schools. Irrespective of Metro’s unique
approaches, outcomes, and influence in the years after it opened, what occurred in Columbus in
regard to initially building Metro was not unlike what was occurring in other parts of the
country, incentivized by Gates-driven philanthropy. Citing a 2003 report from Kazis,
Pennington, and Conklin, the NGA said:
A growing number of ground-level efforts aim to redesign existing high schools and
create new school designs. Often sparked by the need to help students pass high school
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graduation exams or by the support of committed foundations, superintendents, principals
and teachers are pioneering these initiatives. New high schools in these communities are
providing rigorous courses for all students. They also are offering education options that
make instruction relevant for students with different learning styles and help them forge
positive relationships with adults who can help guide their learning. (NGA, 2005, p. 4)
Achieve, Inc.’s American Diploma Project
Achieve, Inc. was established in 1996 and supported by the Gates Foundation as a
collaboration of Governors and business leaders. In this regard, it exemplifies new roles being
assumed by non-K-12 actors for partnering to improve public education. Achieve was and is
devoted to stimulating systemic alignments to improve graduation rates, high school
performance, and college and career readiness. Achieve developed and introduced the American
Diploma Project, taking “the alignment conversation into the statewide arena of public policy.
Entry into this arena requires the commitment and participation of a state’s governor and its
leadership of all three sectors—K-12, higher education, and employers” (Tell & Cohen, 2007, p.
81).
Achieve produced profiles of K-12 performance and college success rates for all member
states. Data for years in the 2002 to 2004 range showed Ohio to be lagging behind the top states
in graduation rates, AP test participation, college going measures, and college success rates
(Achieve, Inc. 2008). This was occurring despite relatively favorable comparisons on middle
school measures. High schools in Ohio were not performing as many felt they should.
House Bill 115: Ohio Core Curriculum Reform
House Bill 115 was signed by Governor Taft in June 2006 as preparations for opening
Metro were in full swing. H. B. 115 called for, among other things, the implementation of the
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Ohio Core Program, which included provisions to overhaul curriculum and instruction in the
public schools, particularly high schools. Claims were made that only a quarter of Ohio’s high
school students were taking a rigorous sequence of studies, and that due to the economic
demands of the 21st century, this situation had to be turned around.
Math and science were scheduled to receive much greater emphasis, turning the course of
curriculum much more in the STEM direction than in the past. Algebra II was identified as a
critical course, capable, perhaps, of watershed effects—or at least correlations—in terms of
which students would enroll in college and which ones would not. Dual enrollment would also
receive something of a boost, with language supportive of schools and districts contracting with
external support (e.g., higher education) to provide math, science, and foreign language
instruction. Alternative licensure paths and intensive training in science, math, and foreign
language were also specified.
Ohio Third Frontier
The Ohio Third Frontier program was started in 2002, under the direction of the Ohio
Department of Development. It was designed as a business development program targeted at
developing technologically advanced industries such as alternative fuels, biomedicine,
propulsion, and advanced materials. It is self-described as:
A technology-based economic development initiative that is successfully changing the
trajectory of Ohio’s economy by supporting existing industries that are transforming
themselves with new globally competitive products and fostering the formation and
attraction of new companies in emerging industry sectors. (Ohio Third Frontier, 2010)
Though not an education program, several university officials have participated on its
board and its relationship with the condition of science-based educational programming in the
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state are clearly evident. $1.6 billion dollars over 10 years was pledged to the program, putting
Ohio’s pursuit of science and technology-based economic development in a high profile position.
Strategic Philanthropy
Introduced in Chapter 2, philanthropic support for public education has, as for many
other causes, displayed a trend toward more targeted investments in specific, outcome-based
efforts. As one philanthropic advising firm put it, “By strategic philanthropy, we mean effective
giving which is designed around focused research, creative planning, proven strategies, careful
execution, and thorough follow-up in order to achieve the intended results” (The Philanthropic
Initiative, cited by Putnam Community Investing Consulting, 2010). The National High School
Alliance, in a report prepared by Cross and Joftus (National High School Alliance, 2005),
expressed philanthropic disappointment with the slow pace of educational change, acknowledged
it, to some extent, as an unavoidable condition of reform, and cited Greene (2005, April) in
recommending that foundations “leverage their private giving by attempting to redirect how
future public expenditures are used” (p. 16). (To paraphrase one experienced foundation leader
in Tennessee with whom I spoke while conducting this study, the days are over when
philanthropists just handed out checks.)
The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s strategic support can be found running beneath
many of the reform initiatives in play in Ohio as the 2000s began. In 2004, the Gates Foundation
gave roughly $280 million to education nationwide, with over $153 million specifically
dedicated to high school improvement (National High School Alliance, 2005). Gates funding
underwrote both the Early College High School Initiative and the Ohio High School
Transformation Initiative. The KnowledgeWorks Foundation and the Ohio Center for Essential
School Reform each channeled these funds. In fact, the KnowledgeWorks Foundation has been
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the primary strategic instrument of Gates’ philanthropy in the state, ensuring that its tens of
millions of dollars in Ohio are expended on auspicious, research-based, technically proficient,
and strategically well-designed activities, likely to generate success.
In 2005, Bill Gates himself said high school reform efforts (i.e., spending on high school
reform) must “ensure that all students are given a challenging curriculum that prepares them for
college or work; that their courses clearly relate to their lives and goals; and that they are
surrounded by adults who push them to achieve” (Gates, LATimes, 3/1/2005). Embedded in this
quote is the oft-repeated call for the three R’s, rigor, relevance, and relationships, which has
marked so much of the school reform discussions of our times. The call came from the Gates
Foundation, and it can be applied to the actual, strategic application of philanthropy itself, as
well as to the reinvention of high schools.
Previously Developed New High Schools in Ohio
Two hours down the road from Columbus, in urban Dayton, Ohio, a public/private
partnership involving the University of Dayton, the KnowledgeWorks Foundation, Sinclair
Community College, and the Dayton Public Schools opened the Dayton Early College Academy
(DECA) in 2003. Although reorganized as a charter school in 2007, DECA was an early result
of the effects of Bill & Melinda Gates funding on high school restructuring in the state. The
school targeted disadvantaged high school students and prepared them for post-secondary
success with early college opportunities and an array of personal and academic supports. In
Columbus itself, in 2004 and 2005, the KnowledgeWorks Foundation was working with the
Columbus City Schools to develop an inner city early college school, sponsored by Gates
funding and in partnership with Columbus State Community College. Strategic early college
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projects in the state were beginning to grow, as shortly after Metro High School’s opening,
Gates-funded, partnership-based, early colleges opened in Akron and Cleveland as well.
From Initiatives and Programs to the Development of Networks and School Reform
Experiences
The series of initiatives, programs, and trends just described were marked by some
degree of overlap, and certainly indicate a degree of interorganizational work occurring on behalf
of educational reform. Though such overlap has not been measured in any degree for this study,
findings do indicate that some of the individuals and organizations involved in these activities
were instrumental in starting or contributing to the development of Metro High School, and that
interorganizational tendencies were being displayed. Essentially, networks of organizational
boundary-crossing engagement, as well as expertise development, were being established in the
early years of 2000s as the early concepts for Metro High School were being hatched. I learned,
from interviews with participants who were central to Metro’s creation and growth that these
networks and this development of expertise would figure prominently in Metro’s future.
At this point, the content of my findings began to migrate from answering the initial,
context-oriented research subquestion to answering the second subquestion. The second
subquestion was designed in part to elicit data about the experiences of Metro’s founders,
experiences that would quite plausibly be rooted in the contextual conditions just described. I
will draw a line between the two subquestions at the point in time when Metro High School’s
partners first effectively convened in the summer of 2005. Therefore, I will describe some of the
networks developed prior to that point, suggesting some of the reform and change-promoting
experience that will be further developed in Chapter 5.
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Networked Individuals and Organizations Leading up to Metro’s Founding Partnership
The limitations of this research preclude an exhaustive investigation of every networked
connection between individuals and organizations related to the development of Metro High
School. Hunter and Agranoff (2008) analyzed and illustrated the dynamism and non-hierarchical
nature of Metro’s active networks, particularly as the school developed in its first years as a
conglomeration of numerous influences. Further research will be required to better address the
present question regarding the enabling networks that developed prior the school’s start. A
closer look at the political networking and county-wide negotiation required to start Metro is a
potentially rich area of inquiry that would deepen the contextual breadth of this inquiry.
Nevertheless, a limited set of salient relationships were recognized and investigated for analysis
and presentation here. I will begin with a graphic representation and the identification of some
of the central individuals and organizations. I will follow with a narrative description before
concluding the response to this initial subquestion.
Figure 9 helps introduce two central figures in the creation of Metro High School. Dan
Hoffman, introduced previously, founded Ohio’s office of the Coalition of Essential Schools,
wrote the original grant that led to Metro High School’s start, and became a design consultant for
the school, representing the KnowledgeWorks Foundation. Marcy Raymond, who joined the
Educational Council as the principal of Metro High School, designed and implemented high
school restructuring across Ohio as a program officer with the KnowledgeWorks Foundation.
Both of these individuals worked together as leaders in the Reynoldsburg City Schools for many
years prior to Metro’s opening. The Reynoldsburg school district is a part of the Educational
Council, and is located in Franklin County, on the east side of the city of Columbus.
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Dan Hoffman
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Originally a teacher, coach, and administrator for the Reynoldsburg City Schools
Brought Coalition of Essential Schools recognition to his school and Ohio
Founded Ohio’s Coalition, the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform
Directed the Ohio Principals’ Leadership Academy (at Ohio State)
Served as a Leadership Coach for the KnowledgeWorks Foundation
Wrote original grant for starting Metro High School, pursuing start-up opportunities
Became one of Metro’s technical assistance designers (with the KnowledgeWorks
Foundation)

Marcy Raymond
•
•
•
•
•
•

Originally a teacher, lead teacher, and administrator for the Reynoldsburg City Schools
Worked with and helped direct the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform
Taught with and directed the Ohio Principals’ Leadership Academy (at Ohio State)
Planned strategy and negotiated restructuring in 17 urban high schools across Ohio for
the KnowledgeWorks Foundation’s Ohio High School Transformation Initiative
Work with Dan Hoffman to promote the Metro High School grant, pursuing start-up
opportunities
Became Metro High School’s principal and key school start-up negotiator

Figure 9. Hoffman’s and Raymond’s overlapping network of reform experience.
Hoffman and Raymond: A Core Personal Network, Bridging Internal and External Forces
A core, personal network existed before Metro became a STEM concept or school (in
other words, before Battelle and Ohio State joined), and it was already deeply tied to school
reform in Ohio, to the development of small school models, and to innovative educational
leadership across the state. Dan Hoffman and Marcy Raymond, each described in more detail in
other parts of this study, were working together to launch the new school, and each had key
formative experiences and direct linkages with the external organizations and intermediaries
(e.g., Coalition of Essential Schools, KnowledgeWorks) that were engaged in the development
and growth of both Metro and high school reform in Ohio.
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In suburban Columbus, Hoffman and Raymond had worked in the Reynoldsburg City
School district—Hoffman as a teacher, coach, principal, and central office administrator, and
Raymond as a teacher, lead teacher, and central office curriculum administrator. Hoffman
almost singlehandedly brought the Coalition of Essential Schools into Ohio, through his own
high school, with Raymond as a core contributor to the effort. Hoffman later left the school
system to start the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform. Raymond worked with Hoffman’s
organization as well, with both guiding leadership training through the Ohio Principals’
Leadership Academy at Ohio State and contributing technical expertise to KnowledgeWorks’
high school reform programs. Raymond later assumed a role with the KnowledgeWorks
Foundation as a Senior Program Officer. In this position, she designed high school
transformation programs for the Foundation and helped deploy them in multiple high schools
and districts in urban communities around Ohio. KnowledgeWorks had a long-standing
relationship with, and support for, the Coalition of Essential Schools, in part through its
relationship with Raymond and Hoffman’s work.
Clearly, a web of relationships connected the Coalition of Essential Schools with
KnowledgeWorks and with multiple Ohio high school reform initiatives through Hoffman and
Raymond. The Coalition was the original founding institution that supported Metro, and
KnowledgeWorks later (in the school’s second year) became an official technical assistance
provider and funder, after Metro was formed, to deliver technical assistance to the school he
essentially initiated. Figure 10 indicates a web of relationships. Hoffman and Raymond, after
establishing their leadership in the public education system in Reynoldsburg, worked to
essentially extend and hone their various school reform activities, with merged efforts, during
their initiation, design, and start-up of Metro High School. Beyond this personal network are
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Battelle

Metro Early College High School
Founded by Battelle, Ohio State, and the
Educational Council, based on a Coalition of
Essential Schools Grant (KnowledgeWorks joined
as a core partner after Metro’s start up.)

Ohio High School
Transformation Initiative

Ohio State
University

KnowledgeWorks
KnowledgeWorks

(KnowledgeWorks)
(FormallyOhio
joinedPrincipals’
after Metro start-up)
Leadership Academy

Ohio Center for Essential School
Reform (Coalition of Essential
Schools; Founded by Hoffman)

Marcy Raymond

Dan Hoffman

Original Metro H.S.
Grant Participant

Original Metro H.S.
Grant Writer

Educational Council
(16 Public School Systems of
Franklin County, Ohio)

Reynoldsburg City Schools
(Coalition of Essential Schools)

Figure 10. Hoffman’s and Raymond’s reform and leadership training experience.
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several organizational networks that I’ve identified for the study. These are presented in Figure
11 and described in the discussion that follows it.
Battelle and the Ohio State University
Battelle’s Columbus headquarters and its extensive laboratory facilities are located
adjacent to the Ohio State University, and the two institutions have a varied history of
interaction. Interview data indicate that, at least prior to the 2000s, interactions were limited to
sporadic instances of individual researchers and specific projects more than through larger scale,
systemically orchestrated joint initiatives. One participant characterized the situation as one in
which scientists in each institution had divergent interests. Participants from the school, from
Battelle, and form Ohio State, reported that with the Metro High School project, however, a
unique level of institutional cooperation was evident.

Ohio State College of Education and Human Ecology working with Franklin County area K-12
institutions (Collaborative Partnerships, Professional Development, Peer Assistance and Review
program)
Battelle and Ohio State, executive discussions in regard to possible STEM related K-12 projects
KnowledgeWorks sponsored and trained education reform collaboratives with philanthropic partners
and urban school systems (see OHSTI and OECHS above)
Business, community, K-12, higher education councils such as P-16 councils (e.g., Stark Educational
Partnership, Canton, Ohio) developing strategies for post-secondary access
Early College programs merging high schools with post-secondary institutions
Business roundtables in support of education and economic development
National Governors Association (Co-Chair, Ohio Governor Taft, 1999-2007) engaging
government, business leaders, and non-profits in high school redesign
Educational Council programs crossing/blending 16 separate school districts

Figure 11. Development of Networks of school reform organizations and individuals.
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(Recent press releases inform us that Battelle and Ohio State have been engaged in over $80
million worth of collaborative projects since 2000; Metro High School is frequently mentioned
in these reports.)
All participants reported that prior to Metro’s founding, the CEO of Battelle and the
President of the Ohio State University had actually discussed ways of becoming involved,
perhaps jointly, in high school education, specifically in regard to STEM. Whether or not these
early, executive-level discussions were detailed and devoted to the creation of an innovative high
school is unclear to me, although it was reported that Ohio State, while not favoring full
sponsorship of a school, had considered becoming engaged in some type of demonstration school
on or near its campus, and that representatives from some organizational levels of Battelle and
Ohio State had discussed a “special math and science school” (Hunter & Agranoff, 2008, p. 48).
Conclusive interview data indicate that charter school options were being explored.
The point here is that the leaders of these two expansive and influential Ohio institutions
communicated about the status of local education, about the need for better prepared graduates,
about a “special school,” and, eventually, about the proposals for Metro High School. From
these conversations a founding network was spawned, one that made Metro’s existence possible
and supplied it with additional visionary and technical leadership. Far more than simply
supporting, paying for, or housing Metro, these institutions’ representatives merged with other
networks (specifically in the earliest going, Hoffman and Raymond, and the Educational Council
network) to design the way the school would work and in doing so, came to claim Metro as their
own, as a very successful collaborative venture, developed with dynamic, networked leadership
(Hunter & Agranoff, 2008).
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Ohio State University Based Networks
Exploring beyond the focus on the leaders of Battelle and Ohio State, it is also important
to consider the networks of associations made possible by Ohio State’s engagement with K-12
improvement. Dr. Sandra Stroot, currently an Associate Dean of the College of Education and
Human Ecology, has been directly involved in Metro’s founding and in its ongoing development.
She has served in several active advisory roles and recalled her own and the university’s
ongoing, collaborative partnership involvement with K-12 in the Columbus region, that predated
the work on Metro. Stroot has led a number of these activities, focusing on the values of
collaboration to increase the effectiveness of practice (often, in these cases, with regard to
teacher preparation). Collaborative associations established with the various Franklin County
school districts could be employed to help promote Metro High School, both for its advantages
for students and for its potential role as a research and training site that could positively affect
the preparation of teachers entering the field in various Franklin County schools.
Dan Hoffman and Marcy Raymond were each leading figures in the Ohio Principals’
Leadership Academy at Ohio State (OPLA). As an OSU-based, collaborative leadership training
program, founded in 1999 with input from business, government, and education leaders (Fiore,
2002), the OPLA created new associations of school leaders and further solidified the
collaborative leadership engagements of Hoffman and Raymond.
Networks of The KnowledgeWorks Foundation
Well before Metro’s start, the KnowledgeWorks Foundation had been supporting
educational reform in Ohio, channeling funds from the Gates Foundation and others across a
growing statewide school reform network they had developed by connecting reforming leaders
from both inside and outside of public education systems, serving as a hub and conduit for both
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funds and technical assistance. Efforts were mostly centered on reform in urban centers such as
Cleveland, Dayton, Canton, or Akron. Marcy Raymond, who would join the Educational
Council, becoming Metro’s principal, was involved in planning and directing some of this work
in numerous high school settings across the state and had established multiple ties. Her reformminded approaches and technical design work prior to Metro was, to some degree, transmitted
through the network established and cultivated by both the Ohio Center for Essential School
Reform and KnowledgeWorks. Dan Hoffman’s leadership training was similarly disseminated
through his contributions to and engagement with these networks.
Through the Coalition of Essential Schools, and Hoffman’s creation of its Ohio office, a
national network of Coalition-based reform was linked to the state, and to KnowledgeWorks, and
grew effectively under Hoffman’s direction to encompass multiple sites across Ohio. Both
Hoffman’s and Raymond’s engagement with and leadership of the Ohio Principals’ Leadership
Academy at Ohio State supported some of this effort. Many sites in the Columbus area,
including schools that would eventually feed into Metro, had joined the Coalition. The strength
of this network, including its backing from the KnowledgeWorks Foundation’s network,
provided a weave of associated projects, grants, leaders, schools, and partnerships that provided
an increasingly legitimized, reform-supporting, and state-backed field in which to plant an
innovation-packed school like Metro.
Public/Private Partnerships: Education Reform for Economic Development
To a great extent, many of the public/private partnerships, described in this paper
specifically or as a general category of reform activity, are grounded in the belief that improving
economic growth in a city, a region, or in the nation, for that matter, is dependent on a better
educated populace. This subject has been addressed in Chapter 2; but in Ohio, in the
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development of Metro, we have a specific example. Every initiative and program described to
this point involves the private or non-profit sector working with public systems to change the
way schools operate, to improve the outcomes for students, and to make our kids—and by
extension, our economy, more competitive. Much of this was driven by organizational boundary
crossing interactions between the Governor’s office, business and industry leaders, colleges and
universities, powerful philanthropies like the Gates Foundation, and reform-based non-profits
like Achieve, Inc., KnowledgeWorks, or the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform.
Columbus, Ohio in 2005
Just as Metro High School was introduced near the start of this chapter, it may be prove
helpful to introduce the conditions of public education in Columbus, Ohio around the time Metro
High School was being developed. While neither the introduction of Metro nor this brief
snapshot of the Columbus schools are, in essence, research findings related to my questions, such
summaries do provide an important backdrop for considering the results of the study.
The academic progress indicators of the city schools in and around the state capitol
around 2005 and 2006 fed ongoing concerns on the part of Ohio State and Battelle about the
academic preparedness of the region’s students, particularly in regard to skill sets identified by
21st century learning initiatives and by proponents of the STEM disciplines. Three out of ten
students were not graduating from high school, but more alarming, perhaps, was the district’s
continuous subpar performance against the state’s NCLB-driven standards, particularly in math
and science (Ohio Department of Education, 2008)
On 10th and 11th grade Ohio Graduation Test (OGT) performance, Columbus City
students were lagging behind the state average in most subjects. In math, in terms of state
expectations, performance was sometimes well below state expectations; science was faring
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worse, as Columbus 10th graders were missing state benchmarks by 20-30 percentage points.
About 60% of the district’s students were taking the ACT, and the mean score was 18 (class of
2007). (Ohio State requires an ACT score in the range of 27 to 28.) Also notable, in the 20062007 school year, the district’s report card revealed zero students taking “technology prep”
courses and zero students taking PSEO (Post Secondary Enrollment Option) courses. As with
urban districts all across the country, these indicators were even less promising for NCLB
subgroups like students from economically disadvantaged backgrounds.
This city was Ohio State’s and Battelle’s home territory, and would be far into the future.
Study participants indicated that concern for the all the students in the area, for their capacity to
engage in the study and work of institutions like Battelle and OSU, led to ongoing concern for
education in the area and the considerations of interventions.
The Relationship of Context to Metro High School’s Partnership-based Development
As Dan Hoffman was working to start a new school in the Columbus, Ohio area, with
Marcy Raymond’s help and the $200,000 grant from the Coalition of Essential Schools, many
things were going on that were progressing in their favor. Philanthropic resources were merging
with governmental authority and intervention in education through public/private partnerships.
Studies on student performance, on America’s economic competitiveness, on educational
conditions in Ohio, and on lackluster reform outcomes were pointing to the need for innovation
that could exceed tinkering with existing systems—as has been the practice with so many
interventions, even well funded ones. Particular individuals were gaining experience and
confidence in regard to developing and deploying strategies that might actually produce excellent
results. In Ohio’s capitol, with a challenging urban schooling environment, the Governors
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office, the Ohio Department of Education, and two powerful flagship research institutions all
sharing the local space, significant reform activity of some kind was at least staged to occur.
Any discussion of high school reform during this time period will start, end, or at some
point cover the influence of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation funding. Without counting,
references encountered during this study indicate several tens of millions of education-focused
dollars directly at work in the state through Gates Foundation sponsored intermediaries such as
the KnowledgeWorks Foundation and the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform. Many
millions more were affecting the state through intermediaries like Achieve, Inc. The work of
non-profit intermediaries to expand educational reform initiatives in Ohio, coupled with Gatesinfluenced state policy-making and business-government alliances for reform and development
(e.g., the American Diploma Project, Ohio Third Frontier) represented an increasingly prominent
and directive role for external agencies in the complex and varied efforts to change and improve
public education. The individuals in these agencies, with KnowledgeWorks having perhaps the
most extensive network of engagement with public education, were capturing evidence of what
was working, what was not, and why. With this kind of philanthropic activity occurring on
behalf of high school reform in Ohio and elsewhere, the legitimacy of the desire to start a new
high school was established, and the odds for founders like Hoffman and Raymond of eventually
tapping into one or more auspicious veins of fiscal, political, and intellectual capital in the region
were perhaps better than they may have appeared in the time leading up to Metro’s start.
The following section injects the important features of the context just described into the
Metro case through the individuals and organizations involved. It initiates the response to the
first research subquestion—and sets up the response to the second and third—by exploring the
linkages of Hoffman and Raymond to the state’s education reform activity. I will provide key
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background information in regard to Hoffman and Raymond’s linkage with the Coalition of
Essential Schools, look at what was occurring between Battelle and Ohio State, present the
crucial role played by Franklin County’s Educational Foundation, and discuss the role that
KnowledgeWorks played, as well as that of other associated partners like the PAST Foundation.
Metro High School and its creating partnership were nested within the conditions just described
in this section; to some degree the schools founders had helped build that nest of conditions.
What became increasingly apparent in the investigation of Metro’s founding is that some
of the partners and their ideas for innovation were not simply enabled by favorable conditions in
Ohio. Instead, key founders began forming Metro as they were helping to establish these
enabling conditions. Individuals involved in advising, consulting, teaching, or negotiating
school reform in Ohio in some cases assumed direct design and implementation roles with Metro
High School. This portion of the study will address this transition and begin describing what the
data reveal about the synergistic blend of Metro’s partners’ capacities, priorities, contributions,
and actions.
Individuals and Organizations Central to Metro’s Founding
The following sections describe in greater detail who the primary founding members of
Metro High School were. Dan Hoffman and Marcy Raymond are discussed, including where
they came from, and how they became key players in Metro’s creation and growth. In regard to
the interorganizational theme of this research, Hoffman and Raymond exemplify the type of
leaders who have migrated from one organizational body to another, crossing the boundaries
between a specific public education agency (the Reynoldsburg City Schools) to non-profit
reform or program sponsoring organizations (e.g., OCESR, KnowledgeWorks, the Educational
Council) and university-based technical assistance programs (e.g., Ohio Principals’ Leadership
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Academy). Crossing such boundaries, they are each organizationally linked at various times to
the Coalition of Essential Schools, the Reynoldsburg City Schools, the Educational Council, the
KnowledgeWorks Foundation, and Ohio State University.
The Battelle Memorial Institute and Ohio State are discussed in more detail, as is the
Educational Council. These are the three central organizational partners that started the school.
The KnowledgeWorks Foundation, also described below, became a fourth key organizational
partner in the school’s second year. These descriptions have been compiled from interviews
with participants representing each of the organizations, from key interviews and discussions
with Hoffman and Raymond, and from data derived from documentary evidence.
Dan Hoffman
Dan Hoffman wrote the original grant that led to the development and opening of Metro
High School. He has had a long career in public education, in school reform, and in the
promotion of philosophies of education that call us to question staid routines. He was a teacher,
coach, athletic director, and assistant principal with the Reynoldsburg, Ohio City Schools before
becoming the principal of Reynoldsburg High School, a position he held for ten years until 1995.
Hoffman’s contributions to high school reform became apparent during this period of time. He
became interested in the ideas of Ted Sizer and the Coalition of Essential Schools to such a
degree that he drove to Brown University to meet with Sizer himself. He successfully worked to
connect his high school—and many other schools across Ohio—with the Coalition and its ideas.
Hoffman led a Coalition inspired change in his high school during the early 90s that
included partnering with Ohio State and developing personalized, relevant, and rigorous
instruction, eventually earning the school one of twenty, national Break The Mold awards from
the U. S. Department of Education. He became a Thomson Fellow with the Annenberg Institute
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for School Reform in 1993. He left the high school in 1996 for a two-year stint, guiding
curriculum for the Reynoldsburg school system, after which he founded Ohio’s Coalition of
Essential Schools office, the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform (OCESR), in 1997.
Throughout this time, he worked to expand the membership of Ohio schools in the
national Coalition, eventually helping to bring Ohio into the top ranks of nationally active
Coalition schools. OCESR activities included the creation of the Ohio Principals’ Leadership
Academy at Ohio State, an organization through which school leaders were trained in various
Coalition-based strategies (e.g., critical friends groups and constructivist classrooms). Hoffman
became affiliated with the KnowledgeWorks Foundation, serving as a Leadership Coach. He
also served on the national Coalition of Essential Schools Board through 2003 as well as on the
Educational Foundation Board of Phi Delta Kappa. (Hoffman has just recently been elected to
the international Phi Delta Kappa Board.)
Hoffman expresses an ongoing commitment to equity and access, and to public schools
as a fundamental developmental component of democracy. These commitments, embedded
within his assertive and accomplished commitment to the principles of the Coalition of Essential
Schools, have led to successful change in many arenas beyond Metro. During interviews, he
spoke of high schools being “so reluctant to change” and reiterated the opinion of many
reformers that we have “drilled and killed for far too long.” With the embryonic concept of
Metro High School in mind, Hoffman wrote the Coalition of Essential Schools grant that was
eventually snapped up by Battelle, Ohio State, and the Educational Council to create the school.
Marcy Raymond
Marcy Raymond worked with Dan Hoffman along the course of school reform that
imported Coalition of Essential Schools principles into Ohio. She was a teacher (chemistry,
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among other subjects) in Reynoldsburg, Ohio, a principal, and district level curriculum director
and administrator. Raymond worked with Hoffman to develop and disseminate Coalition
strategies in Ohio, and was an active leader in the OCESR’s Principals’ Leadership Academy at
Ohio State. Remaining engaged in Ohio’s CES activities, Raymond began working for the
KnowledgeWorks Foundation, becoming active statewide as a Senior Program Officer,
designing and implementing the Foundation’s Ohio High School Transformation Initiative in
several of Ohio’s urban high schools. During this time, she gained skills in negotiating the
disparate policies and stakeholder input of multiple schools and districts in the course of
designing and implementing the technical aspects of restructuring high schools. As Raymond
described it:
I was in charge of programmatic implementation of the small school redesign for 17
large, urban high schools… putting technical assistance in place. “What do they need
now? What do they need next?” [I] had to be pretty agile and flexible—every district is
different and every union is different—working with all the constraints.
Her work involved negotiations with school boards, district level administrators, school
administrators, and teachers—all being the types of groups with powerful, and at times
contradictory, vested interests in the institutional routines of public education. These
experiences directly affected her understanding of the challenges of changing schools and her
development of the design, coordination, and negotiation skills required to create real change.
During interviews with Raymond, it became clear that these experiences helped her develop a
keen sense of the compromises and tolerances that can undermine public education reform, and
helped define her focus on persistently finding ways to achieve innovative design goals. When I
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suggested that fiscal constraints might be largely blamed for hindering reform and innovation,
Raymond countered saying:
It’s less about the fiscal [issues] and more about the will to be isolated or closed… there’s
a different mindset going on… it’s a protection issue [and it’s demonstrated] by having a
low threshold of engagement.
With regard to her experiences guiding others through change processes while directing
programs for KnowledgeWorks and the OCESR, Raymond stressed the importance of
developing, as she said, “a common understanding of the kinds of things [to be done] at all costs
to make sure that its successful.” Like Hoffman, Raymond had cited the reluctance of school
leaders to change their schools and systems, indicating tendencies that local leaders have to
protect existing ways of conducting business, despite the merits for students of alternate
approaches. Based on years of experience with numerous schools and districts in several
different Ohio cities, Raymond remains an assertive advocate for students’ potential in the face
of barriers that may exist largely due to administrative and policy customs.
Working with Hoffman to develop the Metro High School idea, Raymond had seen many
examples of forces that would undercut reform and prompt educators to retreat from innovative,
more engaging and student-centered practices back into routines that were easier to protect than
to change. In terms of standing behind her beliefs, Raymond used the example of project-based
learning. She said:
…even little things become a big deal, because we have to stand for something
sometimes. Project-based learning with teachers? It’s hard. It’s more work. It’ll just be
easier if I just give a test. Yes, it would. That’s not what you’re doing.
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By the time the partnership solidified behind the Metro High School plan, Raymond had
distilled her guiding principles down to very simple, bright components, including the Coalition
principles. When asked about initial school rules, Raymond said that for Metro she began with
only two in mind that were not negotiable:
…there were only two rules in the entire handbook when we started. Take care of
yourself and what you need in order to be able to learn. Make sure you provide an
environment where everybody else can learn. It works for teachers. It works for kids.
Pretty much any decision that you make in a school environment is going to have one of
those two applications.
This is just a single example, yet it was this clarity and simplicity of vision—as others
interviewed confirmed—to which she added a tenacious pursuit of implementation integrity to
position Metro’s unfolding as an exemplary exploratory and instructive model of a STEM high
school that would be true to Coalition of Essential Schools roots.
Battelle
“The world’s largest independent research and development organization” and “a
global, non-profit research and development enterprise with revenues of $5.6 billion,” is the way
current president and CEO of the Battelle Memorial Institute described his Columbus, Ohio
based organization to a U. S. House of Representatives hearing in March of 2010 (Reform in k12 STEM, 2010). Headquartered in Columbus, Battelle states its focus as being on the research,
development, and marketization of innovations in science and technology-related fields. This
international, non-profit organization may be best known in some regions of the country for
management of national laboratories for the U.S. Departments of Energy and Homeland Security
(e.g, the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in Tennessee and the Lawrence Livermore National
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Laboratory in California). Battelle reports employing over 20,000 individuals, at over 100 sites,
with over 2,000,000 square feet of laboratory space around the world. Battelle, as a non-profit
entity, is charged with continually fulfilling the last will and testament of its founder, Gordon
Battelle, who specified the creation of the “Battelle Memorial Institute... in or near Columbus,
Ohio, for the purpose of education in connection with and the encouragement of creative and
research work and the making of discoveries and inventions” (sic) (Battelle Memorial Institute,
2010).
Beyond the numerous labs, the high profile lab management engagements, and the
operation of their own campus of research and development laboratories in Columbus, this
institute was sponsoring, at the time Hoffman and Raymond were seeking to open a school,
educational outreach and improvement activity, promoting the science, technology, engineering,
and math (STEM) disciplines, but had not weighed in heavily to make the research of
educational innovations a priority investment. With the full support of Battelle’s president at the
time, Carl Kohrt, and Battelle’s top executive for partnerships, Rich Rosen, Battelle became one
of Metro’s primary sources of fiscal strength, persisting in this role over time, and committing
itself to ongoing educational research—with Metro and in other ways. This engagement resulted
in expanding student opportunities through Metro, and to affecting education policy in ways that
cultivate innovative systems of STEM-related teaching and learning.
It would be a significant misconception to view Battelle as simply the chief financial
backer. What Battelle offers, as described by Diana Wolterman, Battelle’s on-site administrator
at Metro, is “better than money,” and it includes “experience with systems, being innovative, and
looking at things differently.” Battelle has stepped in full force as the perfect financial and
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visionary supporter and developmental leader for this innovative school and for both the school’s
and the organization’s own efforts to positively influence public education.
The Ohio State University
Researchers encountering this study likely need little introduction to the Ohio State
University. Located in Columbus, this large, land-grant university enrolls over 63,000 students
and employs over 40,000 faculty and staff. It is estimated to conduct about 12,000 classes per
year in graduate and undergraduate program combined. The school’s research activities, many
focused in science and industry, are significant. $716 million in annual research expenditures
has been reported, leading the National Science Foundation to rank it 7th in the country among
public universities in this regard. In OSU’s words, “the university’s innovative prowess attains
world-class status, particularly in critical areas such as global climate change, cancer, infectious
disease, advanced materials, and ag-bio products that feed and fuel the world” (Ohio State
University, 2010). The university reports partnerships with over 240 companies and an average
ACT score of 27.5 with its most recent incoming class.
Backed by then president of the university, Karen Holbrook, Metro was planned, and
now serves, as a research lab for OSU students from several colleges. It is currently identified as
one of the College of Education and Human Ecology’s (ECE) set of research centers. Far more
than a teacher education venue, however, OSU’s involvement has been dominated at times with
faculty from the STEM fields. Faculty and many dedicated, college-funded graduate teaching
assistants have helped guide the school’s problem-based curriculum planning, ensuring that
Metro’s students experienced targeted preparation for successful college-level work in STEM
fields. (Marcy Raymond estimates “thousands” of cumulative hours that have been devoted
from OSU.)
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Metro’s early active individual partners from Ohio State included Deans from three
colleges—David Andrews from the College of Education and Human Ecology, Joan Herbers
from Evolution, Ecology, and Organismal Biology, and Richard Freeman from Math and
Physical Sciences. Associate Dean Sandra Stroot from Education and Human Ecology was (and
remains) very involved. Interviews with these leaders revealed that the support goes beyond
meeting and volunteering time. They have utilized important portions of their budgets to
establish research activities at the school and to place graduate assistants. It is a two-way
relationship as well. Metro’s linkage with OSU was designed to utilize the campus as a location
for internships and individualized student projects, as illustrated by this excerpt from a
communication to Ohio State faculty in regard to Metro senior projects:
The OSU Center for Clinical and Translational Science (CCTS) supports Metro’s Senior
Research project and encourages clinical and translational investigators to participate as
mentors on student projects. Although we have support from CCTS, we are actively
recruiting additional OSU professors and researchers doing STEM or biomedical research
who are able to support a Metro student research project. (The Metro School)
The Educational Council
Comprised of the 16 Franklin County public school districts in and around Columbus, the
Educational Council is a non-profit agency, funded by its member systems (based on
enrollments), that provides a forum for the exchange of ideas and the coordination of
programming for all districts in the Council. The “Ed Council,” as it is referred to locally, now
promotes its role in promoting innovation and providing a network for change and improvement.
The Educational Council runs several programs available to its member districts. Metro High
School is now technically one of these programs. Other engagements include after-school,
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character development, learning skill development programs, (e.g., After School Counts! and
KIDSConect) and alternate high school experience paths based on inquiry, sciences, and the arts
(e.g., Mosaic Program).
One program of particular interest in regard to the current study is the Christopher
Program. This program features an integration of English, arts, and social studies into a “projectbased curriculum… aligned with the state learning outcomes” (Ohio Coalition of Essential
Schools, 2001). It is for high school juniors and seniors. Developed well ahead of Metro, and by
the agency that would become one of Metro’s key partners, the Christopher Program design
includes Coalition of Essential Schools principles, and it became one of the Coalition member
programs in the Columbus region. In other words, Coalition values were already at home within
the leadership of the Ed Council.
The Educational Council, also serving as a grant-making foundation, was well positioned
as a means for administratively facilitating Metro’s growth. The head of the Council at the time
Metro was developed, Brad Mitchell, became one of the key thinkers, planners, and organizers of
the school, and his contributions were critical. Since that time, as Battelle and Ohio State have
sharply increased their commitment to STEM education in the state, Dr. Mitchell has left the
Council for a joint appointment to help direct the work of the Ohio STEM Learning Network, a
consortium led by Battelle and OSU that has been utilizing grants (including the Gates
Foundation) and research to build upon Metro and expand STEM high school reform across the
state and the nation. Other STEM high schools—using Metro and/or its programs as a model—
have now been started in the state through this investment.
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The KnowledgeWorks Foundation
The KnowledgeWorks Foundation became officially involved with Metro the year
following the school’s opening. This influential foundation provided important fiscal, advisory,
and technical support for Metro, though it was not an originating member of the partnership.
The KnowledgeWorks Foundation’s activity has largely been described earlier in this chapter,
during discussions of its work developing and implementing both the Ohio High School
Transformation Initiative and the Early College High School Initiative in Ohio. As an
implementation partner and conveyor of high school reform-driven funding (much of it from the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation who awarded KnowledgeWorks over $40 million for their
work in Ohio) through the implementation of reform and innovation support strategies in the
state, KnowledgeWorks has learned and developed technically valuable experience negotiating
the terms and the means for accomplishing high school reform. They have managed to craft
effective working relationships between teachers’ union representatives and school districts and
municipalities on behalf of educational change, and important portions of their knowledge base
has been derived from their engagements with the OCESR, Dan Hoffman, Marcy Raymond, and
others.
Deborah Howard, Director of Education Strategy for EdWorks, a subsidiary organization
of the KnowledgeWorks Foundation, speaking of their activity in Ohio, said the following in
2005:
KnowledgeWorks Foundation acts as a conveyor, a facilitator, a funder, and a technical
assistance provider... [our] statewide high school initiatives are grounded in the belief
that learning is ultimately about relationships—about making connections between
people, places, resources, and ideas. Through two primary initiatives, the Ohio High
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School Transformation Initiative and the Ohio Early College Network, KnowledgeWorks
is focused on creating a tipping point for high school reform statewide. (Howard, 2005)
Referring to the 17 urban Ohio schools with which the foundation worked, led in part by
Raymond’s programmatic design and implementation, and engaging Hoffman’s participation as
well—as a leadership coach, Howard said:
In the fall of 2004, 58 separate, small high schools opened their doors on what used to be
17 large, low-performing urban high school campuses. (Howard, 2005)
Continuing, Howard said:
We begin by building a coalition of state-level leaders that can move policy and resources
to achieve the goal—the Governor’s office, the Ohio Department of Education, the heads
of the major statewide education associations of teachers, administrators, and boards.
(Howard, 2005)
When Metro High School’s founding partnership was formed, Marcy Raymond’s
selection as principal—a decision that emerged from the partners’ formative meeting in
Tacoma—is significant in part because she had been serving as a senior program officer for the
Foundation while working with Dan Hoffman to develop the Metro High School concept. In a
further, and no less significant development, soon after Metro opened, KnowledgeWorks hired
Hoffman—described by Deborah Howard as “the father of Metro”—and assigned him to help
implement the school’s programs. KnowledgeWorks’ experience, collected strategies for
implementation, and technical expertise—honed and executed across its network by many,
including individuals such as Hoffman and Raymond—had a direct pipeline into the Metro’s
partnership to help assure implementation strength, as well as out of the partnership and into
other settings to help apply Metro’s experience to other reform sites.
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Founding Principles: Coalition of Essential Schools at the Core
The Coalition of Essential Schools (CES) has already been discussed in terms of its
growing influence on schools in the Columbus area and its presence as a condition of educational
reform in the state. What is critical for this study, however, is understanding that Metro’s
original founder, Dan Hoffman, was the individual who brought the Coalition into Ohio in the
first place, and led the expansion of its principles through the Ohio Coalition office that he
started and directed.
In Hoffman, the Coalition found a devoted champion. He became a fan of the Coalition’s
core beliefs about schooling, and while serving as a high school principal, he began working to
bring these principles into his Reynoldsburg, Ohio school and district. Unable to gain any
traction with the state in regard to officially partnering with CES—due in part to the Ohio
Department of Education’s preexisting commitments to other school reform programs—
Hoffman traveled to meet with the Coalition’s founder, Ted Sizer, author of Horace’s
Compromise (Sizer, 1984) and founder of the Annenberg Institute for School Reform, taking
with him the goals of officially importing CES ideas into public education in Ohio. Sizer and the
Coalition were interested and took action to help. CES staff were assigned to help Hoffman’s
case, and eventually, Reynoldsburg High School became the first Coalition of Essential Schools
member in the state.
Due to this recognition, and to the implementation of CES principles in Reynoldsburg,
the school began hosting visitors and sharing its activities with others. Interest in the school and
in the Coalition grew, and Hoffman, believing these ideas could be further developed in the state,
founded Ohio’s CES office, the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform (OCESR). Marcy
Raymond, also a champion of relevant, inquiry-based, experiential learning, and also with the
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Reynoldsburg schools at the time, began working with the Ohio Coalition. Out of this work in
Reynoldsburg, and with the efforts to expand the Coalition in Ohio, came the efforts to develop a
small, personalized, academically rigorous start-up school, driven by the core devotion to the
Coalition’s principles (see Figure 12).
Hoffman and Raymond each reinforced several Coalition principles when discussing the
formation of Metro. The school would be democratically run and characterized by, as Raymond
said, “trust and decency,” the students would be knowledge workers, developing mastery in a
rigorous and increasingly self-directed pursuit of inquiries, and the experience would be
personalized for each student. Holding on to the virtues of small school environments, Hoffman
spoke of developing an “intellectually vibrant” school that is student centered, rigorous,
personalized, and relevant to students’ lives. Raymond spoke of developing “a highly
personalized, intellectually vibrant high school option that’s small, stays small, and that serves a

1.

The school’s central intellectual purpose is helping students to use their minds well.

2.
3.

An essential body of knowledge, skills, and dispositions will be identified for student
mastery.
The school’s goals apply to all students.

4.

The school will be highly personalized.

5.

A governing practical metaphor will be “student-as-worker, teacher-as-coach.”

6.

Teaching and learning will be documented by student performance on real tasks.

7.

The tone of the school will be one of trust and decency.

8.

The principal and teachers will act as generalists first and specialists second.

9.

Resources will be modest and therefore positioned toward teaching and learning.

10.

The school will emphasize democratic, fair, and equitable practices.

Figure 12. Ten Coalition of Essential Schools principles.
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wide spectrum of kids.” (In the same sentence she said, in regard to the now four-year old
Metro, that this was “all the things we’re actually doing.”)
Describing her experiences at Brown University, working with Coalition sponsored
science and math fellows to develop instructional expertise, Raymond described the emphasis on
inquiry-based, project-based learning in which the kids do the work of learning. She linked it
with her teaching in the 1990s, which involved “kids who were doing testing for companies, in
chemistry class.” The deceptively simple statement, about the kids doing the work, when
analyzed in context, and considered in the framework of Coalition principles, clearly values the
essential requirement that students be engaged in their learning and work to construct
personalized understandings of skills and content, with the attentive, committed, and intelligent
guidance of adults. Mastery, for example, is often cited in many schools’ goals and objectives,
but when considered as Hoffman and Raymond have, and in the context of the Coalition’s ideas,
mastery is less about scoring within a certain percentile range and more about truly
understanding and being able to apply what one has learned—in real world contexts.
The Ten Common Principles of the Coalition of Essential Schools (Coalition of Essential
Schools, 2010) listed in Figure 12 are described in more detail in Appendix G. References to
these principles continually reappear when talking with the partners about the most important
values they have for the school. The principles have been maintained as a core, strengthening
structure of the school, and have held up through the years as many have become involved in
helping to fulfill Metro’s objectives. As will become more relevant as the study unfolds,
dissemination of these principles as an underlying structure for educational innovation in the
future holds a prominent place in the partners’ priorities.
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Money and Space and Charismatic Leadership
Metro could not have become the exemplary school it is without the core beliefs around
which it is organized, but to get it off the ground when presenting it to potential partners,
Hoffman put the project on the lowest, clearest, most honest level of implementation. A new
school would need money to operate and a facility in which to operate, at an affordable rate.
Hoffman remembers making it clear to potential partners at the time that, “we need space, and
we need cash.” Specifically, the school would need operating capital for up to five years, until it
reached “full fledge,” and it would need “free or cheap space” in which to operate without
having to sacrifice operating capital on fiscally draining physical resources when they would be
better spent devoted to quality teachers and high quality learning experiences.
Hoffman learned about being so clear through his networking experiences with others in
the Coalition who sought or achieved school start-ups. Putting grand theories of teaching and
learning temporarily aside, the insistence on obtaining fiscal and facility resources was critical to
the mission. As Hoffman put it, he “had learned” by watching others through the Coalition
network and talking about their start-up experiences that he knew “that the ones that made it are
the ones that had a cash flow, had free or cheap space, [and] had a charismatic leader; those are
the three things.”
The charismatic leader for the school—who would be Marcy Raymond—was already
working with him, as an experienced colleague with the Reynoldsburg schools, and as a partner
and experienced strategist with, for example, the Ohio Center for Essential School Reform and
the KnowledgeWorks Foundation. Other critical, devoted charismatic leaders would become
involved as well, serving in key partnership leadership positions to not only implement the
school, but to do so with integrity to its original Coalition values.
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Initial Attempts – Charter School?
Attempts were made to procure space for a school and additional sources of capital, but
none were panning out. Discussions were held with the Columbus City Schools and the option
of a charter school linked to Hoffman’s CES initiative was considered. But those efforts, while
applauded by some in the district, did not result in a commitment to go forward. Although there
were leaders of the large, urban district that supported the idea, politically challenging issues
(e.g., staffing, union support, enrollment policies, school board support, other reform agendas)
that would become entangled in efforts to open the school rendered the charter plan unviable at
that time. One quality Metro’s leaders have insisted upon from the start is autonomy from
external policies designed to broadly apply to existing bureaucratic systems, particularly in
regard to staffing a school with such an unconventional instructional mission.
Looking for space, the grantees turned to the Center of Science and Industry (COSI,
http://www.cosi.org/), a non-profit, nationally prominent science and industry museum, for help.
A portion of the museum complex was not being used at the time, and might have been
repurposed as a school. Hoffman and Raymond presented a proposal to the COSI Board,
explaining the concept and the need for resources. In a potential COSI/Coalition partnership,
STEM themes auspiciously emerged as a curricular focus. COSI did not reject the idea, but
without more funds, there was no reasonable way to prepare the facility for a school, much less
ensure some level of sustainability if one could be opened.
The efforts being expended towards the creation of Metro appeared to be stalling in the
face of unfavorable finance and facility circumstances. It was not losing energy, but it was
lacking the resources needed to continue—despite the vision, the devotion, and the persistence of
its leaders. At one point, uncomfortable with the amount of the grant already expended and the
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absence of encouraging results, Hoffman and Raymond considered the options, including paying
the granted funds back to the Coalition. This discouraging point had been reached despite the
commitment and expertise of the grantees, the backing of a successful, Gates supported school
reform organization in the Coalition, the emergence of favorable policy conditions for school
reform in the state, and core principles for school design with an emerging track record of
success. Creating an innovative school, despite these positive conditions, was proving to be a
great challenge.
Spark of Partners
“We weren’t getting anywhere. We were spinning wheels, and that’s when the meeting
hit,” Hoffman recalls when thinking about how his and Raymond’s efforts to start an innovative,
small school were stalling out without the resources it needed to open and grow. The “meeting”
he was referring to was a June 2005 conference of the Coalition of Essential Schools in Tacoma,
Washington, and the “hit” was that influential and resourceful partners, Battelle and Ohio State
University, were there with him, along with Raymond and with Brad Mitchell of the Educational
Council of Franklin County. This group worked throughout the conference, igniting the school
start-up with the “spark of partners” (Hoffman, personal communication, November, 23, 2009).
With Battelle and Ohio State joining each other to support the effort, the concept was now
sponsored with resources and assistance at levels to virtually assure the opening of what would
become Metro Early College High School.
Tacoma, Washington, June 2005
Hoffman and Raymond had already planned to attend the Tacoma CES conference, with
the intent, given the frustrating point the start-up venture had reached, to talk with others, from
across the country with similar plans, to find out what was working and what was not, and to
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consider next steps in light of anything new that could be learned. As Raymond put it, they were
going to decide at that point if it was time to stop pursuing the effort. What they did not know
was that the President and CEO of Battelle—who was serving on the Board of COSI and had
listened to their presentation at the museum—was learning more about this innovative high
school proposal with a growing interest in terms of Battelle’s potential role.
Reflections on the events of the time by members of the partnership suggest that
Battelle’s CEO had had conversations with the President of the Ohio State University about
education, and likely about the region’s need for improving the learning outcomes of its students.
As previously described, Ohio was hosting a number of reform initiatives affecting all its
schools, and particularly its secondary schools. Both Battelle and Ohio State, as large,
influential, flagship organizations for the state, were involved in various programs related to the
k-12 education, and each had a history of working with and supporting the state in multiple
ways, but neither appear, at that time, to have had what might have been considered a high
profile investment in public education innovation.
Within a few weeks after the COSI meeting, after several conversations between
representatives of Battelle, Ohio State, the Educational Council, and Hoffman—all driven by the
highest organizational authorities of these soon to be partners—arrangements were made to have
at least two Deans, from the Colleges of Education and Human Ecology and Math and Physics,
to accompany Hoffman, Raymond, and Mitchell (from the Educational Council) to Tacoma. By
telephone, Battelle was represented with its top outreach and philanthropy executive. The arena
(Malen, 2006) was at that point populated with the key actors, and their accompanying political,
physical, financial, and intellectual resources. Participants in this event describe the partners
sharing with one another an array of potential needs and resources. Working together during this
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intense time, they mapped out what each partner could provide (e.g., Ohio State could provide a
building) and what each partner needed to obtain (e.g., Battelle needed a devoted STEM
curriculum).
“That hit,” Hoffman said, “and we just… boom… we took off.” “It went quick… really,
really, really quick… from concept to strategic plan… it went very fast,” said Raymond.
Participants from Ohio State concurred. This group, along with others that would later join,
would form Metro Early College High School, find its facility, bring in its faculty, fund its
innovations, and set its course for developing and disseminating innovative teaching and learning
experiences while making a new high school. The discussion of findings in Chapter 5 will in
some measure attempt to describe what the “boom” was all about.
Conclusion
This chapter has provided descriptive background knowledge about Metro High School,
which includes a description of the school and its programs, an account of its key founding
events, and an introduction to the individuals, and organizations that partnered to create it. In
addition, a large portion of the chapter surveyed numerous initiatives, organizations, and trends
in Ohio that helped form the political, economic, and social environment from which the
partnership members emerged to develop the school. To some degree, partner characteristics
and experiences that would significantly affect the course of Metro’s development (and indicate
findings that begin to answer the research subquestions) have, of necessity, been introduced in
the course of presenting this background information. These factors will be developed into a
synthesis of findings in Chapter 5.
Overall, I have endeavored to describe a confluence of favorable conditions from the
mixed set of individually described initiatives, programs, philanthropic trends, individuals, and
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developing networks that were in place by 2005 in central Ohio. Some of these conditions were
part of the background against which the Metro partnership’s school-making activity occurred.
Others, however, were conditions in which enabling networks were established, and through
which some of Metro’s developers tested strategies and/or gained experience. I am accepting as
common-sense that innovative reform activity, or mechanisms and policies that might support it,
can be present in an environment, but not necessarily lead to the successful implementation of
any particular innovative project without catalyzing events occurring within an atmosphere of
such supporting factors. The findings presented in the next chapter demonstrate the ways in
which this interorganizational partnership capitalized on their experiences and on favorable
contextual conditions to create Metro High School.
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Chapter 5
FINDINGS AND ANALYSIS
Chapter Introduction
In this chapter I build upon the contextual groundwork developed in the previous chapter
to discuss findings that are central to my overarching research question in regard to the effects
that both context and the collaborating individuals and organizations have had upon the
partnership, on Metro High School’s development, and on the impact of its implementation. The
three subquestions of this study are as follows:
1. In what ways did contextual conditions affect the partnership as it formed and
functioned to develop the innovative school?
2. In what ways have partners’ experiences, perspectives, and resources affected the
development of the school?
3. To what extent does the implemented school reflect the combined effects of
contextual conditions and partners’ intents?
To quickly introduce the reader to the findings and provide an overall indication of the
results of the study, I will first summarize the answers to each research subquestion. Following
this set of summaries, in order to ground the findings in the process of data analysis, I will
present code maps (Anfara, Brown, & Mangione, 2002) that chart the progression of analysis
from initial code construction (first iteration), through the next stage of identifying patterns
(second iteration), to the final stage of developing themes (third iteration).
After these summary introductions and code maps, I will discuss the development of
themes for each subquestion. Starting from the second iteration, pattern level, I will present data
and analyses to build the findings that lead to a synthesizing discussion for each subquestion. I
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will conclude the chapter with a synthesis that addresses the overarching research question of the
study.
Overview of Findings: Research Subquestion 1
The first subquestion asked in what ways did contextual conditions affect the partnership
as it formed and functioned to develop the innovative school? The process of answering this
question revealed two primary components. First, an identifiable confluence of favorable
political, funding, and education reform conditions existed in the state and region. A common
thread across these conditions was that of external organizations playing a role in public
education. Second, experienced, innovation-minded individuals and organizations were
emerging from the events and activities that help form these favorable conditions. From the
programs, initiatives, and policy-work occurring at the time, individuals who would create Metro
were networking across organizational boundaries while building reform experience or exploring
reform options that were eventually applied to the school’s development, negotiation, and
design. This finding is notable for the continuum of reform work that it suggests—from outside
to inside. A set of networked education reformers in Ohio, who had developed experience
working with others in other systems, developed their own school and, as will be illustrated by
findings for the second and third subquestions, continue to influence other systems with their
school.
Overview of Findings: Research Subquestion 2
The second subquestion asks in what ways have partners’ experiences, perspectives, and
resources affected the development of the school? Given the findings already introduced, the
boundary between this subquestion and the first is permeable at times. Shifting somewhat
seamlessly from the themes of the first subquestion, the findings from this second subquestion
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reveal the partners’ transformation of favorable conditions, prior experiences, technical ability,
and visionary orientation into actual school creation and policy-affecting activity. The people
involved did not use the favorable conditions, as if they were separated agents employing a
selection tools or opportunities found in their environment. The people and organizations that
designed the school had helped to develop the favorable conditions, and they joined the
partnership already equipped with sets of complementary tools, resources, and opportunities
needed for the work. Some of the leaders who were most instrumental in the design of the
school crossed a boundary from being reformers working with multiple schools and districts to
become reformers building their own school. Leaders from Battelle and Ohio State crossed
boundaries with each other, and both ventured into school support and design with the
understanding of what students would need after high school, in rigorous college and STEM
career settings. Their intent was to engage in the support and design of the school with such
post-secondary needs at the forefront of their efforts.
Drawing on expertise, commitment, and an experienced-based sense of when to
compromise and when to hold fast, the designers of the school were the ones who implemented
it. Though Coalition of Essential Schools principles prevailed throughout, no pre-determined,
externally developed model was imposed on a pre-existing order. The leaders who would see the
project through its implementation designed the program from the ground up. Additionally, the
school was created as a deeply and comprehensively negotiated program with multi-district
ownership and broad stakeholder input. Although myriad local district policies have presided
over individualized student and teacher situations, the overall program was effectively designed
with a great deal of autonomy.
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Amply backed by the resources of politically, fiscally, and intellectually powerful and
influential organizations—Battelle and the Ohio State University to start out, followed by
KnowledgeWorks—the partnership was very well funded. The top executives these highly
influential, Ohio institutions personally supported the work. Leaders from within these
organizations (e.g., deans, scientists, high ranking executives) became leaders of the design and
implementation team as well, ensuring direct, consistent support for the project.
Overview of Findings: Research Subquestion 3
The final subquestion asks to what extent does the implemented school reflect the
combined effects of contextual conditions and partners’ intents? Given Metro’s founding
partners’ capacities and their roots in education reform and in research and development, the
accomplishments, the application of resources, and the will to affect policy change should come
as no surprise. To the benefit of its students, Metro was designed and built to capitalize on
available resources and the reform environment in Ohio to explore the extent of high school
experiences and outcomes that could be possible in a small, supportive, intellectually
challenging, STEM-focused school. It was designed to reach beyond our familiar high school
rituals and organizing principles, in order to conduct research and development activities on
different approaches to highly relevant teaching and learning in support of STEM disciplines.
The experiences and accomplishments of its first graduating class exhibit some of the fruits of
this endeavor. To the benefit of students in other schools and systems, the school, its partners, its
leaders, its teachers, and even its students have intentionally and assertively contributed to
changes in educational policy in the state and to the development of new networks and capacitybuilding organizations. These new organizations are having effects across Ohio and in other
states as well, and they began with the work on Metro.
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These outcomes were not simply funded by partners like Battelle and Ohio State. These
outcomes have been in and of themselves key parts of the research, development, and
dissemination missions of these organizations. In a very real sense, Metro High School has been
an extension of its partners’ broader objectives and commitments. As such an extension, the
school has tended to remain somewhat partner-dependent and is now challenged to
institutionalize and sustain itself as a more freestanding entity with dependable, recurring
revenue while maintaining its core design principles.
Code maps for each of the research subquestions are presented in Figures 13, 14, and 15.
Each map represents the course of analysis for a single subquestion. A figure combining the
maps for all three subquestions was presented in Chapter 3 (see Figure 5). To a large extent, the
discussion of each subquestion that follows is structured to align with the patterns and themes as
they appear in the code maps.
Research Subquestion 1: Findings and Support
Introduction
The first subquestion for this study called for a survey of contextual conditions and an
investigation of partner characteristics by asking the following question: In what ways did
contextual conditions affect the partnership as it formed and functioned to develop the innovative
school? To a limited extent, this question was answered by the discussion in Chapter 4. Various
contextual conditions were identified and investigated, and what began to emerge was the fact
that some of the individuals and organizations that developed Metro were inextricably linked
with both the development and dissemination of these conditions. With the review of the
previous chapter in mind, I present the synthesis in Figure 16 to conclude the response to this
initial subquestion and the preparation of groundwork for answering the others. Data gathered
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Code Map for Research Subquestion 1
In what ways did contextual conditions affect the partnership as it formed and
functioned to develop the innovative school?
Initial Codes
1A. Gates resources and
initiatives
1A. Gates themes (small
schools, RRR)
1A. High school and public ed
change initiatives
1A. Initiatives involve interorganizational crossover
1B. Governor’s initiatives
1B. Changing state policies
1B. School finance and
performance
1B. Local systems defer, pushback
1B. Some state deference,
push-back
1B. “Right person to ask” in
ODE



Patterns



Themes

1A. Non K-12 change-inducing,
multi-organizational resources
(Gates)

Confluence of funding, policy,
and multi-organizational reform;
“Fertile ground”

1B. Development of state
support

Founders part of developing
networks, crossing
organizational boundaries

1C. Networks of influential,
skilled
1D. Strategic philanthropy:
Giving with directives

1C. Previously developed
networks
1C. Partners-to-be learning,
directing change
1C. Partners to be already state
leaders
1C. Battelle, OSU looking
1C. Non K-12 actors (e.g.,
NGA)
1D. Philanthropy via technical
advisors
1D. Revised goals, policy
affecting

Figure 13. Code mapped iterations for research subquestion 1.
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Code Map for Research Subquestion 2
In what ways have partners’ experiences, perspectives, and resources affected the
development of the school?
Initial Codes
2A. The top “wanted it done”
2A. Powerful, influential
partners
2A. Engaged partners
2A. “Space and Cash”
2A. “Autonomy”
2A. “High risk,” “shared risk”
2A. “Spark of partners,”
“boom”
2B. Agreements, Trust
2B. High-level influential
networks
2B. “Will” and determination
2B. Partnership “sell” to others
2B. State and local
negotiations
2B. Partners as experienced,
networked changers
2B. Partners both design and
implement



Patterns



2A. Empowered, engaged, risksharing partners; autonomous,
amply-funded
2B. Conviction, design &
negotiation experience of R and
D team
2C. Evolving R & D site via
STEM + CES synergy
2D. Ambiguity inheres in design
challenge work

2C. Guiding faith in CES
Principles,
2C. Equity and small school
family
2C. Early college, accelerate,
“no senior year”
2C. STEM, “demonstration”
2C. Small school demo (Gates
RRR)
2D. School as “design
challenge”
2D. “Tolerance for ambiguity”
2D. Evolving design

Figure 14. Code mapped iterations for research subquestion 2.
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Themes
Strength + agility
Equity focused, negotiated
authority
STEM + CES principles in a
“design challenge” structure

Code Map for Research Subquestion 3
To what extent does the implemented school reflect the combined effects of contextual
conditions and partners’ intents?
Initial Codes
3A. Captured design work,
curriculum, culture features
3A. Demonstrating objectives,
“we’re doing it”
3A. Teach others
3A. Learning partners as
designers
3B. “…to see what’s possible”
3B. Reached for “too much?”
“too many?”
3B. Iterative
3B. Not replicable



Patterns



Themes

3A. External demonstrations of
school as STEM design
challenge

Possibilities reach and design
challenge demonstration; nonreplicable

3B. Over-reach to show what is
possible

Catalyst for policy change;
instrument of dissemination

3C. Partner dependency and
local context challenges
3D. Metro affecting state
education policy, new models

3C. Dependent? Sustainable?
3C. Local push-back / local
improvement?
3C. New fiscal and policy
challenges
3D. “Metro Glow”
3D. Extended partnership
network, OSLN launch
3D. “moved the middle”
3D. Metro work
“institutionalized” by
legislature
3D. “Small school, big
footprint”
3D. New schools
3D. Student achievements

Figure 15. Code mapped iterations for research subquestion 3.
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Partner dependency & local fit
challenges

Synthesis: A Confluence of Conditions Favoring Metro High School’s Development
•

Prevalence of interorganizational work between K-12 and non-K-12
o Business, government, higher education, and non-profit agencies were aligning in Ohio
behind the cause of designing and funding the improvement, even restructuring, of K12 public education in general, and high school education in particular.
o Research, funding, and school improvement activity of K-12 and P-16 supportive
partnerships in the state (e.g. Stark Educational Partnership, Canton, Ohio or the
Dayton Early College Academy partnership in Dayton) was occurring around the state
of Ohio.

•

State Government (Governor Taft’s Office) promoting K-12 improvement
o Taft initiated or was engaged with Rebuilding Ohio Schools, roundtables on career and
college readiness, and state curriculum reform. He helped lead the National Governors
Association’s work on school reform.

•

Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation and other philanthropic spending on education reform
in Ohio
o Funded a nation-wide emphasis on high school restructuring initiatives, emphasizing
small high schools and a “rigor, relevance, and relationships” framework for
improvement.
o In Ohio, with funds channeled through large non-profits such as the KnowledgeWorks
Foundation and smaller organizations like the Ohio Center for Essential School
Reform (OCESR), tens of millions of dollars were being spent on school restructuring
initiatives such as the Ohio High School Transformation Initiative (OHSTI) and the
Ohio Early College High School Initiative.
o Philanthropic activity in the state (and nationally) had become more strategically
focused, favoring certain strategies over others and becoming more outcome-driven.

•

A Confluence of Networked Expertise for Metro High School’s Development
o Actors who developed Metro (e.g., Hoffman and Raymond) were playing leadership,
design, and change negotiation roles statewide, in Ohio school reform activity (e.g.,
OHSTI, KnowledgeWorks, OCESR, Ohio Principals’ Leadership Academy), crossing
organizational boundaries and developing technical expertise.
o Battelle and Ohio State University leaders were crossing institutional boundaries,
engaging in conversations about entering into high school engagements, particularly to
promote STEM education and college and career readiness.

Figure 16. Synthesis of data (patterns and themes) in regard to research subquestion 1.
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through interviews augmented those gathered through documentary evidence to demonstrate that
Metro was very much a product of an auspicious alignment of enabling conditions (e.g., funding,
institutional readiness from Ohio State and Battelle) with professional will and preparedness
exemplified by individuals like Hoffman and Raymond.
During interviews with Deborah Howard of Ed Works, she described several of the
initiatives described in Chapter 4—specifically mentioning legislative action, then Governor
Taft’s school rebuilding and business roundtable initiatives, the Ohio High School
Transformation Initiative, and the Coalition of Essential Schools—and clearly linked the roles
Marcy Raymond and Dan Hoffman played in such activity as feeding into their work to create
and develop Metro High School. Howard’s descriptions were supported by documents like
Beebe, Hoffman, Lindley, and Priestley’s (2002) AERA conference presentation on the “Ohio
Principals’ Leadership Academy: Entry Year Program (OPLA:ETP), [a] component of a
multifaceted statewide initiative funded by the Ohio Department of Education and promoted by
the Ohio Business Roundtable to build leadership capacity in the state’s schools” (p. 1) and by
Hoffman’s 2003 article for Educational Leadership (Hoffman & Levak, 2003), entitled,
Personalizing Schools, about the work of their Ohio Center for Essential School Reform.
Hoffman’s reform interests started long before these activities. Describing the start of his early
commitment to bringing the Coalition of Essential Schools into Ohio, Hoffman said:
When I tried to work through the Ohio Department of Education [in 1987 and 1988], they
said we’ve got something called the Classroom of the Future that’s going to be our
reform model. We’re not interested in the Coalition… I said, “Well, I am…” So I drove
to Brown [University] and sat on the doorstep of Ted Sizer’s office… I met Ted himself
that day.
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After formally linking with the national Coalition of Essential Schools, making his
Reynoldsburg High School the state’s first Coalition school, founding a non-profit Coalition
office in Ohio, and recruiting more schools into the organization, behind the force of its
principles, Hoffman felt Columbus needed a model Coalition school. He said:
…we had gone from a doorstep visit to Ted Sizer to [being] the third most active [highest
attending] state in the country in the Coalition of Essential Schools. We deserve to have
one here, is what I felt.
This work was capped by his procurement of a Coalition of Essential Schools grant for
the purpose of establishing the Coalition school that would become Metro. Marcy Raymond—a
leader with KnowledgeWorks who helped Hoffman lead the Ohio Coalition office and helped
lead the Ohio Principals’ Leadership Academy—reflecting on her experiences prior to becoming
Metro’s principal, said:
I don’t know that could have done this work had I not worked for KnowledgeWorks.
And then I couldn’t work for KnowledgeWorks if I hadn’t done the work for the Ohio
Principals’ Leadership Academy at Ohio State University. I don’t know if I could have
done that work if I hadn’t been leader in training in Reynoldsburg, and then a curriculum
person in Reynoldsburg…
With regard to the engagement of Ohio State and Battelle, most participants noted the
discussions held between the leaders of these organizations. Sandra Stroot, an Associate Dean
with the College of Education and Human Ecology at Ohio State, said:
…the President of Battelle and the President of Ohio State both formed a partnership, and
they wanted to do some work around STEM… we had a new Dean [of the College of
Education and Human Ecology]… who was very excited and willing to do something
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that was a little bit risky. He had good relationships with the Deans of Arts and Sciences
and biological sciences, and with the… encouragement of our then president, we…
stepped forward from Ohio State to begin the partnership with Battelle to be able to
create Metro.
The partnership of Ohio State’s and Battelle’s top executives, combined with the record
of professional positions, engagements, and plans of Dan Hoffman and Marcy Raymond—from
their earliest school reform work through their creation of Metro, confirming the direct linkage
of reform work conducted for the benefit of other individuals and systems to the reform work of
creating their own school—were essential conditions that enabled the precipitation of resources
and allowed work on Metro to begin.
Deborah Howard captured the essence of the situation being investigated by this initial
subquestion. First, she described the KnowledgeWorks Foundation’s sensitivity to a triad of
conditions for deeming engagement with the development of reform to be potentially fruitful.
As she put it, the will of individuals and organizations to such work must combine with the
presence of both supportive funding and applicable research. These conditions were not simply
convergent, enabling Metro’s creation, but were convergent with the force of powerful fiscal and
intellectual resources and very strong will for success. Second, she simply stated that all of these
conditions, including the policy environment in the state of Ohio at the time, comprised a “fertile
ground” that allowed this school start up to flourish and become the model that it did.
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Subquestion 2: Research Findings and Support
Introduction
Shifting from a general overview of contextual conditions and from an assessment of
partners’ experiences, knowledge, and networked capacity derived from engagements with that
context, research subquestion 2 asked the following question:
In what ways have partners’ experiences, perspectives, and resources affected the
development of the school?
Summary of Partners’ Contributions, Needs, and Resulting Effects
Each partner entered the relationship with an array of potential resource contributions and
likely requirements in regard to investment-related outcomes. Prompted by the structure of
Malen’s politics of implementation theory (2006) I have developed and presented, in Table 7, a
listing of what I determined each partner was able to contribute or develop in regard to Metro
High School, and what each partner needed from the partnership in terms of both tangible (e.g.,
money, space) and intangible (e.g., expertise, political influence) resources. Attempting to
recreate this constellation of interactions, at a detailed and nuanced level, is difficult given the
time that has passed and the lack of a full, written record. Individuals who have followed,
studied, and engaged with Metro over time report that many documents no longer exist and that
verbal records are often the key source of information. All of these data presented here have been
based on interviews with the core members of the partnership. In part, my attempt has been to
describe partners’ contributions and outcome objectives as they may have been expressed when
the group first convened in Tacoma in 2005 (albeit without KnowledgeWorks’ formal
participation at that time). Of this meeting, Dan Hoffman said:
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Table 7 Needs and Resources of the Core Metro High School Partners
Needs and Resources of the Core Metro High School Partners
Partner

Could Contribute or Develop

Needed or Desired

Hoffman / Raymond (CES)

Core leadership and school culture
principles (CES)
Teaching and leadership experience
School Principal
Technical experience
Implementation experience
Firm school design principles

Facility
Operating funds
Students
Teachers
Post-Secondary courses
Internship placements
Fiscal agent
Autonomy and small size
Equity

Battelle

Funding
STEM expertise
Innovation mission
Internship placements (to be
developed)
Marketing

Laboratory school for testing
educational innovations
STEM disciplines focus
STEM focused high school
graduates
9-12 educational leadership and
instructional expertise

The Ohio State University

Facility
Curriculum development to blend
the STEM fields with education
University courses/classes
GTA’s and faculty advisement
Tuition discount

R & D site for teacher
training/curriculum development
Rigorous early college coursework
College-ready high school graduates
Test and model instructional
programs and designs
Integrated, accessible program
(accommodating the 16 EC
partners)

Educational Council

Fiscal agency
Equity-based student enrollment
process
Regional educational leadership
Program Autonomy

Improved educational opportunities
for Columbus area students
Higher performing, college and
career-ready graduates
An innovative school

ALL CORE PARTNERS ABOVE

Immediate proximity
Trust
Shared risk
Political strength
Capacity for follow-through

Innovative high school
Transformation model
Innovative early college model

KnowledgeWorks (joined in year
two)

Early College High School funds
Sponsorship of technical
implementation skills
Implementation experience
Partnership experience
Established national and state
network of high school reform

Capture and synthesize effective
reform processes
Early College High School success
Effective application of research
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What we began to work on was a partnership agreement, understanding what each partner
would give and what each partner would get. And so we took time to listen to one
another… this is what we want out of this partnership. We wouldn’t be here if it wasn’t
for this.
As a rendering based on collected, interview-based data, I utilized member checking strategies to
confirm the reasonableness of the findings proposed here. Three participants responded,
affirming the contents and emphasizing certain elements. Hoffman called the tables “an
insightful snapshot of the Tacoma [meeting] and subsequent understandings.” Table 8 moves a
step beyond the previous table. I looked at the data on partners’ contributions and needs, as
listed in Table 7, considered these data as factors associated with the partners, and developed a
summary of effects that individuals and/or organizations had on Metro’s development or on the
partnership itself. To some extent, such iteration restates partner contributions from the previous
table. One final analytical objective, however, has been to develop a plausible synthesis of
partner effects from what the data indicate about individually distinct contributions and needs.
Table 8 illustrates an intermediate step between such separated, distinct factors and the synthesis
that I have yet to discuss.
Synthesis of Partners’ Capacities, Intentions, and Effects
Most of the preceding discussion has served as a prelude to addressing the heart of my
inquiry. Introductions and indications of the resources, experiences, perspectives, and intents of
Metro’s primary partners have been amply described. I will now use the remaining portion of
my response to the second subquestion to consider what the data tell us in regard to the
synthesized effects of these partners’ work with one another as they built Metro High School.
Code-mapped patterns in the data were presented in Chapter 3 and at the start of this chapter.
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Table 8 Proposed Effects of Partners’ Interdependent Perspectives and Resources
Proposed Effects of Partners’ Interdependent Perspectives and Resources
Partner

Distinct Individual or Organizational Effect(s) on Metro and/or the partnership

Hoffman / Raymond (CES)

Unwavering leadership, insistent upon Coalition of Essential Schools
commitments
Trust-based climate and culture
Democratic processes for vision-setting and policy-making
Personalized, relevant learning experiences
High-level personal commitment to success
Dissemination designs
Agile, objective-focused negotiation
Tolerance for ambiguity required for innovation
Systems thinking

Battelle

STEM school
School as a STEM innovation study and as innovation marketing/dissemination
tool
Deep fiscal stability and capacity for start-up
Planning skill and high-level commitment of personnel assigned to Metro
Political influence in support of Metro
Shared risk (with OSU)

The Ohio State University

STEM Curriculum designs, teacher training, educational research lab
Curriculum consultation/design hours
Faculty-Student consultation/design revision
Facility designed to fit school’s mission
At campus proximity
College course enrollment/tuition arrangements
Intra-university advocacy for Metro
Political influence in support of Metro
Shared risk (with Battelle)

Educational Council

Legal, financial authority (fiscal agent, enrollment mechanism, autonomy)
Protected the public, non-charter school status
Design expertise
Innovation arena
Negotiation hub
Coalition of Essential Schools partner
Regional political support

KnowledgeWorks
(After joining the partnership
during its second year)

Brought Early College funding
Helped further connect Metro with the major state and national reform networks
Ensured technical program integrity (e.g., literacy program implementation)
Future-oriented, sustainability-oriented strategic resource based on trends and
strengths and weaknesses of previous work
Political influence in support of Metro (productive partnership negotiations, e.g.,
credit costs, personnel)
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Tables 7 and 8 summarized specific details about the factors associated with individual partners.
Figure 17 better articulates the data patterns, adds more descriptive text, and provides a synthesis
of effects—the primary themes that answer the original research subquestion. This figure
encapsulates some of the core, triangulated findings of the study and serves to some extent as an
outline of the discussion that follows it.
Battelle and Ohio State: Political and Intellectual Authority, Shared Risk
Addressing a subcommittee of the U. S. House of Representatives, Jeffrey Wadsworth,
current President and CEO of Battelle, described this past decade of collaboration (2000−2010)
between his organization and Ohio State University as follows:
We have changed the nature of our relationship from a transactional one, where
individual researchers work together episodically on specific programs, to one of
‘engaged’ institutional partners. Now our work together includes genuine collaborations
in research, education, economic development and civic improvement. (McCallister,
2010)
Continuing, he noted that among the more effective collaborations was that of STEM
education, and specifically described Metro High School as an example for the committee.
Participants interviewed for this study suggested that the commitment between Battelle and Ohio
State to work together on making this unique high school was likely as strong as—if not more
so—than any previous or existing partnership had been. There was no disagreement among my
interviewees that because the Ohio State President at the time (Karen Holbrook) wanted this high
school done and that the Battelle CEO at the time (Carl Kohrt) wanted this high school done, the
level of resources applied and the depth of institutional commitment to it were so strong.
Richard Freeman, then Dean of the College of Math and Physical Sciences, said, “Karen
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Synthesis: The Dynamic Effects of Metro High School’s Partners’ Resources, Perspectives,
and Intents on the Creation and Development of the School
•

High Resource Capacity
o Battelle and Ohio State were resource-rich partners directed by their CEO’s to engage in
the creation of Metro.
o Capacities included high local and state political influence, high fiscal capacity (including
a period of significant funding from the KnowledgeWorks Foundation), high intellectual
capacity, autonomous decision-making.
o Risks were shared.
o Leaders applied their own statewide experience with reform and program design
knowledge to the development of their own school.

•

Flexible, Collaborating, Engaged Leadership
o Leadership from each partnering organization was collaboratively and flexibly engaged
(hands-on) in the development of the school.
o Conviction behind the concept was unwavering, driving the consistent and willful search
for and application of resources and research-based strategies.
o Range of leadership from top executives and Deans to Metro’s teachers to multiple
associated partners (e.g., PAST Foundation) designed and helped implement programs,
curriculum, and assessments.

•

STEM Learning Merged with Coalition Principles
o CES teaching, learning, and school culture principles (with values including relevant,
inquiry-based learning) were married with STEM learning concepts in the “spark of
partnership” (from interview with D. Hoffman).
o Problem-based, interdisciplinary, mastery learning was applied to the school design and
to the adults’ activity as well as to the students work and the design of curriculum and
instruction.
o Equity and access insistence was married to the high expectation, STEM design.

•

School as “Design Challenge” (from interview with M. Raymond)
o Design work was insistently and inherently flexible, evolving over time.
o Ambiguity, inherent in research and design work, was tolerated in the quest for welldefined outcomes and for adult/student learning experiences.
o Partners handled school as a research and design site, utilizing “feedback loops” to
continually improve student mastery of STEM college and career preparation.

•

Negotiated Authority
o Some “selling” of concept has been required within Battelle, Ohio State, and the Ohio
Department of Education.
o Charter school option was rejected. Special, high-ability, “academy” school idea was
rejected. A negotiated, equity-based design was favored.
o Educational Council hosting, access for all Franklin County students, and teacher
assignment provisions required original—and ongoing—policy and program negotiations
with 16 separate school districts.

Figure 17. Synthesis of data (patterns and themes) in regard to research subquestion 2.
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[Holbrook, OSU’s President] made it clear that shy of committing the university to millions of
dollars, we were to do anything to make this work.” Of the university’s commitment, Marcy
Raymond said, “Well, Karen Holbrook wanted it done. And because she wanted it done, all eyes
turned, and… that was a nice thing.” Of the leadership of Battelle’s head partnership and
philanthropy executive, Rich Rosen, Dan Hoffman said, “he got enthused… and personally sat in
on a lot of the early meetings… if there’s a single force that got it off the ground… it was Rosen
and his position with Battelle.” Each organization committed high-level, experienced staff to
work on the school partnership throughout its design and implementation.
Failure was not an option. These were highly regarded, highly influential organizations
that had stepped in to the high school reform arena in a very concrete, and somewhat risky
endeavor. Together, they wielded political, economic, and intellectual capital in ways that would
define and empower the design and implementation of the school. Richard Freeman said, “In
this town, you’re hard pressed to go up against Ohio State and Battelle.” It is likely that this
level of community and regional authority meshed with Educational Council-based negotiations
to reinforce the partnership’s efforts to make autonomous decisions in regard to many design
features (e.g., staffing, curriculum, assessment, enrollment, and student progression from high
school coursework into college classes and internships). The Ohio Department of Education was
involved in Metro’s curriculum planning activities, but allegiance in regard to planning was not
to routine departmental practices or frameworks. Nor was it to the local educational
bureaucracies and associations beyond what was negotiated and supported by those entities.
(The Columbus City Schools, as Franklin County’s largest district, would have a majority of the
slots at Metro once it opened. Its superintendent, Gene Harris, was reported to have been a
strong advocate for the school and what it could provide for Columbus City high school
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students.) Essentially, the partners’ visions for the school—and political, if not contractual,
authority—took precedence over compliance with procedures that were perhaps more about
established routines than about the law.
In terms of risk, Hoffman said the project was “high risk all the way.” Of the plan for a
high level of college enrollment from Metro cohorts, Raymond said, “I didn’t perceive a high
degree of [initial] confidence that this experiment was going to work out.” Of the Battelle-Ohio
State union, Hoffman recalled an element of shared risk, dependent on his and Raymond’s work,
of course, but largely shared across the two powerhouse institutions. He suggested that initially
they “had more confidence in each other than they had in us.” There is evidence of a mutual
understanding between Battelle and Ohio State that the two of them together had the resources to
make Metro work, despite any risks involved. As Hoffman described it:
They had the belief that anytime Battelle and Ohio State went in together they had big
enough dogs and smart enough people and enough money that they would make it work.
And I think it was their confidence in one another more than their confidence in us. Their
confidence grew as they started to see the work, and to see who we hired, and as they
started to see the first set of kids.
Backing this confidence, substantial early financial support was made available, to a
degree that may have overshadowed questions about sustainability over time, particularly if the
goal was to create a sustainable program. When KnowledgeWorks joined, hundreds of
thousands of Early College program dollars merged with Battelle’s and Ohio State’s investments
to help fuel the school’s development, but originally high levels of external funding are not
perpetually available. Indeed, sustainability in its current form has become one of Metro’s
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present challenges, and, as Hoffman acknowledged, one of Battelle’s main concerns at this point.
Hoffman said, “We’re not out of the danger zone with sustainability issues.”
In regard to the risks of investing in the work of the school’s central designers, Battelle’s
and OSU’s leaders on the project, after becoming engaged with Hoffman, Raymond, and Brad
Mitchell of the Ed Council, formed a trusting partnership according to those who worked closely
with the group at the time (Hunter & Agranoff, 2008). Interview data indicate that Battelle
became very confident in the partnering arrangements, the contributions and leadership of their
own staff members, and in the work of the students, the teachers, and the school’s leaders.
Hoffman said:
I think their confidence grew as they started to see the work and started to see who we
hired and as they started to see the first set of kids. I mean the confidence has grown to
the point that [one of the only things] they question now is the sustainability.
Interviews with Ohio State leaders indicated strong support for their decisions and their
commitments. Richard Freeman said, “so many good decisions were made” when describing the
gradual work of the school designers to negotiate the start up and development of Metro.
Leadership and Reform Design Specialists Become School Makers
Continuing a theme developed in the response to the first research question, Hoffman and
Raymond took the experience and knowledge they had developed while designing programs for
state and regional initiatives—like the Ohio High School Transformation Initiative or the Ohio
Principals’ Leadership Academy—and applied it to creating an entirely new school. Having
founded Ohio’s Coalition of Essential Schools office, directing its programs, obtaining state
recognition for their work, and conducting design and implementation for organizations like
KnowledgeWorks, between them, Hoffman and Raymond had a wealth of knowledge to apply to
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Metro. Recalling the 1990s, as he integrated Coalition of Essential Schools practices into
Reynoldsburg High School, Hoffman said:
“we had all this attention… we were getting visitors… we had to go to a visitation
schedule. I forget how many, in like four or five years we had like 3,000 visitors. We
had people from Japan, Germany,…”
The Educational Council’s Mitchell had helped build a strong inter-district set of unique
programs for students from Franklin County’s 16 districts. It was reasonable that Battelle and
Ohio State might place their confidence in those who had such preparedness for the challenges of
school design, policy negotiation, partner coordination, and design implementation. As
previously indicated, interviewees reported that confidence built as the school began to take
shape. Without disagreement, all participants remarked on the demeanor, maturity, and
intelligence of the students, indicating that such impressions helped confirm the growing
confidence in the school’s development. Diana Wolterman, Battelle’s resident administrator at
the school who has worked to coordinate partners and publicize the events and accomplishments
of Metro’s students and staff, described partners’ early concerns about the nature of the school’s
publicity—concerns that largely evaporated as successes began to roll out. In regard to the
concerns of many about various student outcomes that might or might not have been forthcoming
in the early days, Raymond said, “sometimes people don’t think the kids can do what they really
can do. You know? So it’s our job to prove it.”
Battelle and Ohio State: Facilities and Funds
So fundamental that it could be overlooked—particularly when reform conversations are
focused on the academic side of increasing rigor, increasing grad rates, and preparing college and
career ready students—was Hoffman’s original, basic emphasis on acquiring a “free or cheap”
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place to start the school and money to run it. With Battelle came the funds to create the school.
Other sources of funding were also acquired and applied, (e.g., continuation of the original
$200,000 Coalition of Essential Schools grant and per pupil expenditures from the participating
school districts) but Battelle’s original $560,000 grant and ongoing financial commitments
provided the fiscal security needed to underwrite the start of the school’s innovative activities.
(Per pupil revenue from each of the Educational Council member districts sending students to
Metro provided the baseline funds for operation.) Ohio State provided the space in the form of a
$1.2 million dollar, three-year lease on a single story office building in a research park adjacent
to the campus.
Both provided intellectual resources critical for developing the school’s program,
resources that would have otherwise been too costly and inimitable at the level and in the manner
Battelle and OSU delivered. Ohio State’s Richard Freeman described the significance of
utilizing his college’s budget to support Metro, largely by assigning graduate teaching assistants
(GTAs) in to work there. Joan Herbers, then Ohio State’s Dean of the College of Biological
Sciences, said:
[I] funded a graduate associate to work at Metro High School from my college funds…
[and] Rick Freeman of Math and Physical Sciences funded two or three graduate students
who had their graduate teaching positions located at Metro.
Of the fact that Metro is more than a school, and that it requires budgeted allocations
from the university, Sandra Stroot said:
It’s also a research and development site for us, and research and development sites are
very expensive; they don’t go without a cost to the college; and it’s not just our college.
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The support went beyond volunteering hours for curriculum development and advisory
work, as GTA’s were conducting research and genuinely helping the school develop its
programs. Herbers said:
One of the students [a GTA] that I helped support actually worked for them in the
summer and took kids on a field trip… to study spiders in caves… This was what her
research was all about. So, they were very involved, they helped to develop modules, lab
experiments, and so on.
Of Battelle’s contributions, Diana Wolterman said what her organization brought was
“better than money” because it included “being innovative, having experience with systems, and
looking at things differently.” Partner contributions were greater than the dollar figures
publicized, and the intellectual contributions, even if labeled with dollar figures, magnified one
another, increasing the quality of the project. Rich Rosen’s engagement, innovative thinking,
and supportive championing of Metro, as reported by both Hoffman and Wolterman, helped keep
the Battelle-Metro bond very tight, backed up the research and design mission of the school, and
facilitated the ongoing commitment of resources.
Flexible, Collaborative, Engaged, and Multi-leveled Leadership Network for Implementation
Hunter and Agranoff (2008) conducted an extensive, anthropological and public policy
study of Metro High School that examined the network-based nature of the school leadership.
These authors utilized a grounded theory approach, augmented with the application of a
“theoretical model of network management” (p. 47), to study the development and interactivity
of the network of key partners and other entities associated with the school. From the
anthropological side, the authors conducted an intimate, ethnographic study of the developing
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Metro High School community, representing the interaction of its members, over time, with one
another and with the developing aspects of the school.
The authors examined the active network structure that supported almost all of Metro’s
activities and determined that even its core decision-making mechanisms were distributed across
a network of committed and trusting individuals and organizations. Opposite in nature from
hierarchical, bureaucratic decision-making bodies, Metro’s founding partnership exhibited a
highly collaborative and organically developed features, with a high level of flexibility and
interorganizational cooperation. Data generated from my own interviews corroborated such
findings. One Ohio State participant noted the flexibility of leadership roles, as individuals
moved from coordination to team member or partner roles. Others noted the trust and
investment placed in the designs and decisions of teachers and graduate assistants who
contributed to program designs, for individualized projects as well as for more broadly applied
instruction. Associated partners like the PAST Foundation assumed leadership roles in the
development of relevant, problem-based learning experiences.
In other words, the leaders of Metro’s partners, while driven by their convictions to reach
their objectives, coordinated the collaborative efforts of many other experienced, hands-on
leaders in ways that developed shared leadership for the school’s directions and results. This
kind of activity was aligned with Raymond’s approach to change. When asked about the extent
of connections between her work guiding Metro and its partners, her reform organization
background, and her personal beliefs, she said it was:
…very important, personal philosophy included. It’s very important that when you have
a collaboration… of different entities—we have higher ed, the schools in the county, and
a business partner—that we have a common vision for the outcome and that we have a
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common understanding of the kinds of things that we’re going to do at all costs to make
sure that its successful.
Based on interviews and observations, and taking Hunter and Agranoff’s (2008) study
into account, Metro’s non-linear, non-hierarchical decision making network tended to operate
like an engaged think-tank, continually addressing the design challenges presented by their
objectives and making systemic revisions as necessary to keep the school’s development on
track. Metro’s business manager, Kathy Fries, said, “it takes a village; Metro’s a village.”
Taken all together, Metro was designed and implemented by many people, operating with
high levels of support from their home organizations. College Deans, Associate Deans,
scientists, college faculty from math, biology, and education, the school’s teachers, Ohio
Department of Education leaders, foundation-based implementation specialists, graduate
assistants, anthropologists, laboratory designers, and media specialists, even students, were
among the groups of people whose time, expertise, and, in some cases, funding and budgets were
coordinated during the evolving design of the school. Hoffman, Raymond, and the Educational
Council, Battelle, Ohio State, and KnowledgeWorks, as institutional partners, are at the center of
this case, but many individuals, and numerous additional organizations (see Appendix H) worked
together to make the school.
The Merger of Coalition of Essential Schools Principles with STEM Learning Principles
The values of the Coalition of Essential Schools, exemplified by Hoffman and
Raymond’s intentions for Metro’s underlying, cultural structure, have been previously described
and will not be revisited here. What must be made clear, however, is that these principles have
truly played the leading role in organizing the culture of the school. In terms of implementation
integrity, the Coalition principles have not been diluted. Interviewees confirmed that this was
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very intentional from the start. When asked about her involvement with Coalition ideas, Sandra
Stroot, then Associate Dean of the College of Education and Human Ecology said:
I went with Marcy and Dan several times to different [CES] conferences to be able to
make sure that I—they made sure that I—understood the Coalition of Essential Schools
and the mission behind the Coalition, so that as we started building out Metro, we’d make
sure that we integrated those concepts within the core mission statements and the
essential beliefs of Metro.
These principles were just as important with regard to the preparation of students’ social
abilities—their capacity to appropriately interact with adults and in college and career settings—
as they were to academic preparation. Stroot described the program this way:
…there is an opportunity to be able to design courses so that the first time the students
take university courses the faculty members come to the school and they teach the course
to the cohort students on site. And then the next time the students take a course, they may
take it to where they would go with a group of people in the course, so there might be
four or five of them in the same course. The third course they take they may be the only
student in the class from Metro. So the intent is to try to think about not only their
academic needs but... these are still high school kids, [and we help] negotiate their social
transition into a university as well as the academic transition into the university.
Hoffman’s and Raymond’s own backgrounds were previously described in part to give
the reader an idea of the ways each had professional experiences working to disseminate and
develop such respectful and personally relevant and rigorous school environments—qualities
promoted by the Gates Foundation and other education philanthropies, but long espoused by
Coalition leaders and members. Their development of Metro was essentially an extension and
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application of values, beliefs, and skills previously developed while having been engaged as
leaders in the relatively brief history of school reform in Ohio that has been discussed during my
answer to the initial research subquestion.
There is a humble and down to earth quality to the Coalition’s Principles. Grandiose
ideas or ambitious goals give way to simple values—trust, fairness, hard and relevant work,
personalized settings, modest resources. In fact, the ninth Principle assumes limitation on
resources, imploring leaders to plan and spend strategically, carefully. To some extent, Metro is
an example of what can occur when a handful of not just school leaders, but intelligent and
critical school makers, become endowed with powerful resources and refuse to let go of the
original CES principles during implementation. My observational data reflect the frequent
printed presence of student work—and teacher guidance—in the building that is focused on goal
setting, on mastery, and on overcoming obstacles. I saw first hand small classes, engaging
student-adult interaction, active learning, and professional peer support for instruction. The
condition of modest resources may not have applied, at least in the early going, but the decisions
made in regard to applying available resources never strayed from the second part of the ninth
principle, the focus on teaching and learning.
That Metro would become a STEM school—with Battelle’s and OSU’s backing—was
non-negotiable; this would become clear as soon as the partnership was formed. Had Hoffman
and Raymond insisted on a school for the arts, or a one focused on international studies, or a
more narrow range of career paths (e.g., health sciences), the partnership would not have been
enabled as it was. Science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) were of the highest
priority for Battelle and for Ohio State. Battelle is of course a leading scientific research
institute, and Karen Holbrook, Ohio State’s President at the time, sent Deans from math and
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science, along with education, to the original partnership forming meetings. Discussions
between Ohio State and Battelle had already fixed the STEM focus.
Raymond said, “even at the beginning it was clear it was going to be STEM.” This suited
Raymond, who had promoted cross-curricular, problem-based learning as a science teacher, as a
curriculum leader for the Reynoldsburg schools, and as a school reform strategist. In her view,
the experiment-driven, research and development ethos of STEM was perfectly aligned with the
challenge of designing an iteratively structured, relevant high school experience for students.
That Metro would remain true to its Coalition principles was similarly non-negotiable from
Hoffman’s and Raymond’s perspective, even in the face of Battelle’s and OSU’s strength and
influence and their interests in many other qualities that, though perhaps related, were not
essentially derived from Sizer’s ideas. Hoffman said, “the school was intended from its earliest
conceptions to be small, and relationship-based, to make learning relevant for the students’ lives,
and to make instruction and expectations rigorous.” Hoffman’s, Raymond’s, and even the
Educational Council’s commitment to Coalition ideas would be among the strongest forces to
map the culture of Metro High School.
Columbus area high schools, Ohio high schools, the nation’s high schools—particularly
those in the urban centers, such as inner city Columbus—were under producing graduates, not to
mention graduates prepared for study and work in STEM fields. This contributed to an array of
concerns—addressed in previous chapters of this study—from slipping global competitiveness to
the availability of prepared students who could enroll or work in universities like Ohio State and
organizations like Battelle. The emphasis on equitable access (discussed in following section) to
Metro High School from inner city Columbus, as well as other Franklin County districts, was
partly about giving underserved kids a chance at successful STEM learning. The Coalition’s
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emphasis on intellectual development through personalized learning and articulated mastery
demonstration (more than multiple-choice tests) paralleled the concept of equity-driven STEM
learning.
The merger of Coalition Principles with the STEM disciplines, empowered by the
partners’ resources, and implemented with collaborative, committed effort underlies much of
what Metro has accomplished. For example, Principle Six specifies real tasks for students to be
involved in. Merged with STEM, this means students will learn by solving real STEM-related
problems. Merged with the resources of the partners, this meant that students would, for
example, go into the field and learn by engaging in research designed by scientists and engineers
and professors. Metro’s prominence as a model for the state, for STEM education, and for
school reform in other parts of the country would come in part from the partners’ power and
influence, channeling and disseminating evidence of Metro students’ real work. The real work
of STEM learning applied as well to the adults who were making the school.
STEM—Design Challenges Continually Applied to the School Itself
Raymond pointed out that Metro is as much a “design challenge” as it is a school. In
other words, very intentionally, the school is averse to an inflexible framework within which
adults and students follow fixed paths of teaching and learning behavior. A constant question,
and goal for the school, according to Raymond, is “how to best design the optimal conditions
under which students can be ready and prepared for STEM.” The school itself is viewed as part
of this “iterative process” of constant improvement, with experiences to be reflected in the more
successful STEM schools that follow. Raymond points to newer schools based on the Metro
model—like MC2 in Cleveland, Ohio and Delta High School in Pasco, Washington—and claims
they should be better than Metro, having learned from Metro, while possessing the same
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exploratory genetics, the same drive to figure out how to best engage and prepare high school
students. Raymond’s summarized this feature of the school is as follows:
You know what this is? This is a design challenge—how to best design the optimal
conditions under which students can be ready and prepared for STEM. Each prototype,
each iteration should be just a prototype, and changed and constantly monitored or
measured… Every one that comes after it should be better than the one that it started
with. So, Delta should be a better school initially than ours, and MC2 should be a better
school initially than ours… But then, we’re also revamping our prototype. So we’re
using the design cycle all the time… we’re also working on our design… [and] we want
to make sure that we’re teaching kids how to use the design process, whenever a barrier
comes up that seems like it’s going to stop whatever processes that you want to get done,
done… It’s a different way of thinking.
In terms of curriculum, Ohio State, Battelle, and Ohio Department of Education
representatives gave hundreds of hours with Metro faculty to develop the discipline-integrated,
personalized, accelerated curriculum the school needed, without following patterns specified by
the state. Those patterns would have inhibited Metro from achieving its objectives with its
students and teachers. Ohio curriculum standards benchmarks served as guideposts, but
otherwise, curriculum design could be tailored for individuals, for groups, and for the overall
design of the learning and mastery process. Metro did not necessarily follow state-recommended
sequencing, and leaders viewed state benchmarks as points that could be adapted to Metro’s
objectives, not the other way around.
With regard to instructional research and development that could positively affect, not
only Metro, but other high schools and Ohio State University itself, Joan Herbers said:
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We were hoping that the lessons learned about science education at Metro would nucleate
some change here on campus as well in terms of the way that our faculty teach science
students. [Additionally] the College of Education had a big investment in understanding
what worked and didn’t work in science education there [at Metro] in terms of working
with all the other schools in the area. So we really saw it as a nucleation experiment…
can we figure out what works at Metro and can some of those lessons be applied in other
situations, not just in high schools, but in the university as well.
Autonomy
Metro therefore became a demonstration school, a school that would demonstrate
experimental learning processes with its students as with its own ongoing organizational design.
Raymond said the demonstration title helped her implement some things that—though researchbased—might not be quickly accepted by others. Of obstacles, she acknowledged an
autonomous streak, saying, “I didn’t ask permission very often,” and said:
I don’t think anybody ever said ‘you can’t…’ People said, ‘I don’t know how you’re ever
going to get that done’ or… Maybe I didn’t hear it. Maybe they said it and I didn’t hear
it. I don’t know.
Of the original, fledgling efforts to find partners to help fund and open the school,
including initial exploration of charter school options, Hoffman said, “it was important to us that
it be a small, autonomous school, and they’re not used to autonomous schools in Columbus, nor
are a lot of districts.” From teacher assignments to curriculum development, Metro would design
its own path. Diana Wolterman of Battelle said, “there were no boundaries around their
innovative thinking” with reference to Raymond and Battelle’s Rich Rosen. She reported that
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her efforts, as well as those of others, to capture various developing processes and protocols were
made difficult by frequent adjustments and the speed with which development moved.
The Educational Council as a Vehicle for Negotiations Across Multiple Districts
An early opportunity existed for Metro to be started as a chartered school under the
auspices of the Columbus City Schools. As described previously, the charter option did not
develop. Complications in terms of aligned support across the district—from the central office
to the school board to the teachers’ union—appear to have been a difficult proposition, even if
the advantages of such a school were recognizable and generally supported. Participants
reported that charter school proposals were not generally favored in the Columbus area at the
time, and that implementation would lack some political support.
Already supported by public funds, and running a collection of educational support
programs for all 16 public school district in the boundaries in Franklin County, the Ed Council
emerged as a logical option for hosting the administration of Metro. Metro would, in this case,
not exist as a self-contained school, but as a program in which any student in the 16-district
consortium could potentially participate. As an Ed Council program, design and policy
considerations were shifted from within the existing bureaucratic systems of any particular
district, to the leadership and governance of the Council. Joan Herbers, a member of the
advisory group designing Metro, said of the Educational Council that it was:
…absolutely essential to the funding model and for getting buy-in from all the districts.
It [Metro] wouldn’t have happened without that structure there… [Having to] work
through some pretty tricky funding and jurisdiction issues with some of the districts… the
Educational Council was really, really important.
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The leader of the Ed Council at this time, introduced previously, was Dr. Brad Mitchell.
Mitchell is reported by Hoffman and Raymond to have enthusiastically supported the Metro idea
and its Coalition of Essential Schools principles, and became a key developer as well as a
reliable visionary and advocate for the innovative approaches the school required.
The agency does provide the administrative framework for Metro, but the decisionmaking group during and after development was delegated by the Ed Council to a formally
convened Metro Partnership Group (MPG). Serving the Ed Council and associated funders on
behalf of Metro, the MPG was comprised initially of representation from the Ed Council itself,
Battelle, and Ohio State. The objective of the group, as presented in initial press material related
to the school is to “advise and assist in the design, operation and assessment of the school’s
academic program. It will also be responsible for evaluation and research, professional
development and community engagement” (Ohio State News, 2006, January 18).
Hunter and Agranoff (2008) reported that this group addressed operational issues, served
as a “brainstorming” team, and approached potential funders, such as the Gates Foundation, for
continuing support of the school (p. 55). (Although the MPG stands as a formal arrangement of
the institutional partners behind Metro High School, and helps serve—as an extension of the Ed
Council—as a formal organization that allows Metro to manage itself within a legitimate,
administrative framework, I chose to examine a less constrained sample of the partnership, and
have not relied on the MPG as the central medium for exploring the case.)
As a result of Ed Council governance, the students who enroll in Metro remain enrolled
in their home schools, while attending Metro for their 9th-12th grade experience. Per pupil
expenditures are routed from the home districts to Metro, following the students. Students’ test
scores on the Ohio Graduation Tests (OGT’s) are reported back to these home schools and
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contribute to accountability measures. Students participate in sports and some extra-curricular
activities in their home schools. Notably, the individual school board policies of for each of the
home districts are the controlling policies in regard to student discipline, attendance, and other
concerns affecting any individual student. Similarly, individual district policies—including
teacher compensation scales—affect teachers who come from the various Ed Council districts to
work in Metro. Managing these disparate policy sets is an indication of Raymond’s ability to
juggle the rules of multiple jurisdictions. Over time, these policy discrepancies, particularly as
they affect teacher compensation, have remained challenging to resolve.
The original plan called for teachers to spend a few years at Metro, then return to home
schools and districts to disseminate strategies learned and employed at the school. (Design
features of the school explicitly include mechanisms for dissemination.) Teachers who want to
teach at Metro sign on with a memorandum-of-understanding utilizing a union policy called
“special assignment.” In a sense, agreeing to teach at Metro means agreeing to do what it takes
to create the kind of learning experiences the school is committed to. Metro was able to utilize
the Ed Council as an agency for obtaining such autonomous practices, while remaining a fully
accessible public school, albeit by lottery selection.
The management and negotiations required to put all of these operating policies in place,
serving sixteen separate school districts in a large urban city, was a well-crafted exercise in and
of itself. Sandra Stroot, an Associate Dean with Ohio State at the time of Metro’s growth who
has been continually engaged with Metro, described the program as “a very complicated
structure of relationships” and credited Raymond as being a “key” to the achievement of
successful negotiations that had to be worked out in each district’s “own context.” Of particular
concern was the transfer of per pupil funding from home school districts to Metro, for each
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Metro student. Stroot said, “One of the concerns was whether or not the districts would be
willing to have their students come to Metro [because the money would follow them there.]”
She agreed that a lack of local district participation “could have undermined the whole process.”
With regard to facilitating negotiations for this participation, she continued:
Each superintendent faces [his or her] own local context, so you can’t just put this blanket
solution out there. You have to try to find a way for each district to be able to negotiate
their way to it.
When asked who primarily shepherded these negotiations, Stroot said, “Marcy, Marcy,
Marcy,” in reference to the principal, Marcy Raymond. Both Stroot and Freeman wondered how
successful the effort would have been without Raymond’s work. Stroot said, “If Marcy had left
for some reason, who could have stepped in her shoes?” Others commented on the good
decisions that were made in this regard, keeping Metro’s development moving forward. Within
the Educational Council organization, superintendents have been able to weigh in on Metro’s
position in the county. Of this engagement, Stroot said, “we’re not making naïve decisions that
are not even going to be feasible within a school context.”
Equity
One salient and persuasive quality of the Metro concept, and one that was fundamental to
some members of the partnership and required some degree of internal persuasion, has been the
focus on equity—that the school should be accessible to, serve, and achieve success with
underserved students in the region, those who might otherwise never know of their potential to
excel in STEM related studies and careers. Stroot said, “the intent of Metro has been [that] this
is not going to be the cream of the crop.” Dan Hoffman summarized the intent, at least from his
and Raymond’s perspective, this way:
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We entered the planning with a relentless pursuit of equity… that this should be a school
for all children. There was [some] pushback to a school for all children as some saw this
as an opportunity to mold bright young scientists and mathematicians. Even though a
byproduct is indeed the advanced work of some very bright science and math students,
equal access was a primary mission.
Joan Herbers said:
One of the things I absolutely treasure about Metro is the socioeconomic diversity of its
students. It’s not just a school for the rich… and that’s really, really special about Metro;
and that certainly helps me change my attitude about what’s possible.
This commitment to equity accompanied the rejection of a special academy-type school
for high achievers and he was a persuasive early component of the concept across the
Educational Council districts. As described in other sections of this study, the success Metro has
achieved with its students, while holding fast to equity principles, has answered the questions of
some skeptics.
Skeptics
Aside from the Educational Council negotiations, and the discussions about Metro in the
sixteen school districts of Franklin County, there were those who were not so sure of Metro’s
promise. Some indicated the experience of wait-and-see attitudes from some of the individuals
and groups they were involved with. The Ohio Department of Education questioned the
potential for success in regard to some Ohio Graduation Tests and had concerns about the
effectiveness of curriculum sequencing and interdisciplinary plans. Faculty with Ohio State had
concerns about the early college component of Metro. Their prior experiences with early college
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programs had taught them that rigorous college preparation was not necessarily an outcome from
such programming. Ohio State’s Stroot said:
Part of it had to do with the reputation that early college had early on. [There were
places] where universities just kind of anointed high schools to offer college credit. It
was hard to see that there was quality there… Some faculty were fighting back against
this early college thing. Their experiences were that students who took these early
college courses were not prepared for our university.
No admission to the main campus of Ohio State could be guaranteed, despite Metro’s
plans to place kids on its campus for coursework. In general, what Metro was proposing to do
did invite some skepticism and resistance. Apparent policy or procedural obstacles contributed.
Determined, Raymond stated a goal in regard to obtaining access to college for students who are
typically unable to obtain it:
[It is] to make sure the kids are capable, and then to make sure that we figure out how to
get around it [policy or procedural obstacles] or over it or through it or change the rule in
order to get access for the kids that we have.
Of the risk taking Ohio State faculty took with regard to engaging with Metro for early
college coursework, Stroot said:
It took some pioneering faculty who were willing to do this with us… and give us enough
time to build the data to show that these students really were academically ready.
Hoffman, Stroot, and others emphasized that as the data began to appear and as people
began to interact with Metro’s students, experiencing first hand their ability to articulate their
knowledge and understanding to others, skeptics were won over. After four years of Metro’s
operation, Raymond said:
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Our early college looks a little different than other early colleges in that we don’t do dual
credit for what should be a high school level course…. We aren’t going to put them in
Math 120 or Math 101. We’re going to put them in Math 151, which is calculus.
Adults’ experiences with Metro tend to reflect being impressed with its students’ abilities
to handle themselves with adults and with challenging tasks, obviating some concerns. Speaking
of second year students who conducted interviews with Columbus area 8th graders applying to
come to Metro, Stroot said:
It was just so amazing to see the social growth and confidence that those students had
achieved within a year… and on top of that, all the academic growth.
Raymond spoke of access itself to high level learning experiences as being associated
with improving student outcomes. Of early college coursework at OSU she said:
if they [students] haven’t proved mastery, they can’t go to Ohio State… it doesn’t
happen. ACT-wise, the kids are able to take coursework, even if their ACT is 23, 24, 25,
a course at a time, but you have to get approval for each course. The thing we’re seeing
is our ACT score goes like this [gesturing in an upward motion with her hand]. The more
college courses they’re taking, the higher the ACT scores are…
100% of Metro’s first graduating class was admitted to college, and over half of those
gained admission to Ohio State, which was, as Stroot put it, “exactly what we wanted. We
wanted to be able to get these kids who were really excited about STEM to come into our
institution.” Some of these students entered OSU this fall (2010) as sophomores. A small
number were nearly juniors.
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Summary: Research Subquestion 2
The synthesis of inputs and results generated by the collaboration of Metro’s partners has
been presented with abbreviated entries in Figure 17. It was followed with sections designed to
explain these entries. Taken altogether, the complex and dynamic configuration of parties,
inputs, perspectives, and decisions is difficult to summarize quickly. Resistant to easy
summations, the value of understanding what occurred is unobtainable without exploring
multiple developmental facets of the overall project. Nevertheless, I endeavor in the following
paragraphs to warp up the response to this second subquestion, featuring what I believe to be the
primary enabling factors and constructs—stemming from the interorganizational partners’
collaboration and underlying the success of the school.
Metro High School was developed by experienced and committed individuals and
organizations stocked with the knowledge, resources, influence, and principles to capitalize on a
unique opportunity to launch and direct the design of a challenging project. One participant in
the study noted that so many good decisions were made along the way. Another concurred and
felt that the project’s leadership, especially Marcy Raymond’s, worked on multiple fronts to
negotiate the forces affecting the school—those that were enabling it as well as those that could
have derailed it. All participants acknowledged to some degree the high level of resource
support that permitted the extended reach of the school into programs, activities, and learning
experiences designed to give students a demanding, but extraordinarily rich learning experience.
Battelle and Ohio State, each operating in its hometown, were the most powerful and
resourceful local institutions that could have been involved. Participants credited part of Metro’s
authority to pursue its objectives to the political influence—and collaboration—of these two
local giants. Each brought national, even international, STEM credentials, and they were each
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charged with making Metro into an exemplary program on the direct authority of their respective
Presidents. Hoffman and Raymond were seasoned policy and instructional leaders, having
committed years to cultivating Coalition of Essential Schools-based reform in their own districts
and others. The Educational Council and its leader, Brad Mitchell, embraced the Coalition
principles and enthusiastically helped lead the design and negotiated aspects of the program.
When KnowledgeWorks later became a formal partner, it connected Metro with the state’s most
knowledgeable and influential school reform support organization, brought in substantial Gates
Foundation funding to greatly extend the learning opportunities for students, and sponsored the
continuing engagement of technical support specialists and leaders such as Dan Hoffman.
Though it does not capture everything about the school, it is fair to say that high-powered and
plentiful STEM resources were essentially packaged into a Coalition of Essential Schools model,
and led with Coalition principles at heart.
On a fundamentally deep level, in terms of project development structure, the partnership
and the school, under Raymond’s leadership as principal, embraced the notion that in real life
and real life learning, one does not always know the course that will be taken to reach a desired
outcome. This construct underlies research, experimentation, and development of new
solutions—missions central to Battelle, Ohio State, and any well-designed STEM project. When
talking about any aspect of the school—from student experiences to program design—Raymond
often used words such as “agility” to characterize the type of effort required to reach goals.
Coalition of Essential Schools principles reinforce this same concept. When confronted with
rules, policies, or skeptics that did not comfortably align with Metro’s aims, partnership leaders
stayed focused on the greater targets and, as Raymond put it, the “design challenge” and
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“demonstration” mission of the school. Feedback and adjustment processes were built into the
culture of the school.
The school was not the result of a pre-designed, pre-packaged, tightly engineered reform
implementation. As a public school program, it was simultaneously built up and designed within
the boundaries of a negotiated framework of the state educational agency and local school
districts. With its private/non-profit sponsorship, however, its capacities and reach were
extended beyond those of any local school. Many hands made the program, supported it, and
designed it and redesigned it as it grew. Metro was intended and empowered to develop and test
richly crafted, accelerated, and well-supported teaching and learning experiences, equitably
accessible to students from any Columbus and Franklin County school.
The final subquestion’s response basically extends that of the one just discussed, moving
from school partner and school design characteristics and synthesized effects to a greater focus
on the way resulting outcomes reflect the partners’ intentions and their achievements within the
context of school reform in Ohio. Many of the previously described effects have foreshadowed
the contents of the following discussion.
Research Subquestion 3: Findings and Support
Up to this point I have examined the educational reform context from which some of
Metro’s founding partners emerged (research subquestion 1). I have examined the identity,
perspectives, and the resources with which each of the core founding partners entered into and
conducted the collaborative work required to create Metro High School. I have drawn
synthesizing conclusions about the collaborative, interorganizational work of the partners
(research subquestion 2). Taken together, these answers have illustrated some of the dynamics
of this partnership’s activities as they created Metro High School. The findings in regard to this
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final subquestion address some resulting implementation effects these creative efforts have
had—as a reflection of partnership dynamics—on educational innovation and policy change
beyond Metro High School itself. This third subquestion asks:
To what extent does the implemented school reflect the combined effects of contextual
conditions and partners’ intents?
The intent of this third question is clearly to build on the answers to the first two, but it
might be misconstrued as an evaluative question, concerned with the degree to which the school
has met its objectives. I have had no intent to review the initial objectives of its multiple
programs to determine successful implementation. My desire has been to examine the general
results of the Metro High School partners’ efforts to develop, implement, and disseminate a
changed high school experience, accomplished by combining their intents—drawn from their
experiences, perspectives, and resources—with favorable contextual conditions to develop and
advance a model of high school education that they perceived as optimal.
As the study unfolded, findings were distinctly oriented towards Metro’s objectives as a
demonstration school, as a laboratory from which research could emerge that would affect
educational policy in ways that would favor innovation over the status quo. The tenor of this
overall finding is entirely consistent with a primary, literature-based concern that underlies this
study: the resilience of public education systems to change. The innovation success that the
Metro project has had stands in contrast to such resilience, despite the fact that the school must
continue to negotiate its terms of operation while maintaining its focus on providing a rich,
accelerated, inquiry-based learning experience in a supportive, small school environment.
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Student Accomplishments
Few things can reflect the intents of Metro’s partners and their capitalizing on a
confluence of favorable conditions like the performances of Metro’s students. 100% of the first
graduating class was admitted to college. The average ACT score (26 to 27) is near Ohio State’s
entrance standard. Over half the class has been admitted to Ohio State. Scholarship awards for
the 75 students in this group totaled $3.8 million (averaging over $50,000 per student). Many of
the students were reportedly amazed at both the college acceptance letters and the scholarships.
(Raymond made certain that all students applied to five colleges or universities.) Some of these
were students that several years before would likely not have even considered college as a viable
option for the future. Students met mastery objectives ahead of schedule relative to more typical
public school settings and relative to many observers’ expectations.
Some students have experienced extraordinary accomplishments (e.g., working alongside
scientists with Battelle, gaining enough credits to start college at Ohio State as a junior, or
enrolling in OSU as a STEM major when demographic statistics might have marked the student
for drop-out status if he or she had stayed at his or her home high school). Many skeptics’ early
concerns about academic attainment, including some within the Ohio Department of Education,
have been alleviated, and copious innovative, sophisticated, problem-based instructional methods
have been developed, tested, and deployed with students.
Many students report (through evidence found in media reports) gaining high levels of
confidence for interacting with adults in professional settings (over fifty cooperating learning
partner organizations have hosted students.) All participants in this study reported remarkable
impressions in regard to the way Metro’s students handle themselves with intelligence and poise
in all kinds of situations. When visitors to the school need tours, any available student has been
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able to handle the task well. Three students, with no adult staff members, ably conducted my
own initial visit to the school. Sandra Stroot, as cited previously, described the way that, during
interviews with potential incoming students, the Metro students involved handled the interview
process so well, she had to do very little to ensure a quality effort. Ohio State’s Herbers said of
Metro students:
The faculty members who host students from Metro are just blown away with the
initiative of the students, with the work ethic of the students, and the maturity, their
ability to rub elbows with the graduate students and post-docs, ask really good questions,
and learn quickly.
A highlight in regard to the impressions Metro’s students have had on adults was the
reportedly influential testimony of several Metro students in congressional hearings on STEM
education. Students testified to help pass key STEM components of the Ohio Core legislation.
Raymond described it as “the first piece of legislation that we lobbied for,” referring to the
students and their work with the teachers. “The kids lobbied for it,” she said. She continued:
The kids are better speakers than just about anybody else we could get. So if there’s an
opportunity for a kid to speak, they’re going to speak.
Both pieces of legislation for which the students actively and explicitly lobbied passed.
Partners’ Research and Development Missions Transmitted Into/Through the School
Many references to the research and development or “design challenge” themes in regard
to Metro’s design have already been made in the course of answering previous subquestions. As
a demonstrated outcome of the school, however, it is worth reinforcing the point that Metro’s
partners did not simply fund the school’s programs. Metro’s partners’ organizational missions
were in part enacted by the school as it became an extension of their institutional goals. The
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effect of varied organizational perspectives on Metro’s development is very deeply integrated
into the school’s design. This close alignment is both an outcome and an explanation of the
active engagement of leaders from Battelle, Ohio State, The Educational Council,
KnowledgeWorks, the PAST Foundation, and many other organizations in the creation of the
school. The purposeful, mission-centric contributions of many organizations—each in some way
or another committed to the processes of exploring and learning—assured that the school site
itself would be a laboratory for exploring and learning about the most effective ways of
successfully preparing students for STEM related careers and studies.
Professional Development Outreach to Other Sites
Although it is a feature of Metro that has been under examined in the course of my
inquiry, limited data indicate that what has been learned at Metro is being exported to other
schools in the region by those who have worked or now work at the school. Part of the school’s
original design called for teachers to spend only a few years teaching at Metro before returning
to their home districts to deploy Metro-like strategies in more traditional settings. This design
feature appears to have been partially fulfilled at this point. In some cases, classes for Metro
students have been held at existing high schools, and in other cases, Metro teachers are
conducting professional development for STEM teachers in other schools. Although limited in
terms of what I am able to report here, what data that have been gathered reinforce the theme of
Metro High School’s partners utilizing the school as an instrument for change and educational
improvement beyond the school site itself.
Leadership for Dissemination
Metro began with the former CEO of Battelle and the former President of OSU
personally committing themselves, and by extension, their organizations, to the success of Metro.
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With the intent to make the school itself into a research laboratory, the results of that research
would be disseminated—as with any high profile investigative project, as Metro was and is.
Research, development, and, in the case of Battelle, distribution and activation of innovation
(marketization) would be one of the fundamental activities.
Interested visitors began arriving relatively early, as the school’s unique programs
quickly gained attention. The export of technical curriculum and instruction strategies started as
well, as design activity had a chance to prove itself over some period of time. Models developed
from the course of creating the school itself, with its involvement of interorganizational partners
and strategic, goal-oriented, “back-mapped” design work are being utilized to help other
districts, schools, and organizations innovate and change. The Ohio STEM Learning Network
(OSLN) was built by Metro partners, who, basing it in part on the Metro model, are working to
influence education-related networks and local and state policies in other places. The OSLN
model, represented by leaders involved in Metro’s creation, is now being applied in other
states—in Tennessee, for example, as this state is taking action to establish a statewide STEM
network of schools with recently awarded Race-To-The-Top funds.
Roughly twenty years ago, as Hoffman and others converted Reynoldsburg High School
to a Coalition school, the visits began. People wanted to see what was happening. Spreading the
implementation and effects of Coalition principle-driven strategies was a mission, and dozens of
schools became Coalition partners where before there were none. From the perspective of Dan
Hoffman and Marcy Raymond (who began with the Reynoldsburg schools), Battelle, OSU, Brad
Mitchell (formerly of the Educational Council, now with the OSLN), and other key partners,
efforts to improve the way all public schools work is part of the greater plan. Metro has served
as a research and development instrument for this intent.
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Iteration, Not Replication
No participant in this study disputed the idea that Metro is likely not replicable. Prior to
formal data collection, two initial informants (not included in the formal data collection process)
called the school a “Ferrari” of STEM early college high schools, citing its very influential
partners, its originally copious resources, and the degree to which so many people contributed so
much time to its development. Ohio State’s Richard Freeman, acknowledging the strength of
leadership and the wealth of resources, said, “everybody wants a Metro,” but that it would
probably be nearly impossible to recreate the same thing in a different setting.
All Ohio State participants talked about the complexity of Metro’s negotiated
arrangements with so many local school districts and about the critical role of Marcy Raymond
in persistently leading these negotiations, indicating some question about how successful the
effort would have been without her. Freeman went so far as to dub Raymond a “god” in terms of
leading Metro’s complex implementation. Stroot acknowledged the role Metro is playing in the
spread of STEM high school models across Ohio and elsewhere, but said that the school could
not be “cut and pasted” into any setting due to local context variances. It is a very unique school.
Marcy Raymond spoke about iteration as opposed to replication when addressing the
school’s mission as a “design challenge,” as an evolving, feedback-sensitive system, approaching
both instruction and school design with the same continual improvement processes. Combining
this with her comments about the new MC2 high school in Cleveland and Delta in Pasco,
Washington, and with Stroot’s allusions to the variability of local contexts, the dominance of an
iterative concept serves as further evidence of the integration of a research and development
mission into all aspects of the school, obviating the application of any notion of replication.
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Sustainability Challenges
Operationally, the school has performed well as a program run by the Educational
Council, and this administrative relationship between Metro and the school districts of the
Council largely continues to function as originally negotiated despite new or reappearing funding
challenges. In the Columbus area, as more districts improve their high schools (including more
with developing STEM programs), there are instances where systems have stopped sending
students to Metro. In a couple of other cases, districts are charging parents a tuition fee if their
students leave the home high school to enroll in Metro’s program. Such policies tend to
undermine Metro’s equity-driven intent to remain accessible to all, but, as local school board or
superintendent decisions, they occur essentially outside of the Educational Council’s policy
domain. Combined with what is perhaps some degree of self-selection by students and families
that has developed over time as word about the Metro experience has spread in home high
schools, these conditions may inhibit the schools’ ability to reach those students who, despite
being capable, might never have the chance to succeed in high school, much less reach college
and career experiences. If the partnership that created Metro continues its modus operandi, I
imagine it will work to influence statewide policy in ways that may assure its equity provisions
are protected.
Along with these issues, the school is experiencing some sustainability challenges.
Initial public and private funding was deep, with the backing of the full force of Battelle, Ohio
State, and soon after starting, KnowledgeWorks. Others joined in sponsoring stimulating
programming, and the school’s leaders reached for an array of rich learning experiences that,
over time, have been difficult to maintain at desirably high levels. This has particularly affected
the sponsorship of field experiences outside of the school. In 2009, early college program
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funding was knocked out in districts across the state, leaving Metro to begin the 2009-2010
school year with budgetary challenges that are still being resolved. Battelle has fiscally powered
the school through its formative years, but the Educational Council is now being challenged to
determine what kind of institutional form the school may finally settle into—and how it might be
sustainably funded. Per pupil expenditures have been brought down, of necessity, to levels
comparable with districts across the region. Metro has been grown, however, in some sense as a
dependent of Battelle’s generous investment in educational innovation, of Ohio State’s facility,
funding, and intellectual investments, and of strategic philanthropy investments (e.g.,
KnowledgeWorks and Ohio Department of Education early college funding). It now finds itself
confronting the challenges of achieving feasible and sustainable levels of independence without
compromising its core mission.
The “Metro Glow”
The extent to which Metro Early College High School has drawn observers and
followers, launched new forms of education innovation activity, and stimulated discussion about
changing the ways high schools operate, about STEM education, and about opportunities for
young people has been called by Hoffman and others, “the Metro glow.” E. Gordon Gee, the
current President of the Ohio State University while testifying in March 2010 in Washington, D.
C. before the House of Representatives Science and Technology Committee said, “Ohio State,
like many educational institutions is reinventing itself, and a comprehensive P-20 STEM
education approach is a vital part of our strategy.” Later in the testimony, Gee describes Metro
Early College High School to the committee as one of three vehicles for Ohio State’s efforts to
strengthen STEM education. Gee stated:
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As perhaps the only early college high school situated on the campus of a researchintensive university, Metro helps Ohio State to most effectively connect high-impact
STEM-oriented early college efforts, particularly for underrepresented and firstgeneration student populations. (Reform in k-12 STEM, 2010)
Gee’s testimony was followed by that of Jeffrey Wadsworth, the current President and
CEO of Battelle. Wadsworth spoke at length to the committee about Metro as well. He
described the integrated, project-based curriculum and the partnership aspect of creating Metro
as the “fundamental design principle” of the school. Describing what the school was intended to
do, Wadsworth said:
…for OSU and Battelle—with adjacent campuses that house the nation’s largest land
grant university and the world’s largest independent research and development
organization—creating a 400-student personalized learning STEM high school a mile
away was not the sole objective. The design goal was to establish Metro as an authentic
laboratory with real students and teachers under real world conditions. (Reform in k-12
STEM, 2010)
The impact of the Metro High School partnership’s work has clearly extended far beyond
the benefits earned by its students. It has been felt in both the Ohio and United States
legislatures. It has been felt in and beyond the school systems of Ohio as leaders, teachers, and
students from Metro have taught others based on strategies deployed and tested by the school,
and as new school starts gain inspiration from it. It has been felt in the corporate and non-profit
realms, as partnership members have gone on to teach others—through the Ohio STEM Learning
Network—about the partnership structures and strategies that might integrate Metro-like
projects, and that may allow other educationally innovative systems to flourish as well. It has
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been felt outside of Ohio in state departments of education and in school district offices that are
learning more about the role STEM and P-16 systems may play in school reform. Internally, the
school generates and maintains a stream of continual development of inquiry-based, relevant
teaching and learning designs—from the initiatives of its faculty and through its learning
partners like the PAST Foundation. Table 9 lists some of the features I found to be evident with
Metro’s implementation (from research subquestion 3) and links them to with some of the
contextual conditions present as the school was being initiated (from research subquestion 1).
Figure 18 lists several of the developments that have occurred after Metro that have been linked
by interview and/or document data to Metro.
The Will and Power to Press for Change
To say that innovation in public education is difficult is the epitome of understatement
(see Chapter 2). So one must focus on the characteristics of the Metro partners, as this study has
done, and understand their intent push the envelope, to confront the difficulty of change head-on.
Deborah Howard, Director of Education Strategy for EdWorks—a subsidiary of
KnowledgeWorks that was created in part from the work of capturing and disseminating the
strategic experiences of Metro—confirmed that Metro was “willed” into existence and said,
“schools like Metro help us see what is possible,” a contention that echoes Joan Herbers final
impressions cited earlier in this chapter. In regard to the powerful funding that launched and has
sustained the school, much of it from Battelle, Howard described how important it is to “invest in
the frontrunners” so that we might see possibilities and invest in new strategies where before we
might make excuses and assumptions, tested only by extant policies and systems that are, in
reality, poorly equipped to accommodate innovation.
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Table 9 Metro High School Characteristics Related to Contextual Conditions at Start Up
Metro High School Characteristics Related to Contextual Conditions at Start Up
Category

Contextual Conditions at Start-up

Implementation results

Funding

Gates and others’ funding increasingly
strategically deployed, from multiple
sources, to promote systems to increase
rigor, relevance, and relationships

Substantial funds for Metro made
available, from Battelle, CES,
KnowledgeWorks, (indirectly, Gates) and
others, and to some extent strategically
utilized by the funders themselves.

Political
Support

State government leadership (Governor,
NGA) for strategic school improvement
activity – often linked with economic
development and competitiveness
Large institutions (Battelle, Ohio State) in
the state capitol poised for increased
political influence in education reform

Battelle and Ohio State—committed to ed
research and student quality outcomes—
entered the school innovation arena in full
force behind Metro with full support of its
autonomous design principles

Public/Private
Partnership

Networks of public institutions
(Governor’s office, higher ed, reforming
schools and systems) already linking with
private or non-profit organizations
(reform support organizations,
foundations, businesses, non-profit
corporations) to improve educational
outcomes

Metro became a partnership of the local
public education system, higher
education, a corporate/non-profit institute,
a non-profit reform support organization,
a school reform network (CES), a
research foundation, a public museum,
and dozens of other learning partner
organizations

Strategic
Change
Experience

Individuals and organizations that would
found Metro gaining experience and
strategic knowledge about changing
educational systems

Metro’s partners engaged their own
extensive research and school innovation
experience to create their school, then
captured the work to facilitate
dissemination.

Coalition of
Essential
Schools /
STEM

Rise of STEM discipline emphasis on a
convergent path with local CES emphasis
on questioning current practice and
schooling as inquiry/research-based
knowledge building

STEM and CES became synergistic,
mutually supportive frameworks for
integrating learning with the school
culture.

Student
Performance
Data

Improved outcomes imperative

Impressive student outcomes (100%
college enrollment, ACT’s averaging ca.
26, graduates completing two years of
college credit, students testifying to
legislators, students interacting with
adults on professional tasks)
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Dissemination of designs and strategies originating with Metro High School
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metro’s curriculum accomplishments/personnel and students deployed to advise on state
curriculum design changes (Ohio Core)
Metro’s activity influences policy provisions in House Bill 1, which “institutionalizes” some of
Metro’s developments and features in terms of funding, curriculum, and personnel.
Metro becomes the model school and model public/private partnership network for the launch of
the Ohio STEM Learning Network (OSLN), funded by Battelle and the Bill & Melinda gates
Foundation.
OSLN begins affecting education policy-making in other states outside of Ohio.
EdWorks created as a subsidiary of KnowledgeWorks, in part from the work on Metro, intended
to utilize design work captured during Metro’s creation for technical assistance for similar
schools in other parts of the state and country.
EdWorks and others use Metro as a model; Multiple high profile visitors tour Metro to become
introduced to its innovative activity.
Two direct iterations of Metro developed and opened (MC2 in Cleveland, Ohio and Delta High
School in Pasco, Washington)
Metro teachers and leaders conduct workshops and other training sessions to disseminate
curriculum, instruction, and assessment designs
Metro’s founding leaders assuming educational innovation leadership roles in other venues
Others involved in Ohio educational reform, including experiences with Metro, leading change in
other venues
New high school models (e.g., Reynoldsburg, Ohio academy-based high schools, e.g., eSTEM
Academy) designed and built from Metro experience
Learning partners (e.g., PAST Foundation) developing curriculum and real-world inquiry based
learning modules and activities based on Metro’s learning concepts.

Figure 18. Programs and initiatives occurring after Metro and linked to Metro.
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If Metro has reached beyond what customary school funding mechanisms and school
policy are prepared for, it must be perceived as part of the initial intent, to, as Howard said,
“…see what’s possible.” “Tinkering” (Tyack & Cuban, 1995) has brought us such incremental
progress, and sweeping policies like No Child Left Behind, while pressuring schools to change
through accountability, have resulted in changes to teaching and learning that have not
necessarily tapped into and inspired students’ and adults’ intellectual and motivational reserves.
Repeating a point already stated, Metro has been called the “Ferrari” of innovative STEM
schools; it has been equipped to make jumps that others cannot, and it cannot be replicated as is.
Portions of what the school and the innovations that have been developed through its creation
has shown us, however, can be applied in new settings, in pursuit of similar outcomes—
championing public equity and access, implementing teaching and learning discoveries in the
field of relevant, problem-based curriculum and instruction, and challenging local and state
policies and routines that suppress experimentation with high-value objectives.
Summary: Research Subquestion 3
As I have reported, findings for each of the three research subquestions tend, when taken
as a whole, to cross from one question’s category to another. Given what has been learned about
Metro’s partners’ mission to improve public education—in schools and through policy, their
focus on research and development, and some of their prior experiences with reform design and
implementation, it is not surprising that certain themes run across all facets of this inquiry. I will
therefore begin the conclusion for the answer to this third subquestion with Figure 19, briefly
listing the synthesis of findings that has just been discussed.
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Synthesizing the Data: Metro High School as a reflection of its partners intents and the
context in which it has been developed
•

Demonstration of project’s effectiveness
o Student accomplishments have been remarkable.
o R & D mission has been transmitted from partners into the school’s mission and effect.
o School has served as a demonstration site for newer iterations of STEM learning (e.g.,
OSLN); Metro staff have trained others; Metro learning is being disseminated.

•

Replication is not a feasible objective,
o Replication is not possible, given significant resources, the manner of its partners’
convergence, and the changing local contexts within which it has been negotiated into
place.
o Design challenge model may preclude full replication, but does suggest strength in
iteration.

•

Partner dependency and local negotiation challenges
o The healthy, multi-sourced resources allocated to the development of the school in its
first years have declined.
o Per pupil spending has been reduced, bringing it closer to Ohio and Columbus area
averages, but curtailing some programming.
o Initially negotiated funding/student enrollment patterns are changing, constraining access
for some area students and affecting overall funding for Metro.
o School is challenged to gain independence from primary partners’ support, particularly
from Battelle.

•

Metro developed from enabling conditions to become a hub, catalyst, and instrument for
STEM learning and ongoing policy change
o Conversion of enabling conditions into partnership and school development.
o “Metro Glow.”
o Metro’s partners, programs, students have influenced state education policies.
o Promotion of problem-based/mastery learning principles tied to Metro’s program.
o Ohio STEM Learning Network (OSLN) launched from Metro’s model, by key Metro
partners, and now impacting other states (e.g., Tennessee STEM network).
o Metro staff are engaged in professional development for other schools.
o New schools (MC2 in Cleveland, OH and Delta in Pasco, WA) iteratively based on the
Metro model.

Figure 19. Synthesis of data (patterns and themes) in regard to research subquestion 3.
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From this synthesis, two dominant themes stand out. First, Metro High School
demonstrates an extensive reach for creating an extremely high quality STEM high school
learning experience for its students, and that reach has been such that it may not be sustainable
over the long haul, certainly not at the levels of its early years. As such a demonstration, it is not
replicable, though it has produced much to be learned from. Second, Metro has served as a
catalyst for high school design and change. It has garnered many admirers and stimulated many
to work towards reform in their own settings. It has also been a hub of attention, serving as a
base upon which new networks for STEM learning and STEM education policy have been built.
Metro’s students, teachers, and leaders have all contributed to educational policy change; this
instrumental role became integral to the school’s design as it was being developed.
Given the objective of Metro to affect change in public education, it is appropriate to end
this summary of subquestion 3 with a quote from Joan Herbers of Ohio State who said during my
interview:
Metro showed us that every young person who is motivated has the potential to do
incredible things. If you set the bar high, they will for the most part get over that bar…
That’s something that a lot of us cynical faculty simply don’t believe about public
education anymore.
Summary of Findings
The objective of the preceding discussion has been to present findings to help answer, in
three parts, the overarching research question for this study, which has been:
When a public/private partnership is formed to create a new, academically and
organizationally innovative public high school, in what ways do contextual conditions
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and partners’ experiences, perspectives, resources, and intents combine to affect the
development and implementation of the school?
Utilizing three subquestions, I gathered data through interviews, documents, and
observations. I analyzed these data, developing categorical codes that were then studied for the
presence of patterns that might begin to suggest components of the answers to my questions.
Patterns were constructed into themes that have been discussed throughout this chapter and
Chapter 4, suggesting answers to the subquestions.
Further reduction of these themes into a summary answer to the overarching research
question is important for concluding the chapter, but necessarily omits numerous subtleties and
overly simplifies a complex, dynamic, and multi-faceted effort that occurred over a long period
of time. Contemporary implementation research that effectively explores the way new programs
are both developed and deployed is challenged by complex, political and sociological
phenomena that are not easily deconstructed for understanding (Honig, 2006). By the same
token, findings generated from such research may be poorly communicated if done so by
simplified summaries that gloss over the inherent complexities of the cases. In fact, such
summaries may appear almost obvious, with their significant components and potential for
variability concealed. With this caveat in mind, I have attempted to distill the findings from this
particular case study into a relatively brief summation, reminding the reader that the devil is in
the details and that even the previous syntheses just presented for each subquestion are not fully
explanatory. Figure 20 lists and may serve as an outline for the overarching themes that I will
cover in this summary.
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Synthesis of contextual conditions and partner characteristics that contributed to Metro
High School’s development and characterized its implementation
•

The application and committed engagement of timely and substantial interorganizational
resources, leadership, and experience provided Metro High School with multiple developmental
advantages. Resources include the time and expertise of many individuals.

•

Unwavering and high level conviction of organizational leaders to fundamental design
frameworks and objectives (e.g., Coalition of Essential Schools, STEM, equity, and school as a
“design challenge” and research site) effectively guided decision-making and school design
features.

•

Persistent, persuasive, and constructive negotiations, guided by fundamental objectives, involving
16 separate school districts, the major partners, and multiple additional partners enabled
implementation.

•

Performance feedback and continual design modifications, conducted with flexibility regarding
the means and a clear focus on the ends, have been systemically integral to Metro’s
implementation.

•

Iterations—improved models, new networks, schools, and programs drawing on or launched from
Metro’s objectives, experiences, and accomplishments, are possible, are occurring, and are
preserving and protecting Metro’s and its partners’ contributions. Replication is highly unlikely.

Figure 20. Overarching themes developed during analysis.
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Timely Convergence of Resources, Experience, and Commitments
Deborah Howard of EdWorks, who, along with others, worked with and helped to gain
strategic knowledge from the experiences of Metro’s innovative development, described her
organization as working at the confluence of strategic knowledge, born of reform experience,
funding for the support of change, and the will of individuals and organizations to work in
different, more effective ways. In a sense this triad of conditions was in place for the work of
making Metro High School to begin. Once combined, it “took off” as Dan Hoffman, the original
grant writer who initiated Metro said. Crossing boundaries that typically divide business, higher
education, public education, and even the levels within such organizations, many leaders came
forward to contribute time, knowledge, and personal commitments to Metro High School. This
effort was led by a core group of individuals with skill and vision, like the principal, Marcy
Raymond, who were recognized as leaders and who had gained important strategy and program
design experience, within their varied respective organizations, that could be readily applied to
the Metro effort. The Educational Council provided key design leadership and multi-district
capacity for developing enrollment and bringing in committed faculty. Ohio State’s president
and the CEO of Battelle personally discussed Metro, backed the plan, and committed key staff
and great resources to it. Substantial additional funding and expertise was facilitated by the
KnowledgeWorks’ partnership, further expanding the project’s innovative reach. Many
additional partners provided instructional design, internship experience, relevant learning
opportunities, and critical feedback in regard to students’ growth and development.
Negotiations in Support of the School
Operating within the administrative domain of the non-profit Educational Council,
developing the school required negotiations of the terms and policies of Metro’s relationship
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with 16 school districts (with over 50 high schools), with its major partners (including at least
three Ohio State colleges and several departments), with the state, and with multiple learning
partner agencies and organizations across the Columbus area—not to mention nearly 400
students by 2009 and all of their engaged parents or “adult advocates,” which is a term the school
elects to use. Some of the contacts facilitating these negotiations had already been established
through the previous work of Metro’s leaders, but making Metro work within this complex
network would be a challenge. Sandra Stroot of Ohio State, corroborated by others, credited the
principal Marcy Raymond with making negotiations successful by focusing on clear goals and
principles of equity with a charismatic and determined attitude, insisting that one way or the
other, the school and its irrefutably positive objectives would move forward.
Design Challenge: Feedback and Continuous Redesign
The Metro Habits of Hearts and Mind reinforce, as does guidance from the Coalition of
Essential Schools, the notion that the solutions to all problems or the resolution of various issues
is not always apparent, and that a period of ambiguity ensues when intelligence is being used to
craft solutions. Metro has exemplified this concept—in what it has taught, as well as in how it
has navigated the challenge of being an innovative school design. Although everyone involved
did not always understand exactly what was happening next in the formative years of the school,
the greater system at work was one of discovery and continually being oriented towards
changing systems that reinforce old ways in favor of developing and implementing difficult, but
higher-value systems.
Such were the growing pains of a unique school. A study of Metro’s school community
(Hunter & Agranoff, 2008) supported by my interview data, did reveal instances of frustration
with aspects of formative policy making and iterative programming that marked the early years
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of development. Expectations were not only high, but they were being held—as the project was
in ongoing development—in sometimes ambiguously framed contexts or with mid-course
corrections, requiring participants—students, teachers, parents, and leaders alike—to devise
solutions to certain tasks or situations or to make late-stage adjustments. As discussed
previously, such ambiguity is often an essential component of innovation, and innovation aimed
at elevating STEM educational performance was a greater goal of the partnership than prepackaging instructions for everyone’s behavior. Of her style of direction, Raymond linked her
work with adults with the same underlying principles for working with kids. She said:
I don’t have the leadership style where I’ll tell you exactly every piece of what you’re
going to do from today until next week. I don’t believe the kids… should learn that way.
I don’t think the math teacher should say ‘here’s every step that you’re going [to do].
There’s demonstration; demonstration should be there, but I don’t think that ongoing kids
learn if you don’t allow them to learn.
Network Strength to Protect Innovation
As has been described in this chapter, partnership development, cultivation of better
STEM learning opportunities in K-12 education, the development of personalized, rigorously
academic high school experiences, and keeping the flow of innovative thinking going are a few
of the objectives embedded in Metro and the partnership that created it. Inspired by the Metro
experience, and designed to pursue solutions to our nation’s need for better educational outcomes
in math and science, the Ohio STEM Learning Network (OSLN) was created in 2007, and is
being led, not only by some of the same key partners who developed Metro, but through
deployment of a model partnership structure based on the partnership arrangement that supports
Metro. One could be mislead to think that “STEM” or particular institutions are the most
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important components here, but for cultivating and protecting educational innovation—which is
quite vulnerable to resurgent practices of the status quo—the value of interconnecting networks,
regardless of curricular focus, appears to be critical.
Dan Hoffman alluded to the exposure to risk of a company like Battelle that invests
heavily in an innovative model to create new systems and schools. Previously, he described how
Ohio State and Battelle shared that risk in regard to Metro, and how, perhaps more importantly,
the STEM network created from Metro, with its high level of political support, has helped
legitimate and conceptually shelter multiple new school models in the state, including his own
new project, the development of a new STEM high school academy in Reynoldsburg (opening in
the fall of 2010). This new academy is part of a set of four academies Hoffman has helped to
develop to restructure Reynoldsburg’s high school into two new school programs. Hoffman
said:
We were able to get that support [referring to an OSLN grant], and OSLN has reduced
the risk to Battelle because other things are emerging, and Battelle’s going to say, ‘that
all started on this [Metro] investment.’ And it’s the Metro investment that’s allowing us
to do what we’re doing here [in Reynoldsburg]… Metro is a small school with a big
footprint.
Brad Mitchell, the head of the Educational Council during Metro’s creation and one
Metro’s key designers, received a joint appointment to Battelle and Ohio State to help direct the
new STEM Network. His title is “Education and Economic Development Director In-Residence
at the OSLN,” explicitly linking educational improvement with economic development. This
appointment signifies Battelle’s and OSU’s solidified, systemic collaboration, which began with
Metro, and use of the expanding OSLN program to, in effect, institutionalize some of the
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schooling and leadership innovations developed with Metro, to then support new STEM schools,
like the new Reynoldsburg academy high schools.
The OSLN receives Gates Foundation funding, and it uses Metro as a model “platform
school” at the center of a “platform hub,” designated to anchor the expanding network (Ferrero
and Rosen, 2009). Rich Rosen, Battelle’s Vice-President for Education and the Director of the
OSLN, was heavily involved in pushing and supporting the creation and design of Metro at a
time when Battelle was shifting its educational philanthropy toward more direct and systemic
educational engagements, such as, in this current case, investing in collaboration with OSU and
others to start a high school. Speaking on behalf of the OSLN, which now occupies a significant
portion of Battelle’s educational reform engagement, Rosen associated components of a national
STEM strategy with several of the Metro High School characteristics. A sample of these
includes:
•

College-ready advocacy and equity focus

•

Developing new curriculum and instructional approaches

•

Developing robust intra- and interstate networks

•

(Re)defining what a “teacher” is

•

Source and testing ground for innovation

Battelle’s enormous investment in the development of Metro has impacted the course of
their subsequent educational philanthropy, expressed in part by their creation of the OSLN.
Promotional material emphasizes their commitment to public/private partnerships “to advance
communities and our way of life,” describe the mission to bring high quality STEM education to
students, singling out those who are “historically underserved by an outmoded education
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system,” and claims that “80% of our charitable distributions” will go to education in the future
(Battelle, 2009).
Some of the same individuals who led the construction of Metro are now utilizing the
same motivating rationales and designs—not just in Ohio, but in other states as well—to lead the
construction of new networks, new partnerships, new schools, and new programs—leading to
changed high school landscapes and changed educational policies. Though STEM is on the
leading edge of the OSLN with Battelle support and roots in Metro, newer engagements of
KnowledgeWorks and EdWorks, new partnerships for Ohio State University, and new
engagements for partners like the PAST Foundation can traced components of their work to
some extent to Metro. All contributed, all gained, and what has been learned now affects new
interorganizational partnerships in new arenas for the development of educational change.
Philanthropies like the Gates Foundation, business partners, professional associations, and other
agencies and programs continue to support such work, having learned more about ways to
effectively reach their aims in these environments.
The critical point is that in terms of educational innovation, the effects are traveling
across networks far beyond those that have supported Metro High School. Metro is an important
part of a larger dynamic event, with changes that can be tied back to the school spreading to
affect new policy-making decisions in new arenas, causing extant systems to react and adapt, and
opening up spaces for new systems and instructional approaches to be deployed, tested, and
evolved.
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Chapter 6
CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
Introduction
This case study of the dynamic interorganizational development of Metro Early College
High School has been designed to contribute in some measure to the efforts of scholars and
practitioners to better understand the experience of developing and implementing structural
change in systems of public education. Its stated purpose was to explore and better understand
the complex arena of interactions and effects between (a) state and regional education policy
environments; and (b) the experiences, perspectives, resources, and intentions of
interorganizational partners that worked in such an environment to create an innovative public
high school—in this case, Columbus, Ohio’s Metro High School. As an exploratory study, its
inductive tendencies have been purposeful, and the findings suggest implications that may
extend beyond the case. The study is certainly limited to a single case with unique features;
Metro was developed with many advantages. As such, the findings are not generalizable, and
one must be hesitant to apply what has been learned here to other contexts.
Nevertheless, I will make a number of proposals in this chapter that address the
significance of what has been learned through this study of Metro and the directions that future
inquiry might productively take. In regard to significance, I will consider the synthesized
findings from Chapters 4 and 5 in light of the theoretical frameworks of the study, the
perspectives and backgrounds of the founders, and my initial discussions about innovation (see
Chapters 1 and 2). New research questions that I raise may be specifically applied to the Metro
case, or may be applied to other sites and cases, utilizing or testing ideas that Metro’s case has
presented to us. (Cross case studies and/or meta-analyses must be conducted to assess the
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relative, theoretical merits of these ideas.) At the very least, this study has to some degree
illustrated, affirmed, and shed light on implementation theory, the complexity of
interorganizationally driven educational change and innovation, and the personal and
professional accomplishments of a group of reformers who have positively affected educational
policy by creating critically important opportunities for high school students in Columbus, Ohio.
Problem Statement and Significance
Addressing the Problem Statement
As set forth in Chapter 1, the study of this case addresses the problem of implementing
change within a resilient public education institution through interorganizational partnership
efforts. Systems of public education have proven to be characterized by well-established
routines and assumptions that tend to undermine or resist change efforts. Interorganizational
approaches to change efforts are qualified by their own varied challenges. These conditions have
been described and backed by the literature presented in Chapter 2.
This study has illustrated a case that has effectively dealt with these challenges and
demonstrated a mission to continue the success through evolving forms and in other settings.
Without showing that the evolving Metro High School has reached any kind of lasting,
institutionalized form, the study does demonstrate achievements relative to its stated problem.
First, it has identified characteristics of the case that facilitated the development of
change in a resilient system. Working across 16 separate school districts, the case was
developed within an administrative framework—the non-profit Educational Council—that
literally and figuratively provided the space for its innovative efforts to grow and flourish. No
single board of education or public education entity dictated its policies. Instead, its developing
policies were negotiated among these 16 member districts and with the Ohio Department of
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Education. The power the partnership possessed to support these negotiations leads to the
second area of the problem, partnership qualities.
Battelle and Ohio State wield significant influence in the Columbus, Ohio area. Putting
both organizational leaders and organization resources into and in support of the leadership core
of this public program (not private, not charter) gave the project consistent, influential
momentum in the area. Behind the persistent negotiations of leaders like Marcy Raymond, this
array of political and resource strength—wrapped around equity and relevant learning experience
visions, undergirded by STEM objectives and Coalition of Essential Schools principles—was
difficult to reject. Once rolling, the partners were aligned behind clear objectives, and executive
leadership remained committed throughout, supported by the influx of new partners with new
resources like the KnowledgeWorks Foundation.
Sustainability is always a concern in such cases, and Metro’s needs in this regard have
been made somewhat evident with this study. This issue has not been central to the study, but it
is an important one for further investigation. As will become evident throughout the remainder
of this chapter, Metro suggests an expanded notion of sustainability—that of the dissemination of
its learning, its instructional and leadership strategies, and its network of partners into other
arenas. In this way, its sustainability concerns may be conceived of as two-fold, concerned of
course with its own programs, but also with its influence on deeper, policy-level change beyond
itself.
Significance of the Study
I propose that this study’s significance lies in its having accomplished several objectives
related to calls for more study of the complexity of changing educational systems through the
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creation and implementation of innovative policies and programs. I will summarize these
proposals below and describe them in the sections that follow.
This study has delved into the complexity of an interorganizational implementation
situation to discover and illuminate some of the contextual and partner-characteristic forces at
work there; it has not been designed to explain, but to explore, and while limited in scope, it has
pulled from Metro’s experience a number of features worthy of our consideration. The study has
utilized Malen’s (2006) politics of implementation framework for studying the site, and applied
the theory of co-construction of reform (Datnow et al., 2006), illustrating exemplary, and even
extended practice in this regard. Co-construction affirming findings here have been instructive
relative to our notions of the relationship between who designs a program and who implements it
and how this relationship affects implementation, while also uniquely addressing perennial
questions in regard to integrity of implementation.
My findings suggests an expansive application of the co-construction theory across time
and with an emphasis on evolving construction, continual developmental flexibility, and an
added direction of influence whereby a co-constructed school model might contribute to the
incremental reconstruction of educational policy beyond its own domain of operation.
Concurrent with Metro’s designer/implementer qualities, the study helps reveal a school design
that not only enacts reform, but actually contains—within its design—ongoing, reform research
and dissemination objectives. There is certainly something instructive here about what we
should be trying to replicate if we want schools and the systems in which they operate to be
continually improving.
In terms of STEM learning and Coalition of Essential Schools principles, the study
proposes that a significant bond between these two sets of schooling ideas, implemented with
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conviction, may have been one of the core enabling features of the school. These principles
formed the DNA in the school’s internally-driven research and design mission. This bond, and
the degree to which it is understood and maintained as the gravitational core of a partnership’s
change effort may very effectively feed into the co-constructive, network-driven change model
that the Metro case illustrates.
Finally, for practitioners and researchers alike, the study may help us understand features
of the hard work, the political challenges, and the deep resource commitments involved with
developing a partnership and school like Metro. As Richard Freeman, former Dean of Ohio
State’s College of Mathematical and Physical Sciences, expressed—corroborated by everyone
involved in this study—“everyone wants a Metro,” but it is not that simple to create. I will
discuss the significances just summarized in the following sections.
Investigating Complexity
This study has produced findings that are responsive to suggestions of Malen (2006),
McLaughlin (2006), Honig (2006), and others to enter into and examine the complex, relational
dynamics among actors and contexts as efforts to change educational systems are undertaken.
Despite the fact that the complexity of this case leaves many of its linkages and effects still
unexplored, it has illustrated the unique challenges, opportunities, and particular forms of
conviction and persistence required to create a school like Metro. In doing so, it has provided
further evidence that such programming cannot be—to use a reference made by Sandra Stroot of
Ohio State—“cut and pasted” from one context to another and that local contextual histories
would significantly affect the prospects of any such attempts. In this regard, readers are
cautioned against over-simplifications, such as making the contention that such change would be
easy for anyone given the same copious initial resources that were devoted to Metro. Such
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conclusions are as constrained as early implementation research by overlooking critical sociopolitical forces in any particular setting (Malen). Among this study’s findings is the critical
confirmation that even with plentiful political, fiscal, and intellectual resources, the creation and
implementation (and now, sustainability) of educational change in this large, local system in and
around Columbus, Ohio has required, and continues to require, persistent and clearly focused
leadership, negotiation, and support. Local complexity evolves and holds sway over time,
requiring continual adjustments if an innovative program is to maintain traction long enough to
see its strategies become integrated into various levels of educational policy. Though limited,
this research has endeavored to explore for and bring forth evidence of the ways in which change
was brought forth and made effective in one particular complex environment.
Co-construction as Networked Leadership, Design, and Implementation Concurrence
Considering conventional notions of implementation that involve separated policymakers, designers, and implementers spread across a principal-agent spectrum of roles and
responsibilities with implementers at one level following decision-maker designs at another, this
study has described a far less stratified or separated network of actors. In this case, the designers
of the school—of its operational structures as well as its programs—were also the ones who
continually engaged with it, helping to negotiate its structures and to implement its practices.
Leadership was invited and entered from multiple sources and operated at multiple levels.
Critically, support for the project, and the allocation of resources required to complete it, came
from the highest organizational executives. The experienced, resource-equipped partners
engaging with an array of participating organizations and individuals, created programs and
structures as they implemented them.
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As a finding, this feature of Metro has previously been well documented by Hunter and
Agranoff (2008; see also Agranoff, 2009) who advanced the notion of networked leadership as it
played out with Metro’s development. My effort here is to support and further extend this idea
into the systems change arena, highlighting, among other things, the significance for Metro that
some of the partners (e.g., Hoffman, Raymond, KnowledgeWorks) had already spent years
helping others change their own educational systems. Instead of remaining separate from a
system they were trying to help change, they were engaged in the development of their own
changed system. Co-construction occurred from the ground up, with the model being developed
from within the resources and objectives of these engaged partners. Importantly, this was
accompanied with the intent, on some level, to disseminate and promote change in other settings,
thereby continuing the pre-Metro work of affecting change in multiple schools and systems.
Metro must not be viewed as a closed site, as an end in and of itself. It is a medium for research
and for policy influence, with partners now transmitting findings from their experience with the
school out across newer networks of education reform (e.g., Ohio STEM Learning Network).
Such work appears to be an essential strategy for changing systems of public education. This
study is significant for helping us see what the development of such strategy might look like.
Dissemination of Research and Design
Metro has indeed been a laboratory school, with a license to test its own hypotheses, to
redesign its features as it moved forward, and disseminate those findings to others. Many
reforming agents in other settings may not be so well equipped to bind themselves to clear
objectives, try new things, recognize what is working, what is not, and change things. Many
seek recipes for success, invariable protocols for action, and checklists and proven paths,
providing a reduction in uncertainty that supposedly provides confidence in progress. Metro’s
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partners took risks in the form of experimentation, accepting uncertainty in the short term, to
focus on research and development devoted to outcomes. They focused on the flexibility and
evolution of a program that could generate results, not on state tests, but in terms of what they
wanted their students to be able to do with their young lives in terms of preparing for postsecondary experiences. Implementation in regard to this project might be better viewed as
testing; shifting the perspective in this way—while extraordinarily difficult in regard to wellworn habits and typical resource limitations—could be significant for framing any effort to
induce change in public education systems.
Evolving Systems
What this study may tell us or confirm about changing educational systems through such
research and implementation is that it is hands-on work, that it requires the alignment of high
level, organizational commitment with the implementation objectives, and that it may be enabled
by the close proximity of experienced actors in their varying roles. Objective-oriented
responsiveness to multiple forms of feedback—supported by the notion of strategy testing—is
crucial. Such findings may extend Datnow et al.’s (2002) co-construction theory into even
deeper school and system change territory. Time, and what happens over time, becomes critical.
Coupled with the previous comments about the effects of socio-political forces, this study has
indicated just how important the active, negotiated interfaces are between local contexts, access
to resources, and continual program agility in regard to design and implementation. In the case
of Metro, integrity to design includes truly functioning as a self-assessing, evolving system, and
as it has evolved, it has influenced elements of the policy environment that might constrain it
(e.g., state curriculum policy). This dynamic interrelationship between a school as a research site
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and as a policy-affecting instrument is perhaps one of the school’s more significant contributions
in regard to our efforts to create better organizations for learning.
The School as a Learning System
The recent literature on implementation does nothing if not illustrates the continually
evolving complexity of sociopolitical settings in which schools are located (Honig, 2006). How
can any public education system, built from within such settings, not reflect these complex
characteristics? This study of Metro High School illustrates the design and operation of a school
that has been intentionally responsive to such change and complexity. In fact, beyond its
ostensible curriculum, one sees a meta-curriculum that includes teaching students to be able to
handle situations that are characterized by uncertain solutions. Not only does this approach align
with Coalition of Essential Schools ideas and STEM learning, it aligns with the overall notion of
designing a feedback-driven, responsive organization. Everything about the school revolves
around the notion of the school itself being designed as a learning organization that seeks and
responds to feedback and new information. Researchers looking for exemplary models of
professional learning communities would find one at Metro.
The Affect of Coalition of Essential Schools Principles on STEM School Designs
Coalition of Essential Schools’ principles have served as an educational reform model
since Ted Sizer founded the organization in 1984. These principles were deeply applied in the
case of Metro. That Metro High School was started as a CES project, and that CES principles
were used in developing Metro’s operating culture are plainly evident features that need no
review here. However, two considerable issues in this regard deserve to be raised here. One
issue is the high level of fidelity to CES principles during Metro’s development. The other is the
notion that STEM school initiatives—becoming more prominent in recent educational reform
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activity—may be positively affected by the integration of CES principles into school designs.
Such an association is in no way established by this case study, but the idea is worth considering.
Perhaps too obvious to mention, but instructive for researchers and practitioners, is the
need to appreciate the power to affect change that can be mustered when those implementing the
change have deep connections with the theoretical constructs and purposes that underlie the
reform program they promote. In other words, the degree of Metro’s comprehensive
implementation of CES principles was certainly due in part to the long-term, professional
commitment to them by Hoffman and Raymond. More than anything, this condition may serve
to help illustrate Metro’s exceptionalism as a STEM school case, and it supports the theme that
replication would be difficult.
From the standpoint of any STEM school design concern, the Metro case prompts us to
consider the degree to which CES principles may effectively support STEM learning objectives
in ways that may synergistically affect the instructional and cultural environment of such sites.
What the Coalition promotes, for example, in regard to developing the mind, learning through
engagement with real tasks, and assessing mastery through performance has proven, at Metro, to
be an excellent fit for STEM learning, which promotes similar concepts. Not only have the CES
principles aligned well with STEM instruction at Metro, they have also aligned well with the
partners’ intentions to maintain Metro as an evolving, feedback-driven, design challenge system
that resists ossification in favor of a continual evolution towards better practice and outcomes.
Coalition principles, as applied with Metro, have so far been an effective foil against the
tendency to saturate a program with rules and as a preventative against the hardening of
procedures and practices that may eventually inhibit new ways of thinking and accomplishing
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objectives. Improving by keeping practice relevant and flexible, at the service of continual
investigation, is central to STEM activity, and should be central to STEM learning.
Replication?
This study is significant for those who may look at schools like Metro High School and
the partnership that developed it and strive for similar results. The evidence is plentiful in regard
to challenges that would be faced. Implementation research, particularly that which examines
the partnering of multiple organizations, has taught us a great deal about the factors that appear
to enable cross-organizational success. Having parties aligned behind visions, minimizing
conflicting agendas, and maintaining some degree of stability over time in regard to supportive
partnership members have all been demonstrated as essential. This study helps highlight,
however, the extraordinary level of resources that were applied and the visionary persistence that
was required for creating Metro. Battelle and Ohio State, accompanied by major partners like
the KnowledgeWorks Foundation while they were involved, and additional collaborators,
allocated budgets, personnel, and other limited resources to Metro. Leaders and individuals from
numerous organizations gave many hours and days to designing curriculum, working with
students, reflecting on progress, and setting new courses. Marshalling this level of support from
diverse organizations behind a public school program has not been easy. Leadership persistence
and aligned beliefs in the outcomes were at the center, but actually obtaining and effectively
applying copious intellectual, time, and fiscal resources—especially for a designed-on-the-go
project—has been critical.
As my discussion of findings (see Chapters 4 and 5) has already addressed, no one I
spoke with views Metro as replicable. In terms of going to scale, the resources behind Metro are
not commonly available. Iterations are possible, though. Schools designed to achieve some of
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the same ends, utilizing some of the same instructional methods are possible. Emphasizing
mastery learning is possible. Utilizing problem-based teaching and learning strategies developed
and tested at Metro are possible. Designing curriculum to fit a STEM/Early College plan is
possible. Metro as a school, however, is as much a product of its place and times as it is a
product of its founders’ visions, resources, and years of hard work. What is perhaps most
significant for replication is its research and design genetics, tied with its networked, changedriven proponents. If one is looking for a model, it is not in the concrete, particular, external
appearances or activities of the school, but in the deeper, systems-based thinking that underlies
its design and operations.
Marcy Raymond’s leadership of Metro’s accomplishments has been recognized by all of
this study’s participants. Raymond exemplifies the systems-based thinking at the core of this
school and its engagements. The guiding decisions she has helped craft are rooted—not in the
superficial, albeit important and sometimes frustrating details—but in the few, clear objectives of
the project. In working to give students access to engaging, rigorous, future-enhancing learning
experiences, these objectives lie on a moral, rather than a procedural or policy-following path.
One can see from this study that deep bonds to such clear principles are essential, but it must be
in a project’s leadership, in its key guiding individuals, that these bonds are held and expressed.
Implications for Theory and Future Research
The Study of Implementation and Change
The study of implementation of school reform policies and programs has shifted away
from the myopic focus on the integrity of technical, unidirectional policy execution. Such a
stance assumes policy is made at one level and executed at another, ideally as the policymakers
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intended it to be done. McLaughlin (2006) described the weaknesses of this perspective this
way:
These analyses, stemming from the old public administration model, separated
administration from politics and took the policy as a given. This analytical stance leaves
implementation context and actors in the shadows. Implementation in this view was an
“efficiency” problem and about “carrying out” policy directives—an administrative and
apolitical process, as opposed to “getting something done” and all the messiness that
implies. (pp. 215−216)
Datnow (2006) helped craft a more advanced perspective in the form of a co-construction
theory of policy implementation (Datnow et al., 2002b) that calls for an inclusive view of the
forces that shape policy formation, adaptation, change, and implementation. In regard to
influences, Datnow wrote:
…the causal arrow of change travels in multiple directions among active participants in
all domains of the system and over time. This grammar makes the reform process
“flexible” and enables people who have “different intentions/interests and interpretations
[to] enter into the process at different points along the [reform] course. Thus many actors
negotiate with and adjust to one another within and across contexts.” (p. 107, citing Hall
& McGinty, 1997, p. 4)
McLaughlin (2006) talked about the entrance of many new actors into the education
reform domain, including “non-system” actors and “intermediary organizations” (p. 220). She
described the presence of new, often poorly understood relationships between such actors and the
way in which policy is formed and carried out through non-traditional organizational
arrangements. Advancing Scott and Meyer’s (1991) “societal sector framework” (p. 226),
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McLaughlin essentially encourages researchers to examine the influence of contexts and
relationships, noting that such work “has much to contribute to our understanding of the depth
and complexity of policy issues and the implementation process” (p. 226). For investigating the
Metro High School case, this study employed two theoretical frameworks developed to
accommodate the forces McLaughlin addressed—the complex interaction of politics, varying
perspectives, and reform interpretations that occurs when change is implemented and the notion
that reform can be co-constructed, relationally and with context sensitivity, by all parties
involved.
Politics of Implementation, Co-construction of Reform, and the Metro High School Case
Malen’s (2006) politics of implementation theory and Datnow et al.’s (2006) coconstruction of reform theory were utilized to help design this study’s methodology and to
understand its results. I found each theory to be insightful, important for understanding
educational change processes, and effective, though not fully aligned with the eventual course of
my inquiry. Essentially, as my study focused on a partnership structure and a set of members
that were relatively well aligned in terms of objectives and the application of timely resources
and support, the strengths of the theoretical frameworks for examining change-related
interactions in context were perhaps only partially utilized here.
As noted later in this chapter, the interaction between the developing work of the Metro
High School partnership and the leadership of the 16 school districts of the Educational Council
warrants further investigation. It is within and across the parties in this complex set of
interactions—left underexamined here—that politically oriented theory might be more fully
applied. I focused on within partnership interactions and intentions and results—across the
organizational lines of the partners. If significant political conflict had characterized this
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partnership, I doubt that Metro would have been so successful. This is not to imply that harmony
completely reigned, but there are indications of unified work within the group. Using a political
theory of implementation such as Malen’s (2006) helped identify actors and arenas within this
partnership, and could have helped illuminate critical, affecting differences if they existed in the
formative years of the case.
I did not, by design, focus on the partnership’s negotiation-based interactions with its
surrounding school districts. Malen’s (2006) theory provided a structure for describing the scene
and its players, but my study delimitations (see Chapter 1) indicated that only a part of the
picture in this regard would be explored. Some of the more critical political synapses of this
case lie in the connections between Metro and the Franklin County, Ohio school districts that
fully, partially, or do not engage with the school. Changes in these relationships over time are
equally important to consider. Malen’s framework could be an effective starting point for such
an important and extended inquiry.
In different ways, Datnow et al.’s (2006) co-construction of reform framework proved to
be an effective lens through which to view the complex, networked leadership of Metro’s design
and development, even as its potential contribution to inquiries about Metro’s negotiated position
within the multi-district context of Franklin County were, like Malen’s (2006), to some degree
untapped. At the risk of being too concise, co-construction of reform constructs (Datnow, 2006,
Datnow et al., 2002) have been developed to examine the change processes of schools
“implementing externally developed, comprehensive reform models” (Datnow, 2006, p. 108)
through a framework driven by a “relational sense of context” (p. 107). Reform activity in this
regard cannot be understood without accommodating—and valuing—multi-directional
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influences and without linking sites with greater, layered contexts, individuals with their
contextual situations, or decision-making with varying, situated meanings and interpretations.
With considerations of Coalition of Essential Schools’ remote design origins having been
somewhat mitigated by Hoffman’s and Raymond’s deep connections to Coalition work, and with
the uniquely interpreted STEM learning ideas of its core partners dominating instructional
design, the distance between Metro’s reform designers and its implementation team was
minimal. This condition is largely in contrast to co-construction theory originally being applied
to the effects of “externally developed... models” (p. 107). On the other hand, one may argue
that Metro’s developers co-constructed the school, developing a relational, shared sense of
meaning and purpose as they built the program from the ground up. Though absurd to propose,
if the school were developed in a socio-cultural vacuum, co-construction theory would have little
to contribute. Metro was grown, however, in a remarkably fertile context and was affected by
multiple parties with varying intents. Its core partners were effectively aligned around a handful
of co-constructed, focusing objectives.
Co-construction theory might be best applied in Metro’s case to studies of multiple forms
of program implementation embedded within the project—for example, Metro’s interpretation
and deployment of Ohio’s Early College Initiative, the school’s interpretation of problem-based
learning, its implementation of Coalition of Essential Schools principles, or, as with Malen’s
(2006) theory, the negotiated terms of the school’s operation relative to the Franklin County
school districts it serves. Metro has been developed as an amalgam of programs, many of which
were custom designed on site by varied partners (e.g., the PAST Foundation or Ohio State
faculty or graduate teaching assistants). It may also be considered as a demonstration school—a
school utilized as much for the development of learning and organizational strategies as for the
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implementation of proven ones. For such reasons, it may be fair to ask if Datnow et al.’s (2002)
theory can accommodate the creation of such a unique school—one that is essentially a complex
compound of applied research and reform initiatives, built by a network of developers. I believe
it can, because creating such a school—and specifically a public school—can only occur in the
context of and relative to perspectives on existing public systems and organizational, cultural,
and instructional models. Creating such a public school requires the utilization of theories of
action that—even if poorly conceived—reflect plans that are interpretively developed in relation
to existing schooling structures and discourses and contextual, community factors.
The co-constructive work may not reflect the presence of a dominant, imported model,
but it cannot occur without its local contexts and its public institution roots interacting with
change agents informed by tested constructs that may be foreign to those contexts and
institutional roots. In addition, during creative implementation, interpretation and relational
effects among actors are ongoing, engaging co-constructive activity and affecting final forms.
Co-construction theory might therefore be expanded in this regard to encompass the
development of unique models that borrow from multiple sources.
Implications for Research
This case study has opened up a number of interesting avenues for further investigation.
Much more could be learned about the politics of educational innovation in Columbus, Ohio by
systematically exploring the negotiations that have occurred, and continue to occur, in the
sixteen school districts affected by Metro High School. I found evidence that as the school was
being developed, there were strong opinions across these communities about potential charter
school implications, about student selection, about per pupil dollars, about their own STEMrelated programs, and about teacher assignments. Focused on the partners who started and
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designed the school, these local political contexts were underexamined in the study, even though
they provide fertile ground for learning more about how educational change is negotiated in
settings with multiple local jurisdictions over schools.
New or restructured schools have been launched based on iterative interpretations of all
or part of the Metro High School model. Investigation of these sites could tell us in what ways a
resource-rich model like Metro can be reinterpreted in newer versions endowed with fewer or
differing resources. Educational change researchers can enjoy reviewing Metro’s success, but
not until the systems-change mission of the school appears to effectively function in these new
settings can we begin making firm assertions about Metro’s lasting impact. One particularly
auspicious direction for research is to look at the Ohio STEM Learning Network (OSLN) that
was spawned by Metro and that is now being directed by several of Metro’s core original
partners. This network, backed by legislation in the state of Ohio, is charged with the
development of new STEM schools and is now having influence beyond Ohio (e.g., the
establishment of the Tennessee STEM Innovation Network, launched in July 2010 and managed
by Battelle). The OSLN, unlike many school reform models or constructs, focuses less on
specific school sites than on the wider interorganizational networks that affect schools and
support STEM related designs and changes. Researchers could investigate the degree to which
this focus on networks may result in stronger influences on affected schools, as well as the
degree to which the OSLN successfully informs the evolution of educational policy in the state.
Metro’s genetics would likely be present in such instances.
This study was not essentially designed as an investigation of public management
themes, but its findings are relevant in this regard. Agranoff (2009) examined the Metro High
School partnership from a public policy management perspective and described the work as an
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example of “post-modern connectivity” (p. 1) marked by “contemporary conductive organizing”
(p. 2). His work was built from findings of Hunter and Agranoff (2008) referenced in this
present study. He credits Clegg (1990), Saint-Onge and Armstrong (2004), and others for
developing some of these management constructs. Implementation research—particularly in
regard to public education—may be strengthened by studies that continue to explore and perhaps
begin to consistently explain how collaborative, boundary crossing networks of actors might
reliably affect positive changes in public education systems. Research based in recent theoretical
developments from both educational implementation and public management is grounded in
ways to effectively pursue topics of collaborative change that may affect public institutions.
Agranoff, citing Campbell and Gould (1999), Chrislip and Larson (1994), and Pasternak and
Viscio (1998), said, “the emphasis on connectivity is not necessarily advanced as new, but
formulation of new modes of managing conductivity must be generalized from these building
blocks” (p. 25).
At the Metro site itself, ongoing, longitudinal research is needed to determine the degree
to which the networks that have supported the school, including all the surrounding school
districts, continue to do so in ways that begin to institutionalize the constructive efforts of the
many individuals who created it. How will its students have fared in college and career
activities? How will the teachers—who helped create and implement Metro’s curriculum and
instruction—maintain these practices or effectively share them with others in ways that enable
transmission over time? Additionally, as Metro was designed to disseminate what it learns,
researchers should examine the degree to which its practices are showing up in other sites,
carried either by former Metro teachers or by Metro-trained teachers.
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From the perspective of leadership for change, a more thorough assessment of the degree
to which one or two individuals, like Marcy Raymond, steered Metro through its development
and implementation phases would help us understand the critical role that a single person or a
small group of individual actors might play in driving change forward. My experiences
conducting this study lead me to believe Metro High School and Marcy Raymond are tightly
intertwined. Participants isolated Raymond as the force that enabled many of the school’s—and
the students—achievements. From this perspective, individuals like Raymond could be included
in studies of change leadership.
Sustainability in its current form, particularly from a fiscal standpoint, was indicated as a
concern for Metro. In addition to the potential that exists for any strong organizational leader to
depart, Metro also faces new fiscal challenges within the Educational Council’s, 16 school
district structure. As participating systems pull out of original agreements or reconfigure the
terms of their engagement, Metro will be challenged to maintain the original features of its
implementation. Other systems are developing STEM programs of their own, and in times of
fiscal limitations, investing in Metro may become a less attractive option. Some of this activity
is political in nature, but some of it also reflects positive change in surrounding systems, change
that has to some degree been cultivated by Metro itself. Examinations of the sustainability of
innovative programs in the face of political, fiscal, and leadership changes would be worthy of
pursuing here or in other similar cases.
Over time, will the school be able to maintain its design challenge structure, its
attentiveness to individualized needs, its multiple learning partners and internship arrangements,
and its negotiated arrangements with Ohio State, with Battelle, and with the sixteen school
districts of the Educational Council? Can it procure new sources of funds and new beneficial
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partners? Being based on change to begin with, the school will likely look different in coming
years, but what innovations and unique features will have remained and what factors will have
contributed to their continuance? Answering such questions may help us understand how
changed public education systems can be preserved, promoted, and protected from reversion to
decades-old routines.
Conclusion
Rather than filling a specified literature gap, this study may be better conceived as one of
many essential explorations into the interorganizational complexity of educational systems
change. We see examples of it occurring in many different kinds of locations, but we do not
fully understand the range of features of these school- and system-creating relationships or the
patterns of behaviors, conditions, influences, and effects that may be related to enabling or
constraining implementation and improvement. Our evidence is fragmented in regard to the
deeper values that may drive such work, and political debates about whose interests are best
being served may overshadow actors’ attempts to explore and implement new strategies.
New ventures, like the development of Metro High School, are joining the widening
scope of educational service providers and systems. Unlike many other examples, however,
Metro is a public program; its capacity is limited and it is facing local challenges to its
operational structure, but it holds on to it research and development practices and its mission of
remaining accessible to any student in Franklin County—providing its students with an
engaging, purposeful STEM-focused education. When a partnership designs and implements—
within a multi-district system—a highly innovative school that is designed to create and
illuminate personalized learning experiences, placing prepared students onto paths towards
STEM-related college and career experiences—while committed to remaining public and
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equitably accessible—seeking understandings of what has occurred and identifying effective
strategies for pursuing similar objectives and achieving similar levels of change in more places is
a valuable endeavor.
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Appendix A
IRB Form B Approved Consent Form
Interorganizational Relationships and Innovative New School Development
Researcher: John Campbell, Ph.D. Candidate, University of Tennessee-Knoxville
INTRODUCTION
You are being invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of the study is to explore
the effects that individual members of interorganizational partnerships have upon one another’s
perspectives and positions as they negotiate and implement the terms of new, innovative school
development. Describing the forces at work and qualities of negotiation—as new schools are
developed through interorganizational collaboration—is intended to help scholars, practitioners,
institutions, and funding agencies better understand such events.
INFORMATION ABOUT PARTICIPANTS’ INVOLVEMENT IN THE STUDY
This is a qualitative study largely based on interview research. In addition to conducting
interviews, the researcher will make one site visit for observing the physical spaces and the
organization of student and teacher time and movement and will review available documents in
order to contextually interpret the collected interview data. Data collection for the study will
occur between April and June 2010.
Interviews: 6-8 adult participants, with core roles in the interorganizational work that led to the
implementation of the school will be interviewed at least one time, with each interview lasting
approximately 45-60 minutes. A semi-structured interview protocol will be used. Interviews
will be digitally recorded to facilitate the credibility of analysis. (The confidentiality protocols
of the University of Tennessee will be used if the researcher contracts with a transcriber.) Notes
will also be taken during these interviews. A follow up interview—lasting less than 30 minutes
and conducted by phone, email, or face-to-face (if feasible)—may be requested in order to allow
participants to critique and/or augment analyses, possibly clarifying prior statements. Any such
follow-up interview will not be digitally recorded, though notes will be taken.
Site Visits: Although the researcher may be on site for conducting scheduled interviews on more
than one occasion, one site visit will include the researcher making general observations of
facilities and school organization that, when combined with interview data and document review,
will increase the researcher’s ability to connect the features of implementation with the founding
work of the original partners. Photographs (of unoccupied spaces) may be taken with the
principal’s signed permission. While the events of concern for this study (the collaboration of
individuals who initiated, designed, supported, and implemented the school) are largely
historical, and thus, largely unobservable, if an opportunity arises for ongoing interorganizational
interaction to be observed, the researcher will seek permission to do so from all participants.
Page 1 of 3 Participant’s initials ________
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Document Review: The researcher will obtain publicly available documents related to the site
and to the partnership’s founding work. The researcher may also ask for less accessible, yet
publicly available documents (such as grant applications). Other documentation that is important
for the study though perhaps not considered a public record (e.g., records of correspondence,
memos, draft versions of individual or partnership work, meeting notes) may be sought for
viewing and utilized with the permission of the participant(s) who has (have) access to the
information and the authority to release it. In cases where the holder of such authority to release
information is unclear, the authority of the principal of the school will prevail.
RISKS
Few risks are foreseeable for this study. The researcher will endeavor to collect data with
minimal impact on the site and/or the time generously made available by participants.
Confidentiality concerns, highly valued by the researcher, are addressed in a section below.
BENEFITS
Benefits of this study, if it can be conducted according to plan, are modestly proposed, and might
accrue to participants in at least two ways. First, reflection on the interorganizational work
conducted as the school site was developed and implemented might be aided by a completed
study that richly describes the work that occurred. Secondly, participants who might engage in
such work in the future could benefit from the analysis of similar effort in the past.
The research literature on educational implementation in general and specifically on
interorganizational partnership work is in need of additional studies, particularly those focused
on the relationships among various parties involved. That this study focuses on innovative
school creation adds to its timeliness.
CONFIDENTIALITY
The researcher is initiating this study with the assumption that all participants wish to preserve
the confidentiality of their contributions and that the name of the school site and the name of any
participating organizations will not be identified. All identifying information collected and
reported over the course of this study will therefore be kept confidential, unless participants
agree to allow such identification (see page 3).
The researcher will securely store all data off site and would make it available only to those
persons conducting the study (in this case, the PI himself and, as needed for the study’s quality
assurances, doctoral committee members). Any exceptions to this would only be made with
written consent of any affected participant. No reference will be made in oral or written reports
that could link participants to this particular study, unless all participants agree to the removal of
such confidentiality restrictions.
Data will be stored on a single laptop computer and up to two portable memory devices (for
back-up). Audio recordings of interviews will be erased after files are transferred to the
investigator’s computer.
Page 2 of 3 Participant’s initials ________
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CONTACT INFORMATION
If you have questions at any time about the study or the procedures, or if you experience adverse
effects as a result of participating in this study, you may contact the researcher, John Campbell,
at 524 Faraday Street, Alcoa, TN 37701 (office phone: 865-984-0531, ext. 535; cell phone: 865414-3559). If you have any questions about your rights as a participant, contact the Office of
Research Compliance Officer at 865-974-3466.
PARTICIPATION
Your participation in this study is voluntary, and you may decline to participate without penalty.
If you decide to participate, you may withdraw from the study at any time without penalty and
without loss of benefits to which you are otherwise entitled. If you withdraw from the study
before data collection is completed your data will be returned to you or destroyed.
________________________________________________________________________
CONSENT
I have read the above information. I have received a copy of this form. I agree to participate in
this study.
Participant’s signature _________________________________

Date _____________

Investigator’s signature ________________________________

Date _____________

RELEASE FROM TERMS OF CONFIDENTIALITY
I have read the above information regarding confidentiality. If the study is to be shared in a
manner that identifies the school and one or more of the study’s participants, release from the
terms of confidentiality must be indicated below.
(Please initial only one of the options below.)
______ I do not permit the researcher to identify my name, indicating participation in this study.
______ I do permit the researcher to identify my name, indicating participation in this study.
(If neither option is initialed, the researcher will maintain the terms of confidentiality described
in the “Confidentiality” section of this form.)
Page 3 of 3
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Appendix B
Interview Protocol
Identification of the Participant’s and His or Her Organization’s Role
1. What is your perspective on the role your organization played in this partnership?
2. What did you and your organization bring to this situation?
The Nature of Relationships and Intentions
3. How did your organization become involved in the partnership?
4.

a. Why did you become involved?
b. What did you hope to obtain and promote?
What was the nature of your relationship with the other partnership members?

Interrelational and Contextual Effects on Individuals
5. To what degree did your experience with the other members challenge any assumptions or beliefs you held
when you first came in to the partnership?

6. In regard to final outcomes, how did your expectations change during the time you were engaged with the
partnership?

7. To what degree did others’ positions or perspectives on the situation affect your own over the course of
8.

your work with the partnership?
To what extent did financial, physical, or political resources or pressure affect your positions and
perspectives?

Interrelational and Contextual Effects on the Implemented School
9. To what extent does the implemented school reflect…
a.
b.

changes to individual or organizational perspectives that occurred during the partnership’s work?
the effects of financial, physical, or political resources or pressure?
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Appendix C
Observation Guidance
Site-based observations were conducted to help accomplish the triangulation of data by
collecting information that might corroborate or conflict with data gathered through interviews
and documents. The following categories and questions (based on Merriam, 1998) were used to
guide observation-based data collection and analysis.
Innovation
•

The facility, its use, and the practices observed vary from traditional, comprehensive high school facilities
and patterns

Facilities and Facility Use
•
•

The facility exhibits features that are consistent with partners’ perspectives and associated objectives for
implementation.
The facility is utilized in ways that are consistent with partners’ perspectives and associated objectives for
implementation.

Staff and Instruction
•

Teachers’ instructional activity is consistent with partners’ perspectives and associated objectives for
implementation.

Organization and Activities
•

The organization of resources and the activities observed are consistent with the partners’ perspectives and
associated objectives for implementation.

Researcher’s Presence
•

To what extent might my presence be affecting participants or activities?
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Appendix D
The 16 School Districts of the Educational Council and Number of Seats
at Metro during the 2007-2008 school year

District
Bexley City
Canal Winchester Local
Columbus City
Dublin City
Gahanna-Jefferson City
Grandview Heights City
Groveport Madison Local
Hamilton Local
Hilliard City
New Albany-Plain Local
Reynoldsburg City
South-Western City
Upper Arlington City
Westerville City
Whitehall City
Worthington City
TOTAL

Number of Seats at Metro
High School 2007-08
3
7
119
7
6
2
6
0
9
6
5
12
4
9
3
6
204

Percentage
<3%
3.4%
58.3%
3.4
<3%
<3%
<3%
0%
4.4%
<3%
<3%
5.9%
<3%
4.4%
<3%
<3%
100%

(Source: Hunter & Agranoff, 2008, Metro high school: An emerging STEM community, Vol. II.
Columbus, OH: PAST Foundation, p. 37)

The Educational Council: http://www.edcouncil.org
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Appendix E
Curriculum and assessment-oriented excerpts from Metro High School’s
Frequently Asked Questions Web Page
Is the school accountable for the Ohio Graduation Tests (OGT) and graduation requirements?
The Metro School is standards driven and performance based. Each student—with his or
her family or adult advocate and a Metro advisor—formulates a personalized learning
plan targeted at successful performance on the OGT and specific graduation requirements
for his or her “home school.” The Metro staff will work with the home district to ensure
credit transfer and attainment of graduation requirements.
How is the school organized for instruction?
Division 1 – Core Prep: During the Core Preparation phase, the 9th and 10th grade student
experience focuses on learning that promotes performance and mastery. To exit the Core
Preparation, students demonstrate performances in mathematics, science, social studies,
and language arts. This performance demonstration includes the successful passage of
the Ohio Graduation Tests as well as performance tasks including a showcase of the
student’s ability to work both independently and in collaborative environments, and the
capacity to investigate solutions to real world problems.
Division 2 – College Access: Upon successful mastery of Core Prep, the 11th and 12th
grade students learn from a curriculum that is focused on “learning outside of the school
walls” and the development of the students’ capacity for successful college work. The
design of the curriculum includes a series of learning centers located in settings across the
central Ohio community. For example, a student may choose to further his or her talents
and capacities for scientific inquiry through a math- and science-focused apprenticeship
where her or she works with a scientist at Battelle. These experiences will go beyond
traditional internships and will include problem solving, critical thinking, and creative
innovation.

(Additional frequently asked questions may be found at http://www.themetroschool.org)
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Appendix F
Metro Early College High School “Contractual” Performance Expectations (Excerpts)
Teachers and Staff
Curricula that begins with the Ohio Academic Content Standards and Indicators and ends
with successful participation in college level coursework without remediation.
• Curricula that employ essential questions and are aligned with developing “Habits of
Mind”—critical thinker, engaged learner, active and responsible decision maker, problem
solver, inquiring learner, effective collaborator, clear communicator.
• Ongoing discussions of ways in which “less is more,” rather than coverage, leads to
effective teaching and learning (depth vs. breadth).
• Promotion of students based on their demonstration of mastery, not by time spent in
class.
Students
•

•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrate that their learning is purposeful… questioning their work… assessing their
work… finding and assessing evidence for their ideas and others… conducting action
research…
Demonstrate intrinsic motivation by becoming increasingly independent learners.
Recognize that the school applies high standards to all students.
Take on multiple roles (teacher, researcher, student, team member) in the
classroom/learning process
Create portfolios throughout their academic career which demonstrate the evolution of
their skills and knowledge

(Additional expectations retrievable from http://www.themetroschool.org)
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Appendix G
Coalition of Essential Schools Ten Common Principles
1. The school’s central intellectual purpose is helping students to use their minds well.
2. An essential body of knowledge, skills, and dispositions will be identified for student
mastery.
3. The school’s goals apply to all students.
4. The school will be highly personalized.
5. A governing practical metaphor will be “student-as-worker, teacher-as-coach.”
6. Teaching and learning will be documented by student performance on real tasks.
7. The tone of the school will be one of trust and decency.
8. The principal and teachers will act as generalists first and specialists second.
9. Resources will be modest and therefore positioned toward teaching and learning.
10. The school will emphasize democratic, fair, and equitable practices.
http://www.essentialschools.org
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Appendix H
A listing of the “Learning Partners” who have contributed to the provision and design of learning
experiences (e.g., internships, summer field experiences) for Metro High School
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Battelle
Franklin Conservancy
Center of Science and Industry (COSI)
John Glenn School of Public Affairs
Office of the Mayor, City of Columbus
Ohio State University (e.g., supercomputer, greenhouses)
NSBE
Parents / PTSO
PAST Foundation
SWACO
Wexner Center for the Arts

Source: Hunter, M. S. & Agranoff, R. (2008). Metro high school: An emerging STEM
community, Vol. 1. Columbus, OH: PAST Foundation
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John Wilson Campbell, Jr., a former middle school teacher, is currently a public school
district administrator in Alcoa, Tennessee. He has taught at the University of Tennessee as a
Practitioner Partner for the Department of Educational Leadership and Policy Studies and as an
adjunct professor for the Department of Art. He earned his Bachelor of Arts in Studio Art at the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (1983), his Master of Fine Arts from the University
of Tennessee (1987), and his Master of Science in Curriculum and Instruction at the University
of Tennessee (1993). He completed requirements for the Doctor of Philosophy in Educational
Psychology and Research, with a concentration in Assessment and Evaluation, at the University
of Tennessee in the fall of 2010.
Dr. Campbell began working with public education during three years (1989-1992) as an
artist-in-residence and briefly as an after-school arts program coordinator with the San Diego
city schools in San Diego, California. After returning to Tennessee to complete graduate studies
in education, he began teaching with the Kingsport City Schools in Tennessee where he taught
for one year before joining the faculty of the Alcoa City Schools in 1994. He taught science,
math, and art at Alcoa Middle School before becoming the school district’s Director of
Administrative Services in 2005.
In his current position with this small, suburban school system, Dr. Campbell serves as
the Assistant Director and handles portions of many responsibilities, from operations and
purchasing to planning, curriculum, assessment, professional development, and evaluation. He
also has extensive experience as a peer review team chair and team member with the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools. He is a member of the American Educational Research
Association, the Mid-South Educational Research Association, and the Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development.
Dr. Campbell began his doctoral program with long standing interests in the integration
of creativity and innovation constructs with the study and conduct of academic classrooms and
public education systems. His more recent interests in the ways that politics and
interorganizational work affect efforts to implement innovative changes in educational systems
are reflected in the present study.
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